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ABSTRACT 

How does a biological Ggfat sensor convert the energy of a photon through a sequence 

of structural changes to generate a biological signal? Photoactive YeDow Protein (PYP) 

isolated from the phototrophic bacterium Ectothiorhodospira halophila, a small water-

sohible protein whose three-dimensional X-r^ crystaOographic structure has been determined 

to h^ resolutk>n, serves as a paradigm for structural studies of the interaction of light and 

proteins. This blue li^ photosensor has been impficated in the negative phototactic response 

of these bacteria. 

PYP undergoes a cyclic series of absorbance changes upon illumination at its Xmax of 

446 nm. In its ground state, the anionic p-hydrojQfcinnamoyl chromophore of PYP is 

covalently bound as a thiol ester to Cys69, buried in a hydrophobic pocket, and hydrogen 

bonded via its phenolate oxygen to Glu46 and Tyr42. The chromophore becomes protonated 

in the photobleached state (I2) after it undergoes trans-cis isomerizatioo, which results in 

breaking of the H-bond between Glu46 and the chromophore and partial exposure of the 

phenolic ring to the solvent. 

To gain an in-depth understanding of these interactions at the molecular level, the 

active site of the protein and the chromophore structure was modulated via site-directed 

mut^enesis and incorporation of variant chromophores. The structural, optical, kiiKtic and 

thermodynamic properties of several such altered proteins have been investigated and 



I S  

presented in this dissertatioa Interestingly, Glu46Asp and Gtii46Ala mutations demonstrated 

dual photoactive species as a result of a pH driven color transition. MetlOOAk was the first 

PYP mutant to exhibit properties of an optical switch. The unique propertks of PYP and its 

mutant forms may eventually permit their use in optical devices for switching, memory, 

computing and holographic applications. 

Early stages of the photocycle were characterized using picosecond and femtosecond 

uhra&st transient absorption spectroscopy. These time-resolved spectroscopic studies have 

revealed the presence of two new intermediates. The time constants for formation and decay 

of these intermediates have now been resolved and the structural and mechanistk aspects of 

these results are discussed. 

Recentfy, PYP was proposed as a structural prototype for the PAS domain 

super&mify. PYP/PAS domains therefore form an important structural motif for biological 

signaling. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1. A. GENERAL FEATURES OF PHOTOBIOLOGICAL PROCESSES 

Life on earth is dependent on solar radiation as the primary energy source supplyii^ 

the entire kingdom of life with light and heat. Our biosphere harvests onfy a small fraction 

of the sun's energy, approximately 1% of that which is incident upon the earth. The solar 

spectrum of the radiation reaching the sur&ce of the earth spans the near-ultraviolet through 

the visible and the infrared which lies between 200-900 nm. The maximum solar spectral 

peak is centered around 500 nm, in the bhie-gteen region of the spectrum, with less radiatk>n 

at the spectral extremes. The sun penetrates into the sea as difdised light, but with increasing 

depth the available light is narrowed to only the blue-green region (-500 nm). 

Light inlQuences the processes of chemical and organismic evolution, both as a source 

of energy and as an environmental &ctor for selection and adaptation in the evolutionary 

process. Organisms such as the algae, bacteria, fiii^ plants, and higher animals have evolved 

on the basis of their photosensitivity by absorption of specific wavelengths of light, a 

prerequisite for triggering photobiological reactions. Light and life became intimately tied 

together through their photoreceptor pigments which are the key to the initiation of these 

crucial photoprocesses. 
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l.A.1. Photoreceptors 

Living oiganisms synthesize molecules (photoreceptors) that are chemical^ structured 

(Le. contain chromophores) for photoreception. A photoreceptor chromophore has its own 

specific wavelength region of absorption. Proteins themselves do not absorb light at 

wavelengths above 300 nm. The apoprotein, whra it is associated with such a chromophore 

of a photoreceptor, can significantly modify the wavelength of light absorption by the latter. 

This wavelength modulation is {n^determined by the conformation of the apoprotein, through 

molecular evolutionary processes. Very often, absorption of light by these photoreceptors 

is accompanied by a change in the structure of the chromophore. 

Chromophores of biological photosensors are most often covalently bound to their 

apoproteins; the formation of such a covalent bond itself induces a spectral shift as a result 

of changes in the electronic states. Once the chromophore is bound to the apoprotein and 

satisfies the steric requirement within this binding site, it thereby exists in a unique 

environment. This specific environment makes the photobiological process (photochemistry) 

more efficient upon light absorption. 

As a result of covalent bond formation, chromophores and specific binding site 

residues can be held close together within a chromophore binding site, which is often a 

hydrophobic pocket. This usually induces spectral changes (red-shifts). Additional &ctors 

affecting the photoreceptor spectrum would be hydrogen bonding, electrostatic interactions, 

or charge-transfer between the chromophore and the protein. Photobiological receptors 
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therefore have characteristic spectroscopic features. 

Chromophork; pigments in biology broadfy beloi^ to either aromatic/heterocyclic 

(flavin, pterin, stentorin, blepharismin, p-hydroxycinnanQ^O^ pofyenes (retinal, carotenoids), 

or tetrapyrrole (cyclic or linear - chloroplQ^Il, pheopl^rtin, phytochromobilin) classes. In order 

of increasing wavelength and decreasii^ energy of absorbed light (Figure 1.1), the 

chromophores known thus &r are (1) UV radiation absorbers (tryptophan, tyrosine, 

phenylalanine, DNA, RNA, tRNA), (2) blue l^t absorbers (flavins, carotenoids, p-

hydroxycinnantyO^ O) green light absorbers (rhodopsin, bound carotenoids), (4) yellow-

orai^e light absorbers (phycocyanins), and (5) red light absorbers (stentorin, chlorophylls). 

Examples of photosensors with their corresponding pigment will be presented in the context 

of their respective photobiological function. Wavelength maxima for the various 

photoreceptors can be teiefiy listed as follows: blue-region (PYP, sensory rhodopsin U 

(SRII)), green region (rod-iiiodospin) and yellow-orange spanning region (bacterioihodopsin, 

halorhodospin) and red-light absorbing chromoproteins (phytochrome). Retinylidene proteins 

including visual pigments and archael rhodopsins span the rai^e fix>m UV to red. For some 

photoreceptors, characterization has not proceeded beyond the documentation of an action 

spectrum. However, for others a combination of biochemistry, molecular biology, 

spectroscopy (inchidii^ time-resolved), and x-ray crystallography (including time-resolved) 

has recent^ been helpfiil in obtaining structural/functional understanding of these photoactive 

proteins. 
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Photoreceptors can be broadly classified into those that absorb radiation as a source 

of energy (generating products) and those that use light energy as a source of information 

(signal generating ^rstems). A Is-oad overview of the solar spectrum and the important 

biological processes with their corresponding photoreceptors at their maximum wavelength 

of photosensitivity is shown in F^ure 1.1. The role of evolution is evident by the limited 

number of pigments that are present in species ranging fix>m the prokaryotes, to plants, and 

higher organisms. Only a handfiil of photoreceptor pigments are responsible for a multitude 

of photobiological processes. 
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Primary Photoprocesses 

T.ight absorbed by these varioiis chromopbores leads to one of the following processes 

(depending on their structure); electron transfer, excitation energy transfer or 

pbotoisomenzation (Table 1.1). Light-induced electron transfer is not generally present 

among polyenes; these usually undergo isomerization or energy transfer. Electron transfer 

mediated by chloropl̂ rlls is a key step in photosynthesis. Photoreceptors based on cis-trans 

isomerization of the chromopbores upon photon absorption are the phytochromes and the 

rhodopsins (cblamyrbodopsin, bacteriorhodopsin, halorhodopsin, sensory rhodopsin). A 

novel photoreceptor based on photoisomerization is the Photoactive YeDow Protein (PYP) 

(vide supra). 

Chromophores of photoactive proteins generally have an extinction coefficient on the 

order of 10^-10^ M"* cm ' due to the presence of coiyugated tz orbitals. Most photobmbgicai 

processes proceed with a high quantum yield (0.5-1). Organic chromophores when free in 

sohition have lower photochemical quantxmi yields. However, enclosure within a protein 

environment causes a red shift in the spectrum since the energy difference between the excited 

state and the ground state of the protein is lowered aiKl increases the photochemicai quantum 

yield. 



Table 1.1. Photoreceptors, their chromophores and photochemistry 
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Photoactive protein Chromophore Photochemistry 

Photosynthesis: 

photosynthetic reaction centres ciilorophyQ 

Ion pamps: 

(bacteriorfaodopsin, hak>iiiodopsin) retinal 

Light antenna: 

pbycobiliproteins linear tetrapyrroies 

light harvestii^ complexes carotenoids, chlorophyll 

Photosensors: 

rhodopsins 

(visual, sensory) 

phytochrome 

photoactive yellow protein (PYP) 

Photoprotection: 

DNA photo '̂ase 

retinal 

linear tetrapyrrole 

p-hydro3Q'cinnamic acid 

flavin + pterin 

electron transfer 

photoisomerization 

exciton transfer 

exciton transfer 

photoisomerization 

photoisomerization 

photoisomerization 

electron transfer 
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I.B. SPECIFIC PHOTOBIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS 

I.B.I. Light as a Source of Energy 

l.B.1.1. Photossmthesis 

Photosyiithesis, a process that converts solar energy directly to chemical energy, is 

crucial to life. It is the vital source of food for the bacteria, a^ae and plants capable of this 

process, as well as for the creatures which prey upon them. For this purpose, a large array 

of antenna complexes (an ensemble of light-harvesting pigments-chlorophylls, carotenoids, 

phycobOins) are embedded in membrane proteins which absorb l^ht and fimnel excitation 

energy towards large specific proteins called the reaction centers (RC-the central catalytic 

domain) where photoinduced charge separation takes place. The basic mode of action of the 

photochemical process for the several classes of reaction centers in plants, algae, 

cyanobacteria and anoxygenic photosynthetic bacteria, based on light-induced electron 

transfer, is always the same: the excitation energy arriving from the antenna is trapped by a 

primary electron donor [a dimer of (bacterio)chlorophylI] followed by several steps of 

electron transfer to the acceptor located on the opposite side of the membrane (Kirmeir & 

Hohen 1987; Youvan & Marrs 1987; Cramer & Kna£f I99I). 

Up until now, three-dimensional structures for about 8000 biological macromolecules 

have been determined by x-ray crystallography, mostly for soluble proteins. Membrane 

proteins are notoriously difBcutt to crystallize, and their size as well as their integration into 

l^id membranes make structure determination rather diffoult. However, recent advances in 
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memtHBae protein crystallization techniques along with improved molecular 

biology/biochemical tools have helped in solving the bottle-neck of such membrane protein 

structure determination. A structural model for tte reaction centers of higher plants is still 

in its in&ncy and hence this will not be discussed. However, recent ground breaking high 

resolution structural determinations have been made for the bacter̂  reaction centers and win 

be discussed below. 

Photosynthetic Bacteria 

There are three classes of photosynthetic bacteria in decreasing order of evolutionary 

development: cyanobacteria (blue-green algae), green bacteria, and the purple bacteria. 

Phototrophic bacteria, including oxygenic and ano^Q^genic forms, transform light energy into 

metabolically usefiil chemical energy by chlorophyll- or bacteriochlorophyll-mediated 

processes. The major difference between oxygenic and anoxygenk phototrophic bacterial 

forms relate to their photosynthetic pigments and the structure and complexity of their 

photosynthetic apparatus (Stanier et aL, 1981). 

Photosynthesis in anoxygenic phototrophic bacteria depends on ojQ^gen-deficient 

conditions as the formation of the photosynthetic pigments is repressed by oxygen. The 

cyanobacteria, like higher plants, undergo oogenic photosynthesis with two l^t reactions 

(i.e., PS n & PS I; Schubert et aL, 1998). The light harvesting pigments that capture %ht 

in cyanobacteria are the bi%roteins (phycoerythrins 500-570 nm; blue phycocyanins 575-590 
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mn; aOophycocyanin & aOopiiycocyanin B complex 650-670 nm) with covalentfy bound linear 

tetrapyrrole chromophores, the phycobilins, forming the phycobilisomes. 

Anoxygenic phototrophic bacteria, unlike cyanobacteria and eukaryotic algae, have 

onty one fight reaction and are unable to use water as an electron donor. The electron donors 

for such species are characteristically sulfide, reduced sulfur compounds, hydrogen and a 

number of other organic compounds. Representatives of this group of species are widety 

distributed in fireshv^er, marine, hypersaline environments, hot sprii^s, arctic lakes and 

stagnant water bodies. The anoxygenic phototrophic bacteria are an extreme^ heterogenous 

eubacterial group, both structurally and physiologically. Traditionally two major groups are 

dstinguished: the {^totrophic green bacteria and the purple bacteria, based on their pigment 

composition and their photosynthetic apparatus. 

Recent advances in crystaOography has provided a structural model starting with 3 A 

(Michel 1982,1983) and refined to 2.3 A (Michel 1982, 1983; Deisenhofer et aL, 1985, 1995) 

resolution for the RC of the photosynthetic purple bacterium Rhodopsettdomonas viridis. It 

contains four protein subunits and 14 co&ctors (Thomber et aL, 1980). This multi-subunit 

membrane protein complex consists of four heme co&ctors covalently attached via thioether 

linkages to the cytochrome subunit. The other co&ctors include four Bchl-6 

(bacteriochlorophyll), two Bph-6 (bacteriopheophytin), two quinones, a non henie ferrous 

ion, and a carotenoid; they are associated with the subunits L and M. The complex measures 

about 130A in its loi^ axis and 70 A in width. Each of the central (L and M subunits with 
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bound BchL, Bph, quinones, non-beme iron and carotenoid) subunits have five naembrane-

spanning helices. There is a prominent 2-fold symmetry axis perpendicular to the plane of the 

membrane. The co&ctors are arranged in two symmetric branches each consisting of two 

Bchl-b and Bph-b and one quinone, originatii^ at the special pair near the periplasmic skie 

(for further structural details see Deisenhofer et aL, 1995). 

This structural model (Deisenhofer et aL, 1995) helps to elucidate the flmction of the 

RC. The series of electron transfer steps starts with the special pair of Bchl-b (Norris et aL, 

1971) near the periplasmic membrane sur&ce. Absorption of a photon the antenna 

comply and energy migration to the RC causes the pair to go to its first excited singlet state. 

The photoexcited pair reduces one of the Bph-b (~ 3 ps). The electron fix)m BPh-b naoves 

on to the primary quinone acceptor QA (  ̂200 ps) and to the secondary quinone acceptor QB 

(~ 25 jis) (Leibl and Briton, 1991; Mathis et aL, 1992). Both quinones are bound near the 

cytoplasmic surfoce. Two electrons are accepted by QB (two successive charge separation 

steps) along with two protons &om the cytoplasm to form quinol which results in its 

dissociation fixim the RC. Quinone at this binding site is now repleni^ed fi^m the membrane 

pooL The photo^thetic process follows an asymmetric route for electron transfer (L side). 

Onty one ofthe two symmetric branches of co&ctors at the ^lecial pair is used. The quantum 

yield for reduction of the quinone is close to unity. 

A cytochrome b/ci conq)lex obtains electrons from the water soluble cytochrome Ci 

and oxidizes the quinol, and translocates 3-4 protons to the per^lasmic side of the membrane. 
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as well as provides electrons to the bound cytochrome which can reduce the photo-oxid^d 

primary donor (Bchl-b special pair). Therefore in R. viridis^ the primary photosynthetk 

process is a light driven cyclic electron transfer that results in the generation and maintenance 

of an electrochemical proton gradient across the membrane, which drives ATP synthesis, as 

well as transport processes against concentration gradients. 

The three-dimensional structure of an RC complex of Rhodobacter sphaeroides has 

also been solved (Allen et aL, 1986; Chang et aL, 1991; Ermler et aL, 1994; Amoux et al., 

1989, 1995), which is similar in structure to R. viridis. Photosynthetic reaction center 

structural models are also availaUe fiom a 4 A resolution PSI structure of the cyanobacterium 

Synechococcus elongatus (KrauB et aL, 1996; Schubert et aL, 1997, 1998) and a two-

dimensional structure at SA resolution for PSn from spinach thylakoid memt^anes (Rhee et 

aL, 1997). 

l.B.l.l.b. Bacteriorfaodopsin 

Bacterioiiiodopsin (bR) is the photoreceptor from the halophilic purple bacterium 

Halobacterium halobium (salinarum), which fimctions as a light driven iHX>ton translocating 

pimip that converts the energy of photons into an electrochemical potential across the 

membrane that serves as an energy source (ATP production) under anaerobic conditfons 

(Oesterheh et aL, 1992). The bacterium ^mthesizes the purple meml^ane when the 

concentration of the dissolved o}^gen in its surroundings becomes too low to sustain ATP 
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production through aerobic respiration. The essential mechanistic requirement for bR to 

function as a proton pump is a light driven conformational change that increases the net 

proton flux in a given direction Le. from the cytoplasmic side (intracellular) to the 

extracellular side (Honig 1978). The resulting net proton fhix generates a proton motive 

force >^ch is used by the bacterium to synthesize ATP fix)m ADP and inorganic phosphate. 

Ths bacterium therefore has the useful capability of either respiratory or photochemical ATP 

synthesis. 

Structural studies by electron microscopy and image reconstruction (Henderson et aL, 

1975), x-ray ana^rsis (Behrens et al., 1998), and electron crystallography (Henderson et aL, 

1990) revealed that bR consists of seven membrane-spanning a helices that are connected by 

three external and three cytoplasmic loops (Engefanan et aL, 1980). The pigment retinal is 

covalently bound to a Lys residue via a protonated Schiff base linkage. The chromophore is 

buried in the interior of the protein and is stabilized by the binding of the P-ionone rii^ in a 

iQ^drophobic pocket. Free retinal absorbs at 380 nm and its protonated SchifTbase at 440 nm, 

yet the absorption maYimiim of bR is red-shiited (opsin shift) to 568 mn due to the 

electrostatic interaction of charges and dipoles in the retinal binding pocket (Yan et aL, 1995). 

The primary event, absorption of a photon of light, causes the retinal to isomerize 

from aH-trans to 13-C7^ ttereby initiating a photocycle (involving a cyclic serks of 

intermediate events: bRs68 "• Lsso -• M412  ̂N550 ̂  O 64o ^ bR seg) (Schoenlein et 

aL, 1991). Some of the protein structural relaxation steps include deprotonation of the Schifif 
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base and transfer of the proton to a critical Asp85 (in the M intermediate) followed by the 

release of the proton to the cytoplasmic side (Stoeckenius, 1971; Krebs & Khorana, 1993). 

After the first transport event, the Schifif base is subsequently reprotonated by Asp96 fix)m 

the cytoplasmic side which in turn picks up a proton firom the sur&ce (Lanyl, 1997 and 

references therein). Finally, thermal reisomerization of the retinal completes the photocycle 

to the dark-adapted ground state. The photocycle has been extensive^ characterized by ps/& 

tnne resolved spectroscopy (Hendrickson et aL, 1998; Schoenlein et aL, 1991). 

A very recent x-ray diffraction study at 2.3 A resolution of the 26 kD bR grown in 

cubic lipid phase (Luecke et aL, 1998) shows the seven transmembrane helices with tl^ retinal 

chromophore buried in the active site pocket. This structure revealed an im^qiected two-fold 

symmetry indicating twinning along the crystallographic axis that was not taken into accoimt 

in the earlier structure by Pebay-Peyroula (1997). The structural model indicates that one of 

the carboj^l oxygen atoms of the proton acceptor Asp85 is connected to the proton donor, 

the retinal Schiffbase, through a H-bonded water and also forms a second H-bond with 

another water molecule. The other carboxyl oxygen atom of Asp85 accepts a H-bond fix)m 

Thr89. This structure forms the active site. The nearby Arg82 is the center of a network of 

numerous H-bonded residues and at least an ordered water molecule. This network defines 

the pathway of the proton from the buried Schiff base to the extracellular sur&ce (Luecke et 

aL, 1998). 
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l.B.2. Light as a source of information 

Five properties of I^fat can serve as a source of information for bioiogicai systenos: 

(1) quantity, (2) quality (color), (3) spatial symmetry, (4) periodicity, and (5) polarizatiotL 

l.B.2.1. Vision 

Rhodopsin (~ 40 kO) is the memlnrane protein responsible for generating an optic 

nerve impulse in the visual receptors of the branches of life that possess image-resolving eyes: 

moQusks, arthropods and vertebrates. It is the major protein of the rod cells (stack of discs) 

present in the plasma membrane of the retina (Stryer, 1986; (Chorana, 1992). The protein 

moiety is called opsin and the chromophore is an 1 l-cis-retinal linked to a lysine (Lys 296) 

of the apoprotein by a Schi£f base linkage. Rhodopsin is a typical G protein-coupled receptor. 

Like other G-protein coupled receptors and bacteriorhodopsin, rhodopsin has seven 

transmembrane a helices and can be divided into three main domains: a membrane domain, 

a cytoplasmic domain, and an intrad^cai doma^ The seven transmembrane helices have been 

resolved by cryo-electron microscopy (5 A structure of frog rhodopsin and 9 A of bovine 

rhodopsin - Schertler & Hargrave, 1995; Unger & Schertler, 1995) and from hydropathy 

ana^^ Unlike bacteriorhodopsin, a detailed three-dimensionai structure of rhodopsin is not 

knowiL 

Upon light absorption, an ultra&st 1 l-c» to aH-trans photoisonKrization of the retinal 

chromophore (<|> = 0.67) occurs on the femtosecond time-scale (Kochendoerfer et aL, 1996; 
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Wang et aL, 1994; Peteanu et aL, 1993; Schoenlein et aL, 1991). This in turn initiates a linear 

cascade of dark-reactions (sequence of protein conformationai changes): Rhodopsin (550 nm) 

-• Batho (543 nm) ^ Lumi (497 nm) ^ Meta I (480 nm) «-*Meta II (380 nm) ^ opsin + all-

/y^ms-retinaL Meta-rhodopsin II is the activated state of rhodopsin that interacts with 

transducin to initiate the detection cascade. Activated transducin in turn activates inactive 

cGMP-phosphodiesterase that converts cGMP to 5 -GMP. The increase in the active cGMP-

phosphodiesterase concentration results in a decrease in cGMP concentration in the celL 

Changes in cGMP concentration are detected by the cGMP-dependent cation channel, 

resulting in hyperpolarization of the ceiL This hyperpolarization appears at the synaptic 

terminai of the rod cell as a nerve impulse. After difiiising from the binding site, dH-trans-

retinal is isomerized back to the 11-cis form, which in turn binds to opsin to regenerate 

rhodopsin (Hofinann et aL, 1992). 

l.B.2^. Photomovement 

Photomovement refers to any light induced motility or behavioral response involving 

spatial displacement of all or part of an organism (Kohen et aL, 1995). This has an adaptive 

advant^e such that the organian is optimal^ positioned in light or darkness. The three major 

classes of photoresponses of motile organisms are photokinesis, photophobic responses, and 

phototaxis. 

Photomovement t-hat is restricted to a cellular organelle is termed as photodinesis. 
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OrKiitatk>n of a non-inotile organism towards light is phototropism (growth-mediated 

directk^nal response). Polarotropism, not to be coniiised with phototropism, refers to the 

bending of an organ relative to the electric vector of a polarized light stimulus. The end result 

of such photoresponses is either photoaccumulation or photodispersaL, the former occurring 

with reduced light stimulus and the latter at higher light fhience. 

The general mechanism of photomovement in prokaryotes employs flagellar motors 

driven by a proton-nootive force (PMF). This process ultimately tr^gers a chaise in the 

direction of the flageOa, clockwise to countercloclcwise or vice versa. A general mechanism 

is that the photoreceptor p^pient in its excited or metastabk state may interact with a methyl-

accepting protein (Map) viiich acts as the site of s^nal integration. The mechanism is onfy 

known thus &r for sensory rhodopsins {yic^ supra) in which the attractant light causes 

methylation and repeltent light causes demethylation of the transducer (Htr) protein. It is 

suggested that Map lowers the level of a hypothetical regulator serving as the flagellar motor 

switch. Other photomovements of photoreceptors may follow the paradigm of sensory 

rhodopsins (SRI and SRU). 

Bacteria employ one or more flageDa as the motor apparatus. Each flageUum is 

driven by a rotary motor; the M ring, the driving force being the PMFs. Protons flow through 

the interstice between the M ring and the S ring (a stator), which powers the rotary motion 

of the motor ^paiatus. The photoresponse is either a suppression or an indiiction of a 

reversal in the flagellar rotary motor. 
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l.B.2.2^. Photokinesis 

A light dependent change in the velocity of an organism is termed as photokinesis. 

If the activity parameter that gets affected is the frequency of the directional change tten it 

is referred to as photoklinokinesis, and if the parameter is the swimming velocity then it is 

caDed photoorthokiiKsis. A positive response would be a Gght-stimulated increase in tte 

activity rate. It is increasing^ beconm^ evident that the pigments involved in free energy 

transduction in [^to^tithesis also simultaneously flmction as photoreceptors in photokinesis. 

Thus, the cyclic electron transfer chain in several purple bacteria directly mediates 

photokinesis (Brown et aL, 1993). 

In the cyanobacterium Phormidiian mcinatum, the action spectrum for photokinesis 

exhibits mavima in the red and blue regions similar to the absorption spectrum of a special 

type of Chi a (Kohen et aL, 1995). The primary photoreaction is most likely photonnization 

and charge separation in the reaction center leading to photophosphorylation of ADP. The 

ATP formed (in equilibrium with PMF) and acceleration of the flagellar motor (driven by 

PMF) causes acceleration of the motfle activity of the cyanobacteria. The action spectrum 

of Euglena gracilis for photokinesis also resen^Ies the action spectrum of photosynthedc 

pigments. 

Photophobic Response 

A transient alteration in activity, e.g., a directional change elicited by a change in the 
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intensity of the light stimulus, is termed a photophobic response (Kohen et aL, 1995). 

Generally the response observed is a transient halt before the organism changes direction. A 

step-up response occurs when the intensity of the Hght stimulus is increased while a decrease 

in light intensity elicits a step-down response. In the photophobk: response of the 

cyanobacterium Phormidium imcinatum the primary photoreceptor could be photosystems 

I and n, with Chi b, phycocyanobilin, and phycoerythrobilin contributii^ to the action 

spectrum in the 500-650 nm region (Nultsch, 1985). Transmembrane fluxes of protons and 

Ca^^ ions are supposed to be intermediates in this response. The contractile microfDaments 

in cyanobacteria presumably undergo a significant conformational transformation on binding 

CsL* ions inducing the gliding mechanisuL In the absence of a light stimulus, a step-down 

phobic response in Phormidium can be stimulated by an abrupt pH change. Euglena exhibits 

a step-up photophobic re^mnse which shows an action spectrum with maxima at 365, 412, 

450 and 480 nm (pterin photoreceptor?), and the action spectrum for the step-down phobic 

response has maxima at 375 and 480 nm that could indicate flavin as the photopigment 

(Barghigiani et aL, 1979; Holmes, 1991). 

I.B.2.2.C. Phototaxis 

An oriented movonent of an organism either towards or away fix>m the light stimulus 

is termed as positive or negative phototaxis respective^. Positive phototaxis occurs mostly 

with low light fluence and a higher light stimulus triggers negative phototaxis (Kohen et aL, 
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1995). At an intermediate light intensity the organism moves perpetKlknilar to the axis of light 

stimulus, referred to as transverse taxis. 

The phototaxis action spectrum of the cyanobacterium Phormidium uncinatian  ̂with 

maxima in the near-UV, bhie, and green wavelengths, extends well beyond 560 nm, where 

flavins do not absorb. This may indicate a photosynthetic pigment complex for phototaxis 

({nimary photoreceptor p^ment and anterma p^Tnents), and Chia coukl likefy be this primary 

photoreceptor (Nuhsch, 1985). In the cyanobacterium Anabaena^ positive phototaxis is 

probably mediated by C-phycocyanin while negative phototaxis by Chla (Nuhsch et aL, 

1979). 

Chlamydomonas has two photobehavioral responses, phototaxis and photoshock. 

Chlamydomonas shows a maximum positive phototactk: response to light of500-510 nm and 

440 nm. The photoreceptor pigment was first thought to be a flavin other than I^MN and 

FAD, a deazafavin or hydroxyflavins, but recent clear compelling evidence points to a retinal 

analog (chlamyrhodopsin) as the photoreceptor pigment system (Foster et aL, 1984; Spudich 

et aL, 1995; Holland et aL, 1997). The signal transduction pathway involves transmembrane 

Ca^^ fluxes. This causes a transient chaise in flagellar beating (Sineshchekov, 1991; Witman, 

1993; Moss, 1995), ultimately resulting in phototaxis or photoshock. The Chlamydomonas 

photoreceptor has been suggested to be located peripheral^ near the cell's equator in a 

con^lec structure presumabty the eyespot. The eyespot is conqxssed of layers of carotenoid 

granules covered by the chloroplast envelope and the plasma membrane (MeOconian & 
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Robenek, 1984; Witman, 1993). The photoreceptor molecule is suggested to be located in 

the plasma membrane immediately over the granules (MeOconian & Robenek, 1984). The 

granules make the photoreceptor unidirectional by shieklii^ it fix>m %ht passing through the 

ceQ body, and by reflecting light that has &llen directly on the eyespot, and then passed 

throi^ the photoreceptor back onto the photoreceptor membrane (Foster and Smyth, 1980). 

This results in an -eightfokl modulation of the amount of light reaching the photoreceptor 

membrane (Harz et aL, 1992), giving the cell the cue it needs to orient to light. The 

photostimulation results in the isomerization of the aH-trans retinal to l3-cis retinal 

(Hegemann et aL, 1991; LawsonetaL, 1991). 

Euglena gracilis ̂ ws a positive phototactic response at a very low light intensity, 

nxUcating a h^hty efScient primary photoprocess and a large ampli&atk>n in the transduction 

reaction chain. The photoreceptor pigments for phototactic orientation in Euglena gracilis 

are thought to be localized in the parafl^ellar body (PFB) (Ghetti, 1985). In addition to 

flavin, pterin (Galland et aL, 1990) is the second photoreceptor chromopbore in the PFB, 

arranged in a sequence so that the shorter wavelength absorbing pigment operates as an 

antenna pigment transferring its absorbed energy to the flavins, which then becomes the 

photochemically active chromopbore. The probable mechanism likely involves 

photoreduction of a membrane bound flavin, followed by reoxidation of the reduced flavin 

by a 6-type cytochrome. A hypothetical model has been proposed involving vectorial proton 

release, activation of ATPase and release of bound Ca^^ (Kohen et aL, 1995). 
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Phototaxis in the fiingus Allomyces reticulatus is mediated by retinal pigment 

(Saranak & Foster, 1997). Its phototactic zoospores (reproductive cells) swim with a single 

trailing fiagellum or cilium. Eyespots (lipid droplets near the base of the cilium) screen the 

light passing through the cell Constructive interference increases the absorption of light from 

outside the cell and the "eye" looks outwards and to the side. The pattern of light seen by the 

eye as the cell rotates provides the informatran for the cell to steer (Foster & Smyth, 1980). 

In some chytridion^cetes a specialized structure (called rumposome) is crosslinked to a 

distinct area of the plasma membrane (Dorwood & PoweO, 1982; Kazama & Schomstein, 

1973) to form an elaborate eye (Robertson, 1972). Due to the use of the same type of 

photoreceptor, it is not surprising that some phototactic chytridionQ^cetes can gather in the 

same places as the green a^ae that they parasitize (Strasburger, 1878). E)oes the use of 

rhodopsins in phototaxis by both green algae and fungal zoospores suggest that vision may 

have evolved from the phototaxis of a unicellular ancestor? 

Wavelength-dependent photomovement mediated by sensory rhodopsin (SR) in the 

Halobacterium halobium red membrane results in photodispersal by a step-up stimulus in the 

blue region and photoaccumulation in the yellow-green regions. H. halobium, in addition to 

the rhodopsin pigments bacterioriiodopsin and halorhodopsin (proton and chloride 

tran^rters), have two sensory rhodopsin photoreceptors (SRI and SRII) that mediate color-

sensitive phototactic responses (Spudich & Bogomobi, 1988; Bogomofau & SpudKh, 1991). 

These seven-helix receptor proteins are structurally and fimctionaUy similar to animal visual 
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pigments. They couple retinal photoisomerization (Schiff base deprotonation and 

reprotonation) to receptor activation aixl form complexes with membrane-embedded 

transducers Htrl and Htrll (Hofif et aL, 1997), that modulate a cytoplasmic phosphorylation 

cascade controlling the flagellar motor. The Htr proteins resemble the chemotaxis transducers 

from E. coli. The slow-cycling rhodopsin photoreceptor SRI performs a dual role: SRss? is 

responsible for the attractant response, while the bhie/UV photoreceptor pigment S373 

mediates the repeDant response (S373 is a photocycle intermediate of SRss?). 

SRsr; in the dark-adapted state is complexed to the Htrl transducing (Hotein with an 

initial level of methylation. A one-{^ton cycle attractant signal (a step-iq> re^nse in orange 

light) results in configurational isomerization of the retinyhc chromophore [SRss? S^io ^ 

SRss? ̂  S3?3 (20 ^s)-» SRss? (800 ms in isolated membranes)], a conformational change in 

the memlx^ine, as a processible «ngnal This leads to a decrease in CheA activity and CheY 

phosphorylation, resulting in suppression of switching. Methylation of the Htrl transducer 

is the adaptation step. A step-down in orange light results in the net reformation of SRss?, 

which is complexed to a highly methylated Htrl, >^ch activates CheA inducing an increase 

in reversal frequency. The methylation of Htrl to the initial level resets the photocycle (Hoff 

et aL, 1997). 

A step-up in both orange and near-UV light causes a two photon repellent signal 

transduction cycle. Accumulation of the S3?3 Sbsio signal leads to a conformational change 

in the SRI protein, which activates CheA and leads to an increase in reversal frequency. 
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Demetfaylation of Htrl results in adaptation. A step-down response (fight off state) results 

in the Shsio form to be converted to SRssr/Htrl complex within 80 ms, with a low metfaylation 

level, suppression of CheA activity and reversals. Methylation of Htrl returns the complex 

to its initial state (Hoff et aL, 1997). 

Sensory rhodopsin n (SRII or phoborhodopsin) is a repeOent phototaxis receptor in 

H. scdinarum (Takahashi et aL, 1985) wfaich binds to its transducer Htrll to transmit signals 

to CheA ^^ch in turn controls the phosphorylation of CheY winch induces swimming 

reversals (Hoff et al, 1997). Blue-green Hgbl pintoconverts SRII (487 nm) to SRII (360 nm) 

in < Ims, v^ch tiien decays to SRII (540 nm) in 100 ms and returns to SRII (487 nm) in 500 

ms (Tomioka et aL, 1986). Ttie formation of tiiese two pix>tointermediates causes swimnm^ 

reversals wiikh results in a repellant response (Yan et aL, 1991). Tlie structural features and 

dynamics of tliese signaling complexes (SRI-Htrl and SRII-Htrll) are t)eing studied by 

noolecular spectroscopy, cryoelectron microscopy and Ijy x-ray crystallography (personal 

communication with Dr. J. Spudich). 

Recently, a new bhie l^t piiotoreceptor (pijotoactive yellow protein-PYP; Meyer, 

1985), with a photocycle similar to those of sensory riiodopsins, has been implicated in tiie 

negative phototaxis of the liacterium Ectothiorhodospira halophila l»sed on action spectra 

(Sprenger et aL, 1993). A detailed study of tliis protein will be tiie topk; of tiiis dissertation. 

Its properties will he descril)ed further bek)w. 
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l.B.2.2.d. Phototropism 

Bendii^ towards light is one of the best known plant tropic responses (lino, 1990; 

Poflf et aL, 1994). It was accurately described more than a 100 years ago Charles Darwin 

(Darwin, 1881). A blue-Hght photoreceptor, cryptochrome (Ahmad & Cashmore, 1993), a 

flavoprotein that mediates nimierous bhie-light-dependent responses (Ahmad & Cashmore, 

1996) is presumed to mediate phototropism in plants. The multiple chromophoric pigment 

(including flavin and pterin co&ctors) from Arabidopsis (Ahmad et aL, 1998) also mediates 

a variety of l^e-light responses such as inhibition of hypocotyl elongation, accimiulation of 

anthocyanin, leaf and cotyledon expansion, extension growth, petiole elongation, gene 

expression, promotion of flowering, membrane depolarization (Ahmad & Cashmore, 1996; 

Small et aL, 1995), in addition to phototropism. Although additional blue-l^t-absorbing 

species may also contribute to light responses such as phototropism, the cryptocfaromes seem 

to be the predominant bhie-light photoreceptors in plants. 

l.B.2.2.e. Photodinesis 

Photomovement of ceD organelles is termed as photodinesis. The alga Mougeotia 

exhibits a mavimiim sensitivity of chloroplast movement in the blue region at high fluence 

rates, and in the red region at low fluence rates. The &r-red/red reversibility of chloroplast 

movement in response to polarized light (polarotropism) suggests that the red light 

photoreceptor is phytochrome (Haupt & Wagner, 1984). Phytochrome, a light receptor 
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protein found in a large array of higher plants and some eukaryotic algae (Eilfield and Haupt 

1991) has a mass of approximately 125 kD and is prototypicaDy a homodimer. Its 

chromophore consists of a linear tetrapyrrole moiety covalentfy attached to the protein via 

a thioether linlu^e (Vierstra 1993; Jones & Edgerton, 1994). Phytochrome mediates red and 

fer-ted light responses by the ability to photo-interconvert between two stable isomers Pr 

= 660 nm) and (A-msx = 730 nm). The photochemrcal basis of the interconversion between 

the two forms is the light induced cis-trans isomerization of the linear tetrapyrrole 

chromophore of the protein. Large protein confonnationai differences exist between these 

two forms (Tokutomi et aL, 1981; Nakazawa et aL, 1991). This pigment inMougeotia could 

be membrane or organelle bound, based on the feet that chloroplast rotation is 

polarotropically controlled (for review see Furuya, 1987; Song & PofC 1989). 

Under conditions of high fhience, blue light also elicits chloroplast movement in 

Mougeotia. Endogenous flavins bind to the phytochrome and energy transfer from the boimd 

flavin to the Pr chromophore (but not to the Pfr chromophore) occurs preferential^ resulting 

in the blue light-induced Pr Ps phototransfonnation. Both phytochrome and flavins are 

capable of releasing protons upon light reception and a possible mechanism is that local 

acidification depolarizes the membrane, opening a Ca^* channel in the cell; alternatively, 

acidification may cause a shift in the binding equilibrium of receptor bound Ca^"^ ions in an 

internal sequestered vesicle. 
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1^3. Photobioregnbition 

1.B3.1. Photomorphogenesis 

Light provides an essoitki &ctor for optimizing the developinent and growth of green 

plants. The pigments that pl^ such a role include the bhie light absorbers, flavin, carotenoids, 

bilq>roteins, and the red light absorbers, hemes and chlorophylls. Phytochrome is the best 

known photoreceptor (Sage et aL 1992; Komeef & Kendrick 1994; Quail et aL, 1995; Quail, 

1997) for light-dependent devebpment and di£ferentktioQ in higher plants. The biologicalfy 

inactive red-absorbing phytochrome (Pr; 660 nm) is synthesized in the dark, and on irradiation 

with red light is converted into the active, &r-red absorbing form (Pt; 730 nm). The Pfr form 

promotes germination of light-sensitive seeds, induces flowering of long-daylength plants, 

inhibits potassium uptake, induces anthocyanin synthesis, induces gene transcriptioa, and 

modulates bioelectric potentials. The cyclic interconversion between the forms is 

proportional to the irradiance and is therefore wavelength dependent, and fimctions as a built-

in defense mechanism for optimal growth and development (Kohen et aL, 1995). 

Regulation of Gene Expression 

Regulation of carotenoid and bacteriochlorophyU synthesis in purple non-sulflir 

bacteria e.g., Rhodobacter sphaeroides, most likety occurs as a result of the free energy status 

of the celL When ojQrgen is depleted, electron donors present in the cell initiate pigment 

synthesis which is cbsely linked to the polypeptide synthesis of the photosynthesis machinery. 
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High light intensities repress synthesis of the LH II part of this machinery (Coomber et aL, 

1990). Carotenoid ^mithesis in Myxococcos xanthus is regulated via a comptex pathway 

involving at least three regulatory proteins in the cascade at the transcriptional level of the 

carotenoid-synthesizing enzymes. Protoporphyrin IX, an intermediate of the heme-

bio^oithetic pathway is likefy the photoreceptor for this response (McGowan et aL, 1993). 

1.B33. Regulation of Chromatic Adaptation 

Cyanobacteria, in what is caDed complementaiy chromatic adaptatk>n (CCA), change 

the pigment composition of their antennae (phycobilisomes) to optimally adapt to the 

prevalent light conditions. An example of this is the synthess of red colored phycoerythrin 

when green light prevails, and blue colored phycocyanin is synthesized with orange or red 

light (Grossman et aL, 1993). The genes involved for such an adaptive response, as weQ as 

the gene activation for CCA (Federspiel and Grossman, 1990), have been mapped. The 

signal transduction mechanism has been proposed to involve two components, with a sensor 

protein which likely links to a histidine-kinase (Stock et aL, 1989). The identity of the actual 

light-sensing component has not been elucidated yet. 

1.B3.4. Regalation of Enzyme Activity 

Light regulates the activity of a nimiber of en^mties in plant chloroplasts and 

cyanobacteria (Anderson, 1986; Buchanon, 1991; Buchanon et aL, 1994; Scheibe, 1991; 
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Gleason, 1994). A major component in this regulatory pathway involves the thioredoxin 

enzyme, which transfers electrons from the photochemical apparatus via ferredoxin and 

ferredoxin-thioredoxin reductase to a disulfide bond on the target enzyme. The reduction of 

the S-S bond results in a change in the activity of the target enzyme, e.g., the activation of 

NADP(H)-Iinked malate-dehydrogenase (Muslin et aL, 1995). 

ChloropfayQ biosynthesis in both plants and cyanobacteria is regulated at the enzyme 

activity level The light-dependent enzyme protochlorophyOide reductase is responsible for 

this regulatory mechanism (Sironval and Brouers, 1984; Suzuki and Bauer, 1995). In the 

absence of light this enzyme remains inactive, leading to an accumulation of the chlorophyll 

precursor. This is only one of two en^maes (DNA photolyase being the other: vide supra) 

that requires light for catalysis which is not involved in s^naling or photosynthesis. 

1.B33. DNA Repair 

Organisms require light and solar energy for growth and development, but excessive 

radiation is dangerous too. This mainfy^ occurs upon absorptk>n of 250-280 nm wavelengths, 

resulting in UV-A and UV-B damage to DNA causii^ the formatk>n of pyrimidine dimers 

obstructing DNA replication and thereby limiting growth. An enzymatic repair mechanism 

(Sancar and Sancar, 1988) in vivo is initiated when DNA photofyase binds to the damaged 

site and upon absorption of the appropriate wavelength (300-600 nm) helps in the 

photoreactivation by cleavage of the cyclobutane dinoers (Sancar, 1992; Heelis et aL, 1993; 
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Todo et aL, 1993). The mechanism of the repair reaction is based on light-induced electron 

transfer between an electronrcaHy excited en^one-bound co&ctor, reduced flavin adenine 

dinucleotide, and the enzyme-bound dimer, although secondary chromophores may also play 

apart. 

1.B J.6. Photoprotection 

Carotenoids, in addition to their secondary role in l^ht harvesting and energy transfer, 

have a primary role of (^toprotection for chlorophyll, their incorporation into the protein 

matrix. This protective function prevents damage to the photosynthetic apparatus by 

photodynamic sensitization, and occurs in both photosynthetic bacteria (GrifSths et aL, 1955), 

and in higher plants (Wallace and Habermann, 1959). The mechanism by which 

photodestruction of chlorophyll can be prevented initially involves the excited triplet state of 

the chlorophyll acting on the triplet state of oxygen (groimd state) to form lethal singlet 

o^gen (excited state) (Foote, 1976). Carotenokls protect the chloroplast lameQar system by 

a triplet-triplet exchange reaction whereby chlorophyll returns to the ground state and the 

excited carotenoids dissipate the excess energy as heat (Cogdell, 1979). 
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l.B.4. Photocycle and Data Storage Applications 

In recent years, there has been a surge of interest in the possibility of using 

biomaterials as building blocks for electronic devices. The advantages of these materials are 

derived largety from the natural selection process, where nature has developed through trial 

and error the efScknt harnessing of organic chromophores to carry out various fimctions. 

Biological materials in their native or modified (via mutagenesis or chemkal treatment) forms 

can be used as active components to carry out logic, switching, or data manipulation fimctions 

(Birge, 1992; Oesterhelt et aL, 1991). Light-transducing systems such as visual rhodopsin 

(Birge, 1990), bacteriorhodopsin (Oesterhelt et aL, 1991), photosynthetic reaction centers or 

models thereof (Boxer et aL, 1992; Moore et aL, 1993), and chloroplasts (Greenbaum, 1990, 

1992), are examples of biomolecular ^^ems that have been investigated for photonic 

applications. Bacteriorfaodopsin has shown significant promise for applications in holography, 

spatial light modulation, and optical memories (Birge et aL, 1995). One photon excitation 

and the resultant refiiactive index change, and two photon absorption cross-sectional studies, 

have also been carried out for PYP in order to explore its suitability as a photochromic 

material (Lyngnes et aL, 1997). One PYP mutant (MetlOOAla, see chapter 4 of this 

dissertation) also exhibits photochemical switching properties (Devanathan et aL, 1998). 
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l.C. PHOTOACTIVE YELLOW PROTEIN (PYP) 

l.C.L Historical perspective 

The presence of a br^htly yeDow colored sohible protein was serendipitously 

discovered during the isolation and cfaaracterizatk>n of several photosynthetic electron transfer 

proteins (cytocfaromes, iron-sutfur proteins) &om the bacterium Ectothiorhodospira halophila 

(Meyer, 1985) v^iich lives in sunny, hypersaline lakes and is the most halophilic bacterium 

known {Ectothiorhodospiraceae genus) (Imhoflf et aL, 1978). Ectothiorhodospiraceae 

(ImhofiE^ 1984) are phototrophic sulfur bacteria that, during oxidation of sulfide, deposit 

elemental sulfur outside the cells and are considered anomalous members of the family 

Chromatiaceae. They are distinguishable by their lamellar intracytoplasmic membrane 

structures, by their polar l^id compositions and their dependence on saline and alkaline 

growth conditions. AU species are motile by polar flageOa. There are other type strains of 

this organism from the natural environment (Imhoff et aL, 1978; Imhoff 1984; Stackebrandt 

et aL, 1984; Ivanova et aL, 1985). The organism is a strict anaerobe and can live in 

temperatures up to 50" C. Its optimal growth conditions are 11-22 % NaCl, and it can 

survive even in 32% salt. Its alkaline optimal growth conditions range from pH 8.8-9.0 but 

it also tolerates pH's up to 11 (Grant & Tindall 1986; Edwards 1990). 
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l.C.2. Properties of PYP 

The yellow color of PYP is due to its absorption maximum at 446 nm (Meyer, 1985). 

It is a sohible cytosolic protein with a molecular mass of 14 kD (Meyer et aL, 1987). The 

visible wavelength peak for the pure protein is almost twice as intense as the 280 am protein 

peak. Upon laser excitation the yellow protein showed photoactivity (Meyer et aL, 1987), 

with a photocycle {vide supra) similar to the membrane protein bacteriorhodopsin, and was 

named photoactive yeUow protein (PYP). PYP has been isolated fix)m other type strains of 

the phototrophK bacteria (Meyer et aL, 1990,1993) and identified immunobgically in many 

other bacteria (HofF et aL, 1994b). 

1.C3. PYP Chromophore 

Clonii^ and sequencing of the pyp gene and the chemical identification of both the 

chromophore and its covalent linkage to the protein was accomplished by Baca et aL 1994. 

Biochemical characterization indicates this to be the first covalent modification of a protein 

by this chromophoric group, and probably the first identification of this metabolite in the 

proteobacteria (Baca et aL, 1994). The chemical structure of the PYP chromophore was also 

identified by 'H-NMR analysis of the cleaved pigment after proteolytic digestion of PYP by 

comparison with fiiee p-hydrojqrcinnamic acid (Kort et aL, 1994). Capillary electrophoresis 

was used for identification of the chromophore as well as the thiol ester linkagp with the apo-

PYP. 
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p-HydroT^cinnamic acid is a metabolic product of the phenyl propanoid pathway 

derived &om both Phe and Tyr and a key molecule in plant stress responses such as wound 

healing, pathogen infection, or exposure to UV. Incorporation of the />-hydro:q'cinnan]ic acid 

into flavinoids, lignins, and other phenolic compounds is known to proceed through a 

thioester-linked p-faydroxycinnaniyl-coenzyme A intermediate. Activation of this 

chromophore in E. halophila probabfy also [voceeds throi^ a co-enzyme A adduct followed 

by either co- or post-translational attachment to PYP via transesterification catafyzed by an 

as yet undiscovered enzynoe. Isomerizations of cinnamic acki derivatives m plants have been 

shown to be light-mediated (Turner et aL, 1993). 

PYP shows a red-shift from 320 nm (free />-hydro:tycinnamic acid) to 446 nm in the 

protein. Three basic factors render PYP yeDow: conjugation, deprotooation of tiie phenolic 

hydro}Q^l, and burial of the chromophore in a hydrophobk: protein environment. The 

contribution of each of these &ctors increases the wavelength of the absorptk>n maximum of 

the protein, and these aspects of color tuning have also been investigated for several PYP 

mutants and variants (see bek)w). Evidence that in dark-adapted PYP the chromophore is in 

an anionic form comes from the 1.4 A crystallographic structure (Borgstahl et aL, 1995). In 

addition, resonance Raman studies of PYP shows bands at frequencies and with intensity 

patterns characterctic of deprotonation of a phenolic hydio^Q'l, providing strong evidence that 

the chromophore is stabilized in the protein as a phenolate anion at neutrsil pH (Kim et aL, 

1995). 
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Burial of the chromophore within the hydrophobic core of the folded protein changes 

the absorptH>n maximum aiQ^where between 40-58 nm, depending on the extent to whkh it 

is buried and also whether it is in its protonated or deprotonated form. Conjugated organic 

compounds in hydrophobic sohrents are expected to increase their absorption maximum by 

onfy about 20 nm or less. However, when such chromophores are present within a protein 

environment, often there are additional spectral red-shifts between 50-200 nm. For example, 

spectral shifts from 367 nm for retinal in sohition (Nakanishi et aL, 1980) to 568 nm in 

bacteriorhodopsin, 550 nm in liKKiopsin, 587 nm in SRI and 487 nm in SRII are found. Such 

additional shifts are due to covalent attachment of the chronx>phore to the apoprotein, 

protonation of the Schiff base, and the environment around the chromophore. 

l.C.4. PYP Photocycle 

The time course of visible absorption after a laser flash at 446 nm, kinetica% resolved 

on the nanosecond time-scale, shows a bleaching of the 446 nm wavelength maximum of the 

protein (I^gure 1.2) in a bifdiasic manner to yield a red-shifted intermediate (1|) (Tfonmtion ^ 3 

ns), >^diich ftirther relaxes to a Uue-shifted (350 nm) second intermediate (I2) (Tfonnaboa = 140 

tis), and finally conqiletes the photocycle on a second time-scale (Zdecv - 97 ms) under room 

ten:q)erature conditions (Meyer et aL, 1987; Ng et aL, 1995). Upon absorption of a photon, 

the chromophore undergoes transacts isomerization (Kort et aL, 1996) associated with the 

fomiation of the red-shifted intermediate (Ii)> and the subsequent bhie shift is associated with 
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protoa uptake Awfaen the chromophore pbenoBc group undergoes a confonnational change and 

becomes exposed to the solvent (Meyer et aL, 1993; Genick et aL, 1997). Photocycle kinetics 

were ^wn to be influenced to varied degrees temperature, glyceroL sucrose, and varbus 

alcohol-water mixtures (Meyer et aL, 1987, 1989), indicative of a protein-mediated 

conformational change as a consequence of the photoinduced bleach and exposure of a 

portion of the hydrophobic sur&ce of the active site. 
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BLEACH RECOVERY 
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Figure 1^. Laser flashrinduced kinetics of bleach and recovery (upper paneO and time-
resoh^ed difference spectra (lower panel) for conq>]ete bleaching for WT-PYP at pH 7.0. The 
squares indicate the &st phase and the circles represent the total change of bleach. 
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PYP was found to be weakly fluorescent (emission maximum 495 nm) with a 

fluorescence quantum y^Id of 1.4 x 10'̂ ; picosecond kinetic measurements of the 

fluorescence decay show 90% of the emission occurring within a lifetime of 12 ps (Meyer et 

aL, 1991). Fluorescence upconversion experonents (with &-ps time-resolution) also confirms 

the above fluorescence maximum at 495 nm. In additnn, excitation at 440 nm resulted in non 

exponentkl fluorescence decay components (observed at 492 nm) with lifetimes ranging from 

a few hundred femtoseconds to a few ps (860 & to 3 ps). 

The exposure of a hydrophobic surfece durii^ the photocycle was further tested by 

binding of PYP to lipid bilayers (electrically neutral, net positive or net negative) by the 

surfece plasmon resonance technique (SPR) (Salamon et aL, 1995). The net negatively 

charged PYP moiecuie binds in a saturable manner to the bilayer, and ilhimination with either 

bhie or white light results in stronger bindii^, consistent with exposure of a hydrophobic 

surfece in the photobleached state. The bound PYP layer has a thickness of 23A, obtained 

fix)m theoretical fits to the SPR spectral curves, indicative of PYP molecule binding with its 

loi^ axis parallel to the monbrane sur&ce, consistent with the x-ray oystallographic structure 

(see below). 

A tn^ched variation of the PYP photocycle has been reported (Hoff et aL, 1992) 

which can be attributed to differences in the purification procedure of PYP. Photoacoustic 

spectroscopic anafysis shows that a firaction of the previously observed red-shifted 

intermediate (Ii) formed on a ns time scale, decays further by a slower route (van Brederode 
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et aL, 1995). Photolysis at cryogenic temperatures of a PYP sample indicates the presence 

of a mixture of the red-shifted intermediate Ii and another slightly blue-shifted species (442 

nm), not observed at room temperatures, which slowly decays to the I2 species (Hoff et aL, 

1992; Imamoto et aL, 1996). The ratio of these two fomis was found to be inverted by 

illumination with wavelengths on either side of450 nm. Wavelengths on the lower side of 

450 nm &vor the 442 nm species. Liquid nitrogen temperatures may trap species that are 

otherwise kineticalfy too fest to be identifiable at room temperature. Furthermore, protein 

samples used for e:q)eriments at liquid nitrogen temperatures require a high percentage of 

glyceroL Photocycle kinetics are known to be affected by glycerol solutions (Meyer et aL, 

1993). Decay of I2 to P is also noticeably different in sii^e crystals, which show parallel 

pathways that are temperature dependent (Ng et aL, 1995). 

l.C.5. Structure of PYP 

The PYP structure serves as a classic example of a protein that accommodates 

chemical and conformatioDal changes within a photocycle triggered by light absorption 

leading to signal transduction. The 1.4 A crystal structure provided the first view at atomic 

resolution for such a photosensing protein (Borgstahl et aL, 1995). As noted above, the 

active site of dark-adapted PYP consists of a /T-hydrojQ'cinnamyl group covalently attached 

to the thiol of Cys69 (F^ure 1 J). The yellow anionic form of the chromophore is stabilized 

in the hydrof^bic core of the protein by l^drogen bonds to side chains of Glu46 and Tyr42. 
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ThrSO interlocks Tyr42, GIu46 and Arg52 through a network of hydrogen bonds. Arg52 is 

located in a concavity on the protein surfece, shielding the chromophore from the solvent, and 

is positioned to form a gateway for the phototactic signal. The active site is poised for 

photon-induced rearrangements and protein-mediated signal transduction. 
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Figure 13. PYP ground state structure. The /T-bydro^QrcinnanQrl chromophore is 
bydrogen bonded to Gh]46 and Tyr42 in the active site. Arg52 and MetlOO are 
located at the entrance of the iQ^drophobic pocket. 
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A fhiirth-dtinensinn, namety, time, was added to the crystal structure of the bleached 

signaling intermediate (I2) (Figure 1.4) by ms time-resolved, muMwavelength Laue 

crystallography and simultaneous optical spectroscopy (Genick et aL, 1997). The light-

induced trans-cis isomerization of the /^hydroxycinnamyl chromophore (Kort et aL, 1996) 

breaks the hydrogen bonds by v^ch the phenolic oxygen is tethered within the active site, 

and protein coupled rearrangements produce a new set of active site hydrogen bonds (Genick 

et aL, 1997). The side chain of Arg52 moves to accommodate the isomerized cis 

chromophore, which increases its solvent exposure and becomes protonated (Meyer et aL, 

1993; Genick et aL, 1997). The resulting chaises in shape, hydrogen bonding, and 

electrostatic potential at the molecular sur&ce form a likely basis for signal transduction via 

the I2 intermediate. The I2 state is by &r the most stable intermediate in the photocycle. In 

order to have a biobgicalfy relevant event, the photosensor in its signaling state must allow 

interaction with its transducer. The lifetime of the signaling state can be evolutionarify tuned 

for any photosensor by modifying the degree of catafysis of protein-medmted re-isomerization 

of the chromophore. These results serve as confirmatory eAddence for an intricate interplay 

of k>nizable groups modulating the [^tocycle of PYP whk;h has been explored in the present 

work using site-specific mutagenesis (see below). 
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Figure 1.4. Active site iQrdFOgen bonding networks for daric (A) and bleached (B) 
conformations (Genick et al., 1997b). Refer to text for details. 
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Recently, a solution structure of PYP obtained by muMdimensional NMR 

spectroscopy has been puldished (DQx et aL, 1998). This indicates a three-dimensional fold 

similar to the crystal structure (Borgstahl et aL, 1995), with local differences in the backbone 

and side chain confonnations for the well-defined parts of the solution structure. 

Addftionalty, relaxation studies and measurements of hydrogen/deuterium ecchange were 

done to characterize the dynamic behavior of PYP in solutiun. These results indicate &st 

internal motions in the ns-ps time scale, especially in specific pooriy-defined regions (N-

tenninal helical regk>n). Probably, these &st internal motions result in structural 

heterogeneity. E)ifferences in the NMR and crystal structures could likely be attributed to 

differeix:es in experimental conditions and to molecular packii^. 

NMR studies of the long-lived photobleached intermediate of PYP (I2) at 38°C show 

a large degree of disorder and multiple confonnations on a ms time-scale (Rubinstenn et aL, 

1998). This is difibrent fix)m that observed in the ms-time-resolved crystal structure (Genick 

et aL, 1997), in w^ch only minor structural changes were observed at -12°C. This could be 

attributed to changes m the structure and cfynamics of PYP in crystal lattices vs. solution, as 

well as to the temperature difference. 

Nanosecond time-resolved crystallography was used to determine the structure of the 

relative^ ^rt-lived, red-shifted intermediate (Ii) (Perman et aL, 1998). The structural model 

shows the chromophore in its cis conformation, poised to undergo protein-mediated 

relaxation processes. The results may have been erroneously interpreted, however, in that 
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their proposed structure does not seem to agree with the electron density map. The negative 

electron density ascribed to the movement of the carboiQ^l oxygen s appropriate, but positive 

density that should be ascribed to the carbonyl group was surprisingly ascribed to the 

o 
movement of the carbon-carbon double bond. A h^er resolution (0.85 A) crystal structure 

by Genkk et aL, (1998) that traps a key early intermediate at temperatures below -IOO°C, 

indicates that during isomerization of the olefinic double bond, it is primarily the carbonyl 

bond that rotates. The p-hydroxycinnamoyl chromophore initially isomerizes by flipping its 

thioester linkage. The isomerized bond has a distorted transition state-like conformation, and 

the resultant stored energy is presumabfy used to drive the rest of the photocycle. This 

unequivocally demonstrates the structure of an early intermediate that shows the 

chromophore trapped halfway in the trans-cis isomerization process (Genick et aL, 1998). 

l.C.6. Ultrafast Spectroscopy of PYP 

Ultra&st pump-probe (ps) transient absorption spectroscopy has been undertaken to 

obtain information on the PYP photocycle at higher time resolution (Ujj et aL, 1998; this will 

be fiilfy described in Chapter 6). Two new earfy ps photochemical intermediates of PYP were 

characterized that were not determined prior to these studies. Recent data using & 

spectroscopy (BaltuSca et aL, 1997) also reported two kineticaDy resolved species with time 

constants T= 0.7 and T= 3.6 ps; however, these were incorrectfy attributed to the formation 

of the Ii intermediate, which is actualfy produced with a time constant T= 3 ns (Ujj et aL, 
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1998; Chapter 6). Fluorescence upconversion measurements also have characterized the 

presence of emission processes with time constants of 0.6 ps and 3.6 ps (Giowsrowjan et aL, 

1997). We win describe below experiments using & pump-probe absorption spectroscopy 

that kineticaOy characterize the earliest intermediate, which likely corresponds to the above 

noted structural twist of the carbonyl of the thio ester bond of the PYP chromophore 

(Devanathan et aL, manuscr^ sulxnitted; see Chapter 7). 

l.C.7. Strnctnral Comparisoa of PYP with Other Proteins 

PYP exhibits an ce/p fokl with a striking similarity to distinct parts of eukaryotic signal 

transducing, regulatory protein, actin-binding profilin and SH-2 (Src homology) domains, 

although no apparent sequence homobgy is present (Borgstahl et aL, 1995). The is indeed 

surprising as such a structural motif was previously unrecognized in prokaryotes. This could 

provide an evolutionary structural link between them. Profilin, by binding to actin, signals 

mk:ro-filament based motility via receptor-mediated transmembrane signaling (Tihiey et aL, 

1983) using phosphatidyliiK>sitol-4,5-bisphosphate as a secondary messei^er (Lassing & 

Lindberg, 1985). Profilin aiKi PYP share five antq)arailel ^-strands of unusual topology, 

identical sequence connectivity, and twist, and have two hydrophobic cores in identical 

k)cations (Borgstahl et aL, 1995). SH2 domains communicate with the key proteins of the 

signal transduction pathway through pho^horylation invohong phosphotyrosine (Koch et aL, 

1991). SH2 domains share sequence connectivity, loop conformation, P-topology and twist 
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with the C-tenninal half of PYP (Borgstahl et aL, 1995). Another remarkable similarity 

involves the active sites of SH2 (bound phosphotyrosine peptide) and PYP (anionic tyrosine-

like chromophore), both having a snnilar spatial location relative to the common a-helix and 

P-strands. 

What is the relationship of PYP structure to other photosensors? PYP (a soluble 

photoreceptor) and bacteriorhodopsin (a membrane spanning photoreceptor) have similar 

light-induced photocycles, although they have completely different chromophores and totally 

different 3-D structures. Both types of photoreceptors have ultra&st short-lived 

intermediates, and intermediates states of protonation of their respective chromophores. 

Metarhodopsin II (which activates the G-protein transducin in vision; Nathans, 1992) has a 

putative role similar to I2 of PYP. It is likely that these similarities are the result of 

convergent evolutionary pathways. 

l.C.8. PYP/PAS domain - A Structural Evolotion? 

Recently, an interesting twist to the structural and therefore probable functional 

aspects of PYP has begun to unfold. PYP appears to prototypicaOy exhibit all the major 

structural and fimctional features characterBtic of the PAS (Period clock protein-Amt-Single-

minded) domain super&mily (Pellequer et aL, 1998). PAS domains are found in diverse 

proteins and are apparent^ involved in mediating protein-protein interactions, transcriptwnal 

activation, ligand and/or co&ctor binding, sensing and signal transduction in all the three 
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branches of life. The PAS acronym (Nambu et aL, 1991) comes from the sequence repeats 

identified in the Drosophila Period clock protein (PER), the vertebrate Aryl hydrocarbon 

receptor nuclear translocator (ARNT) (Fukunaga et aL, 1995), and the Drosophila Single-

nunded IHX>tein (SIM). These three proteins are im^olved in regulation of circadian rhythms, 

activation of xenobiotic response, and cell fete determination, respectively. PAS domains 

have also recently been found in imaay other proteins including histidine kinases (Pouting & 

Aravind, 1997), light receptor and regulator proteins (Zhulin et aL, 1997), clock proteins 

(King et aL, 1997; Kay, 1997), sensor proteins (ojqrgen/redox sensors) such as heme-toding 

bacterial Oa-sensing protein FixL (Monson et aL, 1992; Gong et aL, 1998), ion channels 

(Zhulin et aL, 1997), and a Ser/Thr kinase with a putative redox-sensing or flavin-binding 

domaiiL Tte PAS domains in these systems are also des^nated as "LOV (light, oxygen or 

voltage) domains (Huala et aL, 1997). 

PAS containing proteins occur in organisms ranging from eubacteria to mammals, 

including archaea, cyanobacteria, fungi, plants and insects (Zhulin et aL, 1997). In 

prokaryotic cells, PAS domains appear to have a sensory function (Cabral et aL, 1998), and 

in eukaryotic cells, the best known PAS domains are found in proteins involved in the 

biochemical pathways uoderfying the circadian rfaythm (Reppert, 1998; Sassone-Corsi, 1998). 

A universal property of circadian rhythms in all organisms is the dramatic effect of light on 

rtiythmk:ity, and one of the intriguing problems is to try to understand how light, via 

activation of specific photoreceptors, interacts with the circadian clock. 
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HERG (human eag-related gene), a vohage-dependent IC channel (Wannke et aL, 

1991; Wannke & Ganetzky, 1994) plays a role in cardiac electrical excitability, and when 

defective, underlies a form of the k>i^ QT syndrome (a genetic condition causii^ &milial 

cardiac arrhythmia and sudden death; Curran et aL, 1995). The crystal structure, the N-

terminal domain of HERG, the first for a eukaryotic PAS domain, shows structural similarity 

to PYP (Cabral et aL, 1998). A structure-based secpience alignment of the eag domain and 

FY? shows no significant sequence conservation (Cat^ et aL, 1998); the relatedness is only 

apparent based on 3D structures. Another eukaryotic PAS domain is present in the aryl 

hydrocarbon receptor (dioxin receptor). Here the domain is thought to be involved in both 

ligand binding as well as in a protein-protein interactk>n (Hahn et aL, 1997). 

An E.co/i membrane protein for aerotaxis, provides another example of a sensor 

protein thought to initiate a signal transduction process that affects motility of the bacterium 

(Bibikov et aL, 1997; Rebbapragada et aL, 1997). The N-terminus of this protein contains 

a PAS domain implicated in sensing redox potendaL and the cytoplasmic C-terminus 

communicates with the flagellar motor. 

The Fbd. proteins, biok>gk:al oxygen sensors (utilizing heme co&ctors) restrict the 

expression of specific genes to hypoxic conditions. The FixL's oxygen-detectir® domain is 

a heme bindir^ regk>n that controls the activity of an attached histidine kmase (Gong et aL, 

1998). The heme-binding sensory domain belongs to the PAS domain super&mily (Gilles-

Gonzalez et aL, 1991; David et aL, 1988; Parkinson & Kofoid, 1992; Gilles-Gonzalez & 
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Gonzalez, 1993; Monson et aL, 1992; Zhiilin et aL, 1997). Comparison of structures of the 

FixL heme domain (from Bradyrhizobium japomcum), one in the "on" state without bound 

iigand and one in the "ofT state bound to cyanide, reveals a heme regulated mechanism 

distinct from the classical hemoglobin mocfels. The close structural resemblance of the FixL 

heme domain to PYP confirms the existence of a PAS structural moti^ but also reveals the 

presence of an ahemative regulatory pathway (Gong et aL, 1998). 

The prototype structure of a PAS domain is PYP, with a conserved PAS fold 

(Pellequer et aL, 1998; Genick et aL, 1997). If this is the prototypical case, then how does 

the same fold bind co&ctors as varied as heme, flavin, p-hydroxycinnamyL and use them to 

detect the necessary signal? Is there an analogous rearrai^ement of the domain in every case 

upon detection of a signal? Does the domain interact with conserved class of transmitter 

domains/proteins? Have contrastii^ selective pressures on organisms played a role in the 

evolution to different functions? The PAS domain is therefore clearly a versatile iigand-

binding domaiiL A comparison of structures of several PAS domains in aO the kingdoms of 

life in their activating and inactive conformations, aloi^ Avith a knowledge of their cognate 

transmitters, should shed light on these important questions. 

Very recently, a PYP-phytochrome Itybrid has been discovered in the ano}Qrgenic 

purple photosynthetic bacterium Rhodospirillum centenum (Jrang et aL, manuscript 

submitted). PYP (closefy^ homologous to E. halophila PYP) forms the N-terminal domain, 

a phytochrome apoprotein is the central domain, and histidine-kinase effector is the C-
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temmial domain. Pfaytocfaronie, the red/fer-red light receptor known only so &r to plants and 

algae, has also been genomicaify detected in cyanobacteria (Hughes et aL, 1997) and now in 

R. centenum (Jiang et al., manuscript submitted). However, the unusual feature of this hybrid 

phytochrome, is that it lacks the bilin chromophore and instead seems to have recruited the 

blue light PYP photosensor with its p-faydro^tycinnamic acid chromophore. The hybrid PYP-

phytochrome undergoes a bhie-ligfat tr^ered pbotocycle (slower than wild-type PYP), which 

inhibits autophosphorylation, and which in turn regulates chalcoiie synthase gene expression 

(an enzyme that plays in role of protection of plants; Martin, 1993). Moreover, interesting^, 

PAS domains normally present in plant phytochron^ were absent in the hybrid and 

cyanobacterial phytochrome. 

Two evolutionary questions that can be raised here are; (1) is the PYP-phytochrome 

hybrid from purple bacteria an ancestor of plant pfaytochromes? (2) did PYP (PAS structural 

prototype, vide infra) serve as an ancestral PAS domain before the branching point of the 

plant phytochromes? 
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l.D. Overview of the Present Work 

P YP serves as a paradigm for other photoreceptors by being a convenient biophysical 

entity for studying the interactwns of proteins with light and their links to life processes. A 

complete understanding of the fimdamental processes involved in photosensor function 

requires a system with atomk: structural information, and which is amenable to detailed 

biophysical and biochemical studies. Due to its solubility, small size, cytosolic location, 

temperature stability (Meyer et aL, 1987) and high photochemical efiBciency (quantum yield 

= 0.64) (Meyer et aL, 1989), it also makes an attractive alternative to bacteriorhodopsin for 

use in optical processing devices. 

To understand the role of the amino acid residues present in the active site and then-

interaction with the chromophore, several active site point mutations were constructed using 

site-directed mutagenesis: Glu46Gln and Arg52Ala (Genick et aL, 1997), MetlOOAla 

(Devanathan et aL, 1998) Gtu46Asp and Glu46Ala (Devanathan et aL, manuscript submitted), 

Tyr42Phe and ThrSOVal (manuscript in preparation). In addition, variant chromophores such 

as trans-cinnamic acki (lacking the p-faydro}Q^l groiqi) and 3,4-dihydrojQr cinnamic acid (DH), 

were synthesized, in order to obtain variant PYPs (DH-PYP; Devanathan et aL, 1997a), and 

in combination with active-site mutants to obtain mutant-variant proteins: Glu46GIn-DH, 

Arg52Ala-DH (Devanathan et aL, 1997b). All of these PYP analog proteins have been 

characterized kineticalfy and spectrally. Photocycle characterization of PYP at higher time-

resolutions was undertaken in order to more con^letety understand the structural changes 
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induced by light and their mechanistic implications. These investigations are reported in the 

following chapters of this dissertation. 

Chapter 2. Reconstitation of PYP from Activated Cinnamic acids 

[Devanathan, S., Genick, U. K., Getzof^ E. D., Meyer, T. E_, Cusanovich, M. A., and TolBn, 

G. (1997) Preparation and Properties of a 3,4-Diliydro3Qrcimiamic Acid Chromophore Variant 

of the Photoactive Yellow Protein. Arch. Biochem. Biophys. 340, 83-89]. 

Recently, PYP has been cloned, and an efficient recombinant expression sj^em was 

developed by inserting a plasmid with the pyp gene into E. coli (Baca et aL, 1994), and large 

amounts of the pure apoprotein were obtained by over expression (Genick et aL, 1997). A 

procedure for reconstitution of the apoprotein with activated chromophore was devek>ped 

via the synthesis of an activated thiophenol thioester of p-faydroxycinnamic acid. Alternative 

methods, using an anhydride derivative (Imamoto et aL, 1995; Kort et aL, 1996) of p-

hydroxycinnamic acid, are also known. The reconstitution methodology reported in this 

chapter offers a unique advantage over these, whereby chromophore attachment is possible 

during apo{votein e}q)ression. In addition to the synthesis and reconstitution of the native-type 

chromophore, variant cfaromophores were also synthesized and successfiiUy reconstituted. 

The optical and kinetic properties of the recombinant PYPs are described. 

All the work reported in this p^)er was carried out in our laboratory. The E.co/i -
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PYP overexpression strain was obtained from Dr. E. Getzoffs laboratory at the Scripps 

Research Institute, La JoUa, CA. The native BN9626 PYP strain was obtained from Dr. 

Terry Meyer (University of Arizona). 

Chapters. Gla46Glii and Arg52AIa - PYP Active Site Matants 

[Geniclc, U. K-, Devanathan, S., Meyer, T. E., Canestrelli, I. L., WiDiams, E., Cusanovich, 

M. A., ToDin, G., and Getzofl^ E. D. (1997) Active Site Mutants Implicate Key Residues for 

Control of Color and Light Cycle Kinetics of Photoactive Yellow ProteirL Biochemistry 36, 

8-14]. 

These studies of active site residue mutants provide the first insights into the 

parameters which control the color and kinetic properties of PYP. Mutant protein 

construction, expression, and purification was undertaken by our collaborators at Scripps 

Research Institute. All the biophysical characterization studies were done in our laboratory 

using proteins which they provided to us. 

Chapter 4. Photoreversible MetlOOAIa Mutant of PYP 

[Devanathan, S., Genick, U. K., Canestrelli, I. L., Meyer, T. E., CusanovKh, M. A., GetzoflEi 

E. D., and Tollin, G. (1998) New Insights into the Photocycle of Ectothiorhodospira 

halophila Photoactive Yellow Protein: Photorecovery of the Long-Lived Photobleached 

Intermediate in the MetlOOAIa Mutant. Biochemistry 37, 11563-11568]. 
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To understand the role of MetlOO, a residue that sits close to the entrance of the 

active site pocket, and its involvement in stabilizing the ground state of PYP, MetlOO was 

mutated to Ala, and the optical and kinetic properties of this mutant were studied. This 

mutant PYP was shown to possess an optical switch-like characteristic for one of the 

photochemical intermediates (I2) in the PYP photocycle. This mutant was made and purified 

at Scripps Research Institute, and was sent to us for optical and kinetic characterizatk>n. 

Chapter 5. pH driven Coior Transitions in Gla46Asp/Ala - PYP Mutants 

[Devanathan, S., Genick, U. K., Getzofl^ E. D., Cusanovich, M. A., and Tollin, G. (1999) 

Dual Photoactive Species in Glu46Asp and Ghi46Ala Mutants of Photoactive Yellow Protein: 

a pH Driven Color Transition, (manuscript submitted)]. 

A key &ctor controlling the color and light cycle kinetics is the hydrogen bonding 

network in the active site between the /^-hydroxycinnanx>yl chromophore and Glu46 and 

Tyr42 residues. Novel spectral and kinetic properties were revealed by mutagenesis of the 

Glu46 residue to A^)46 (^rter side chain) and Ala46 (elimination of the carboxylic acid and 

substitution with a hydrophobic side chain). The presence of dual photoactive species was 

observed as result of a pH driven color transition. 

The PCR mutagenesis technique was learned and performed during a visit by S. 

Devanathan to Dr. E. Getzoff s laboratory at Scr^s Research Institute. The resultant mutant 
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proteins were expressed, purified, and characterized in our laboratory. 

Chapter 6. Picosecond Transient Spectroscopy 

[Ujj, L., E>evanathan, S., Meyer, T. E., Cusanovich, M. A., ToUin, G., and Atkinson, G. H. 

(1998) New Photocycle Intermediates in the Photoactive Yellow Protein fix)m 

Ectothiorhodospira halophila: Pfcosecond Transient Absorption Spectroscopy. Biophys. J. 

75, 406-412]. 

The wild-type PYP photocycle was investigated by uhra&st (ps) time-resolved 

transient absorption spectroscopy to obtain kinetic information at a higher time-resolution 

than in previous studies (Meyer et aL, 1987, 1989). The presence of two new early (red-

shifted) intermediates precedii^ the previously known red-shifled intermediate Ii were 

characterized. Ps laser spectroscopy was done in collaboration with E>r. Laszlo Ujj in E>r. 

George Atkinson's laboratory in the Chemistry Department at the University of Arizona. 

Data fitting and ana^^ was a combined effort between both laboratories. 

Chapter 7. Femtosecond Transient Spectroscopy 

[Devanathan, S., Pacheco, A., Ujj, L., Cusanovich, M. A., ToUin, G., Lin, Su., and 

Woodbury, N. (1999) Femtosecond Spectroscopic Observations of Initial Intermediates in 

in the Photocycle of the Photoactive Yellow Protein, (manuscript in press)]. 
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To probe the subpicosecond earty events with a higher time-resolution than in the 

{nrevious picosecond study, femtosecond transient spectroscopic data for wild-type PYP was 

collected. Measurements with 100 6 pump and probe pulses at two excitation wavelei^ths 

(395 nm and 460 nm), on either side of the PYP absorption maximum (446 nm), were chosen 

for the experiments. This work was undertaken in collaboration with the laboratory of Dr. 

Neal Woodbury at Arizona State University. The laser experiments were done with Dr. Su 

Lin in that laboratory. Additional help with data fittii^ and anafysis was provided by Drs. 

Andrew Pacheco and Laszlo Ujj of the Chemistry Department at the University of Arizona. 
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PREPARATION AND PROPERTIES OF A 3,4-DIHYDROXYCINNAMIC ACID 

CHROMOPHORE VARIANT OF THE PHOTOACTIVE YELLOW PROTEIN 

[Arch. Biochem. Biophys. 340, 83-89 (1997)] 

S. Devanathan*, U. K. GenicI^, E. D. GetzoflP*, T£. Meyer*, Cusanovich*, & G. ToDin'̂  
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CHAPTER! 

Reconstitation of PYP from Activated Cinnamic Acids 

2.1. ABSTRACT 

Native Photoactive Yellow Protein (PYP) is reversfbly bleached by laser excitation 

at the 446 nm wavelength mainTnmn., during which the /rans-4-hydroxycinnamic acid 

chronmphore, (covalently bound via a thioester to Cys 69), is isomerized, causing the protein 

to undergo a conformational change. We have reconstituted the holoprotein from 

recombinant apoprotein phis thiopbenol thioester-activated chromophore, and have also 

successful^ attached a synthetic 3,4-dihydroxycinnamic acid chromophore and purified the 

resultant variant. The reconstituted recombinant protein has the same spectral and 

photochemical properties as the native protein. However, the absorption maximum of the 

protein with the dihydroxy chromophore variant is red-shifted to 458 nm, with an additional 

shoulder at about 342 nm. Following a laser flash, the rate coi]stants for the first phase of 

bleaching in both the native and the var^ proteins are too large to measure with the present 

apparatus. The second bleaching phase is only marginally accessible in the variant, and has 

a rate constant (k = 2.3 x 10*^ s') at least an order of magnitude larger than that of the native 

PYP. In contrast, the rate constant for recovery of absorbance in the variant (k = 0.15 s"') is 

about 40-fold smaller than for native PYP, and is insensitive to pH (the native protein has a 

b^phask 16-fold variation m rate constant with pH). We previous^ observed similar changes 
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in kinetic rate constants for protein denatured by urea or alcohols, which suggests that the 

difaydroTqr protein is less stable than the native PYP. This was confinned by measurement of 

protein unfoldii^ in guanidine hydrochloride. We conclude from these results that the binding 

site is too small to accommodate the dilQrdroxybenzene ring of the variant chromophore 

without introducing strain into the protein, which is then reflected in the kinetic properties of 

the photocycle. 
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2 J. INTRODUCTION 

Photoactive Yellow Protein (PYP) was first discovered in the extremely halophilic 

phototrophic bacterium, Ectothiorhodospira halophila (Meyer, 1985) and has since been 

found in two other halophilic phototrophic bacteria, Rhodospirillum salexigens and 

Chromathan salexigens (Meyer et aL, 1990; Thieniaim & Imhofi^ 1995). A gene for PYP has 

also been discovered in Rhodobacter sphaeroides (Kort et aL, 1996). The 125-residue amino 

acid sequences of all three PYPs have been determined (Van Beeimoan et aL, 1993; Koh et 

aL, 1996), and the gene sequences of E. halophila and R. salexigens PYP have been 

established (Kort et aL, 1996; Baca et aL, 1994). The 1.4 A three-dimensional structure 

indicates that PYP is composed of mixed alpha/beta secondary structure (Borgstahl et aL, 

1995). The chromophore has been identified as the trans isomer of 4-hydroxycinnamic acid 

covalentfy bound to Cys 69 via a thioester bond (Van Beeuman et aL, 1993; Baca et aL, 1994; 

Borgstahl et aL, 1995). PYP can be reversibfy bleached by pulsed laser light excitation at the 

446 nm wavelength maximum, resulting in a pbotocycle that is remarkably similar to those 

of the bacterial rhodopsins (Meyer et aL, 1987). The kinetics of the photocycle are sensitive 

to solvent viscosity and to al^hatic alcohols, suggesting that the protein imdergoes a 

conformational change, e?qx>sing a hydrophobic site in the bleached state (Meyer et aL, 

1989). The protein also transiently takes up a proton during the photocycle (Meyer et aL, 

1993). These observations can now be undostood based upon the crystal structure of PYP 

in the resting state, \A^h shows that the chromophore is k>nized (Baca et aL, 1994; Kim et 
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aL, 1995) and hydrogen bonded to the protonated internal Gtu 46 residue (Borgstahl et aL, 

1995). Thus, the excited state of the aO-zrom chromophore initially undergoes cis-trans 

isomerization about the olefinic double bond (resuhii^ in a small red-shift in the absorption 

spectrum and a lowered extinction coefficient), followed by a slower protein conformational 

change that permits the chromophore, which is now in the m-configuration, to swing out into 

solution (Genick et aL, 1997a). Once exposed to the solvent, the phenolic oxygen of the 

chromophore becomes protonated, resulting in completely bleached protein which absorbs 

light at about 330 nm. However, it is surprising that the chromophore, which is buried in the 

protein interior, is ionized in the resting state, and that Ghi 46 is not ionized in this state, 

despite the relative pKs for free chromophore and ghitamate (9.0 and 4.3) which would 

suggest that the opposite situation should prevaiL In order to determine the cause of the 

more than 100 nm red-shift of the bound chromophore in PYP and its unusual ionization 

state, as well as to ascertain other features of the structure/function characteristics of PYP, 

we have developed a method of activating the chromophore and reconstituting apoprotein in 

order to produce site-specific mutants and chromophore variants. We have previously 

characterized the first mutants of PYP (Genick et aL, 1997a), and now report the properties 

of PYP having a variant chromophore. 
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23. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Native PYP was isolated from E. halophila strain BN9626 as previously described 

(Meyer, 1985). Native apoprotein was prepared by ovem^fat reaction with 2-

mercaptoethanol at room temperature followed by Sephadex G-25 chromatography. 

Recombinant apoprotein was obtained from the spent growth medium of an E. coli strain 

engineered to overproduce PYP and secrete it into the medium, as described elseM^iere 

(Genick et aL, 1997a). 

4-hydro3Q^cinnamic acid (97% trans) and 3,4-dihydroxycinnamic acid (97% tram) 

were obtained from AMrich Chemical Co.. The structures of these analogs are shown in 

Figure 2.1. Synthetic chromophores were activated by formation of the thiophenol thioesters 

by the method of Duran et al (1987). Progress of the activation reaction was monitored on 

silica gel TLC chromatographic plates (9:1 chloroformimethanol; the Rf of the thiophenol-

activated chromophore was 0.41, and the free acid remained close to the origin). The 

activated chromoi^re was purified by silica gel (mesh size 32-63) column chromatography 

(using chloroform followed by 5% methanol in chloroform). The purified product was dried 

under vacuum, resulting in a viscous liquid. The identity of the product was verified by 'H 

NMR spectroscopy (60 MHz) in CDCI3 [5, ppm: 7.56 (Ar-CH=C), 6.63 (Ar-CH=CH), 7.45 

(5H, Ar), 7.06 (2H, Ar), 6.82 (H, Ar)]. The mafs ^)ectrum was recorded on a Finnigan TSQ 

7000 mass spectrometer. 
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The initial steps of protein expression were similar to those reported by Genick et al 

(1997a). One and one-half hours after induction of PYP synthesis by addition of 0.1 mM 

IPTG to 1 liter of growth medium containing living ceDs, 0.32 g of dihydroxy activated 

chromoplK>re and 0.032 g of native chromopbore in 1 ml of 95% ethanol were added. The 

induction and reconstitution were allowed to proceed at 37° for 6 hours (it was previously 

established that the activated chronoophore was stable for at least one and one-half days in 

buffer). Immediate^ following reconstitution, ceDs were spun down and the supernatant 

solution was desalted on Sephadex G-25. The protein was adsorbed to a Whatman DE52 

DEAE-celluIose column in 20 mM Tris-Cl, pH 7.2, washed with buffer, and eluted with 0.5 

M NaCL PYP was fiirther purified by Sephadex G-75SF gel filtration, by ammonium sul&te 

precipitation (the best fractions prec^itated at 70-90% saturation), by DEAE-Sepharose 

chromatography, and by reverse phase hydrophobic chromatography on phenyl-Sepharose 

(the protein was adsorbed from 50 mM Tris-CU 50% ammonium sul&te and ehited by a 

reverse gradient ending with 5% ethylene glycol in Tris buffer). The purity of the 

reconstituted iHOtein was established by SDS-PAGE and ly mass spectrometry. Pure protein 

was diafyzed against 20 mM HEPES buffer, pH 7.0, and fix>zen at -20° until needed. 

Laser flash photolysis and data anafysis were as previously described (Meyer et aL, 

1987; Genick et aL, 1997). Buffers were 20 mM MES (pH 5 to 6.5), 20 mM HEPES (pH 

6.5 to 8.5), and 20 mM glycine (pH 8.5 to 10). Guanidine hydrochloride denaturation 

experiments were foUowed at the v^le wavelength maximum on a Hewlett-Packard Diode 
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Array Spectrophotometer, and by monitoring secondary structure at the 222 nm wavelength 

maximum of the peptide bond using an AVTV Instruments-modified Gary 60 

spectropolarimeter. Denaturation was carried out in 20 mM Tris-Cl buffer, pH 7.5 phis 40 

mM NaCI and varying amounts of USB uhrapure guanidine hydrochloride. 
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Figure 2.1. Structures of thiol ester forms of native (upper) and 3,4-<liItydroxyciDnamic acid 
variant (lower) chromophores. 
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2.4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Initially, we attempted to establish whether E. coli ceDs, that contained the 

recombinant PYP gene, could make holoprotein when grown in the presence of 4-

hydroxycinnamic acki. This &ifed, either due to the mability of E. coli to take up the 

chromophore, to an inability of the cells to activate the chromophore for attachment to 

apoprotein, or because the apoprotein was rapidly denatured/degraded. Similar experiments 

using recombinant Rhodobacter capsulatus also feiled. There is as yet no manipulatable 

genetic system for E. halophila or the other bacteria which naturally synthesize PYP. 

In a second set of experiments, we chemically attached activated chromophore to 

apoprotein prepared by removing the cliromophore from purified native PYP (N-PYP). This 

had previously been achieved by removing the chromophore from native PYP by treatoKnt 

with hydroxylamine phis dithiothreitoi (DTT), followed by reaction with chromophore 

activated via anhydride or thiophenyl ester formation (Imamoto et aL, 1995). In our 

experience, hydrojQ^lamine is unnecessary for removal of the chromophore of N-PYP; any 

mercaptan such as DTT or 2-mercaptoethanoi is sufficient (Van Beeuman et aL, 1993). The 

thiophenol thioester was used to activate the chromophore, which reacted rapidly (seconds 

to minutes) with purified apoprotein. However, using this procedure we obtained very low 

yields of reconstituted N-PYP, and it was difficult to remove the by-products of reaction, 

inctudii^ unreconstituted apoprotein. We subsequently determined that with time, purified 

apo-PYP becomes unreactive with activated chromophore (CanestreOi, I. L., Genick, U. K., 
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Getzofi^ E. D-, unpublished observations). The denatured apoprotein could not be renatured 

by treatment with reducing agents immediately prior to reaction with activated chromophore. 

This problem exists with both native and recombinant apoproteins. Thus, purified 

recombinant PYP (R-PYP) apoprotein also reacts rapidly but incompletely with activated 

chromophore and the resultant products are difBcuh to purify. 

We then attempted to reconstitute crude apoprotein directly in the spent growth 

medium, and in the growing suspension, followed by purification (Genick et aL, 1997a). 

These experiments were more successful, due to the very large quantity of apoprotein 

produced, and because the time between induction of the cells and reconstitution was 

minimized. We do not have an accurate estimate of the extent of reconstitution, but we have 

routinefy obtained approximatefy 3 micromoles of crude holo-R-PYP per liter of culture 

medium. Reconstituted R-PYP has the same absorption spectrum as N-PYP, as shown in 

Figure 2.2. The protein exhibits a yellow color only when the chromophore is bound to the 

cysteine at the active site, and PYP apoprotein has only one cysteine. The nucleophilic 

displacement of the activated chromophore with the cysteine SH of the PYP apoprotein is 

spontaneous. Moreover, the pK of the N-terminus of the protein is expected to be at least one 

unit higher than that of cysteine, suggesting that at most it would be only 10% as reactive at 

neutral pH. The mass spectrum verified that only one chromophore was bound per protein 

(a peak at 14,020 ± 1 Dakons was obtained). The kinetk:s of bleach and recovery (shown in 

Figure 2.3) for reconstituted R-PYP obtained by laser flash photolysis are also similar to those 
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for native PYP (cfl Meyer et aL, 1987). 
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BLEACH RECOVERY 
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F^re 23. Laser flash-induced kinetics of bleach and recovery for R-PYP (A) and DH-PYP 
(B) at pH 7.0 (20 mM HEPES buffer). Data were obtained at the absorption maximum for 
each protein. 
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Reconstitutioii of apo-PYP with activated î A-iSbydroxydiaianm acid (DH-PYP) was 

similar to that for native cfaromophore. However, a lower yield (approximately I micromole 

of crude product per liter of medium) and decreased stability made the variant more difBcuh 

to {Xirify. Thus, ammonium sul&te {Hccipitation was not as effective for removal of apo-PYP 

and necessitated the additional step of hydrophobic chromatography. We determined that 

the yield of holoprotein could be improved by using a lO-fokl larger excess of activated 

chromophore. Mass spectrometry demonstrated that a single chromophore was attached to 

the protein, and confirmed the presence of the additional mass expected for the dilQ^droxy 

variant (total mass 14,035 ± 1 Daltons). 

The absorption maximimi of DH-PYP was red-shifled to 458 nm, as shown in 

Figure 2.2. There is an additional shoulder at about 342 nm, suggesting the presence of the 

protonated form of the chromophore. This may be due to an equilibrium between 

chromophore properly buried within the folded protein and chromophore exposed to the 

solvent. It is also possible that some of the 342 nm absorbance could be due to steady-state 

photobleaching room light, although the dark-adapted protein still retained significant 342 

nm absorbance. In the case of DH-PYP, it is possibfe that the phenolic OH at either the 3 or 

the 4 position could be ionized. It is also possible that the 3-OH could be hydrogen bonded 

to the Ghi46 and/or to 4-OH. A crystaOographk; structure detenmnatk>n will show the 

hydrogen bonding pattern more clearfy and such studies are in progress. The higher ratio of 

280 nm to 458 nm absorbaiDce (0.7 vs 0.5 for N-PYP ratio of280 to 446 nm absorbance), and 
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broader peak (half-bandwidth 73 nm for DH-PYP vs. 59 nm for N-PYP), suggests a tower 

extinction coefBcient for the variant (about 35 mM"' cm ' vs. 45.5 mM"' cm ' for N-PYP). 

Following a laser flash, the kinetics of bleaching and recovery of DH-PYP were 

determined as shown in Figure 23. The photobleaching process is at the timit of our ability 

to measure with the present apparatus. As with N-PYP, the initial bleach has a time constant 

< 1 ps. Furthermore, onfy a small amount of the second phase is observable with DH-PYP; 

we estimate a rate constant of = 2.3 xlO^ s ', which is at least an order of m^nitude larger 

than for N-PYP. The recovery has a rate constant of 0.15 s ', which is approximately 40-fold 

smaller than for N-PYP. Although N-PYP exhibits pH-dependent recovery kinetics (Genick 

et aL, 1997a), the recovery kitietKs for DH-PYP are pH-independent from pH 5-10, as shown 

in Figure 2.4. Both bleaching and recovery kinetics for PYP are controUed by active site 

residues, as demonstrated by our characterization of site-directed mutants (Genick et aL, 

1997a). Therefore, the pH-independence of the DH-PYP variant indicates a chaise in the 

rate-limiting step for return to the groimd state, such that ionizable protein side-chains no 

k)nger regulate the recovery rate. This change could reflect differeiKres in the active-site 

hydrogen bonding network or desolvation effects from the extra bydroxyl group. Another 

possibility is that the rate of the back reaction in DH-PYP is dominated by spontaneous re-

isomer^ation of the chromophoie. The cis conformation of the chiomophore has been shown 

to be strongly distorted due to steric collisions within the chromophore itself^ placing the 

chromophore's aromatic ring -50 degrees out of the plane of the rest of the chromophore 
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(Genick et aL, 1997b). In DH-PYP this strain m^fat even be increased due to the presence 

of the second hydroxyl group. It is therefore conceivable that in DH-PYP the rate of a pH-

independent spontaneous release of this strain might exceed the rate of the pH-dependent 

protein med^ed reisomerization, thus eliminating the pH dependence of the observed rate. 

This requires further study. 
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Figure 2.4. pH dqiendence of recovery kinetics for N-PYP (open circles; dflta from 
reference 14) and DH-PYP (filled circles). The solid line for N-PYP is a theoretical curve 
assuming pK values of 6.4 and 9.4, and limiting rate constants of 0 and 6.3 s '. The solid line 
for DH-PYP is the average for all pH values (0.15 s"'). 
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The time-resolved di£fereiice spectrum for the photobieached form of DH-PYP is 

shown in F^;ure 2.5, superimposed on that obtained with N-PYP. The wavelength maximum 

for bleaching is similar to that observed in the absorption spectrum of the variant. As a 

consequence of the fester kinetics of the bleaching process in the DH-PYP variant, which is 

nearly complete at the earliest observation times, we cannot determine if the first intermediate 

is red-shifted, as it is in the case of N-PYP (Meyer et al., 1987). 

When N-PYP is titrated with increasing amounts of urea or alcohol, the rate constant 

for bleaching increases and that for recovery decreases in magnitude (Meyer et aL, 1987; 

Meyer et aL, 1989), as is the case with DH-PYP. We have also found that the bleaching 

process is fester and recovery sbwer in the R52A mutant, in which the arginine side chain 

that sequesters the chromophore fi'om the solvent has been truncated (Genick et aL, 1997a). 

With this latter mutant, we have attributed the changes in photocycle kinetks to a decreased 

stability of the protein, which was found to be apfn-oximately 0.9 kcal/mole lower than for N-

PYP by guanidine hydrochloride denaturation experiments (Genick et aL, 1997a). Similarly, 

DH-PYP has a midpoint for guankiine denaturation of 2.05 M, as compared with 2.75 M for 

N-PYP, which is equivalent to 1.7 kcal/mole lower stability (Figure 2.6). The same result 

was obtained whether denaturation was monitored by circular dichroism at 222 mn or by 

absorption spectroscopy at the visible maximum. Thus, a decrease in the protein stability, 

regardless of its origin, increases the ^peed of the bleaching reaction (Ii I2) and 

simultaneous^ reduces the speed of the recovery of color (I2 P). This trend is consistent 
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with the hypothesis that ti^ Ii I2 conversion rate is limited by a rearrangement of the 

protein structure. A less stable protein is expected to possess a less tightfy packed interior, 

which would likely increase the rate of the rearrangement. It further suggests that the rate 

of the recovery reaction relies on the precise spatial arrangement of the protein active site. 

Disruption of the active site would decrease the internal reisomerization activity of PYP, and 

hence reduce the rate of recoloring. These results are consistent with our earlier findings 

(Genick et aL, 1997a). 
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Figure 2.5. Time-resolved difference spectra for complete bleaching of R-PYP (open circles; 
data from reference Genick et aL, 1997a) and DH-PYP (solid circles). 
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The visibte circular dichroism spectrum of the DH-PYP variant is similar to that of N-

PYP, as shown in Figure 2.7, although it is red-shifted as expected. This indicates that the 

difaydroxycinnaniic acid chromophore resides in an environment which is similar to that of the 

native chromophore. 

N-PYP has been found to have a visible spectral transition from yeflow to colorless 

with a pK of 2.7 (Meyer, 1985). It is not clear whether this corresponds to the pK for the 

native chromophore, or to the pH at whkh the protein unfolds. If it is the pK for the 

chromophore itself^ then DH-PYP should have the same or a slight^ lower pK because of the 

presence of an additional electron withdrawii^ hydroxyl group. Although there was a 

sizeat^ increase in turbidity in the acklk region with DH-PYP, which introduced a large error 

into the measurements, a significantly higher pK of approximately 4 was obtained (Figure 

2.8). This suggests that the pK for loss of color at low pH is due to protein unfolding and is 

not directly related to chromophore protoiiatioiL SiKh an interpretation is consistent with the 

bwer protein stability measured by guanidine denaturation. 

The preparation of DH-PYP has recently been reported by Kroon et aL (Kroon et aL, 

1996). They obtained a visible absorption spectrum and a pK for acid denaturation which 

were nearly the same as reported here. However, an erroneous extinction coefiGcient was 

obtained due to the impurity of their protein preparation. Although the paper contained a 

qualitative statement about a slower recovery process for DH-PYP relative to the native 

protein, the photocycle kinetic parameters were not quantitated. 
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In conclusion, the &ster bleach, slower recovery, and reduced protein stability of DH-

PYP are probably due to the increased volume of the dil^droxy chromophore compared to 

that of the native chromophore. An anafysis of the structure of PYP in the ground state 

(Borgstahl et aL, 1995) shows that the additional hydrojtyl group of the dihydroxy 

chromophore cannot be placed into the active site without structural adjustments in the 

immediate protein environment of the chromophore's aromatic ring Given the reduced 

stainlity of DH-PYP, this si^gests that the local protein environment of the active site is not 

flexible enough to accomodate even minor structural chaises such as the additioa of an extra 

hydroxyl group. We conclude from these considerations that the very rapid initial P Ij 

transition is unHkeiy to involve major movements of the chromophore ring, which would 

require rearrangements in the chromophore's local environmenL 
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Figure 2.7. Visible circular dichroism spectra for N-PYP (dashed line; data from reference 
Meyer et aL, 1987) and DH-PYP (solid line) at pH 7.0. Protein concentrations were 14 ^^L 
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ACTIVE SITE MUTANTS IMPLICATE KEY RESIDUES FOR CONTROL OF 

COLOR AND LIGHT CYCLE KINETICS OF PHOTOACTIVE YELLOW 

PROTEIN 

{Biochemistry 36, 8-14, 1997] 

Ulrich K. Genick*, Savitha I>evaiiatlian^ Teny E. Meyer^, Ilona L. Canestrellf, 

Erica WillMiiis'', Michael A. Cusanovich^, Gordon ToDin^ and Elizabeth D. Getzotf* 

^Department of Molecular Biology, The Scripps Research Institute, 

10550 North Torrey Pines Road, La JoDa, CA 92037 

^Department of Biochemistry, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721 

Ttĥ .add another hue unto the rainboŵ is wasteful and a ruScutous excess ' 

- 'King John', William Shakespeare 
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CHAPTERS 

Gla46Glii and Arg52Ala Active Site Mutants of PYP 

3.1. ABSTRACT 

To understand how the protein and cfaromophore components of a light-sensing 

protein interact to create a photocycle, we performed time-resolved spectroscopy on site-

directed mutants of photoactive yellow [Hvtein (PYP). Recently determined crystaUographic 

structures of PYP in the ground aiKl colorless I2 states allowed us to desi^ mutants and to 

study their photosensing properties at the atomic level We developed a system for rapid 

mutagenesis and heterologous bacterial expression for PYP apoprotein and generated 

holoprotein through formation of a covalent thioester linkage with the /7-hydroxyciimamic 

acid chromophore as found in the native protein. Glu46, replaced by Gin, is buried in the 

active site and hydrogen bonds to the chromophore's phenolate oxygen in the ground state. 

The Ghi46Gln mutation shifted the ground state absorption maximum fix>m 446 to 462 mn, 

indicating that the color of PYP can be fine-tuned by the alteration of hydrogen boiKls. 

Arg52, which separates the active site from solvent in the ground state, was substituted by 

Ala. The smaller red shift (to 452 mn) of the Arg52Ala mutant suggests that electrostatic 

interactions with Aig52 are not in^rtant for charge stabilization on the chromophore. Both 

mutations cause interesting changes in Hght cycle kinetics. The most dramatic effect is a 700-

fold increase in the rate of recovery to the ground state of Glu46Gln PYP in response to a 
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change in pH from pH 5 to 10 (pK, = 8). Prompted by this large effect, we conducted a 

careful re-examination of pH effects on the wild-type PYP light cycle. The rate of color loss 

decreased about 3-fold with increasic^ pH from pH 5 to 10. The rate of recovery to the 

colored ground state showed a beD-shaped pH dependence, controlled by two pK« values (6.4 

and 9.4). The maximimn recovery rate at pH 7.9 is about 16 times &ster than at pH 5. The 

effect of pH on Arg52Ala is like that on wild type except for fester loss of color and slower 

recovery. These kinetic effects of the mutations and the changes with pH demonstrate that 

both phases in PYP's light cycle are actively controlled by the protein component. 
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3.2. INTRODUCTION 

To ^cilitate sensitivity of fight detection and efficient eiicitation of a biological 

response, a photoreceptor protein has to fine tune both the absorption spectrum of its 

chronoophore and the kinetKS of its l^ht cycle. Photoactive Yellow Protein (PYP), for which 

h^b-resohition structural information is available, is an ideal system for stwfyii^ these forces 

in atomic detail 

PYP was original^ isolated from Ectothiorhodospira halophila (Meyer, 1985). The 

similarity between the visible absorption spectrum of PYP and the wavelength dependence 

of the negative phototactic response implicates PYP as the receptor responsible for this effect 

(Sprenger et al, 1993). Recentfy, PYP homologs were also discovered in two other species 

of halophilk; phototrophic bacteria (Koh et aL, 1996), suggesting that PYPs may be 

widespread in this class of bacteria. Unlike the well-known light receptors rhodopsin 

(Schertler et aL, 1993), bacterforhodopsin (Henderson et aL, 1990), and sensory rhodopsin 

(Bogomoini & Spudich, 1982; Oesterhelt et aL, 1992), which are all integral membrane 

proteins, PYP is a small (14 kDa), water soluble, cytoplasmic protein. The p-bydroTQrcinnanQd 

chromophore is bound via a thioester bond (Baca et aL 1994; Hoflf et aL, 1994a) to Cys69, 

the sole cysteine in PYP (Van Beeuman et aL, 1993). 

The 1.4 A X-ray structure of PYP in the ground state (Borgstahl et aL 1995) shows 

the chromophore the trans ̂ mer of the chromophore buried m the hydrophobic pocket On 

one side, the chromophore is separated from the solvent onfy by Arg52, which is tethered by 
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hydrogen bonds. The chromophore's phenolic oxygen is hydrogen bonded to Tyr42 and 

Ghi46. The active site has been shown to stabilize the chromophore as the deprotonated 

phenolate anion (Baca et aL, 1994; Kim et aL, 1995), indicating that the ionization constants 

for both Ghi46 and the chromophore are shifted substantially from their solution pK. values 

(43 and 9). Upon acid titration, PYP retains the yeOow color characteristic of the negatively 

charged protein-bound chromophore until reachic^ a solution pH of 2.7. Below this pH, PYP 

is completely colorless even in the absence of actinic l^ht (Meyer, 1985). 

When ground state PYP (P; Xmax = 446 nm) captures a photon, the electronically 

exited state (P*) is rapidly (< 10 ns) converted into the red-shifted intermediate (Ii; = 

460-465 mn), which then proceeds to a second intermediate (I2; = 340-355 nm) on a 

millisecond time scale (Meyer et al, 1987; HofiF et aL, 1994b). Formation of the colorless 

intermediate (I2) is accompankd by the uptake of a proton from the solvent (Meyer et al, 

1993). Intermediate I2 returns back to the ground state in a relatively slow reaction 

(seconds), releasing a proton to complete its self-contained photocycle. 

3 J. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

3 J.l. Cloning of the pyp Gene 

The pyp gene was cloned from a vector of a library containing Pstl fragments of 

genomic DNA from E. halophila (Baca et al, 1994). The vector was used as a template for 

a PCR reaction with the primers 5'CCCCCCATGGAACACGTAGCCTTCGGTAGC3' and 
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5'CCCGGATCCCTACTAGACGCGCTTGACGAA3' to attach Ncol and Barnm. restriction 

sites for integration of the gene into a pet20b expression vector (Nov^en Inc.). An Applied 

Biosystems autoneted sequencer was used to confirm the expected sequence of the construct 

Sequencing conditions were adapted as described before (Baca et aL, 1994) to compensate 

for high GC content of the pyp gene. As expected, the pyp gene was inserted between the 

Ncol and BamlXL site, placii^ it behind the pelB leader sequence fiimished by the vector. The 

resulting vector, containing the wild-type pyp gene, will be referred to as pPYP. 

33.2. Site-Directed Matagenesis 

Mutagenesis of the pyp gene was performed by PGR foflowing the protocol of Landt 

et aL (1990). The pPYP template Avas used with the same terminal primers as those used for 

the PCR-mediated integration into the expression vector. The mutagenic priooers were 

5*GCGACATCACCGGCGCTGACCCGAAGCAGT3' for the Arg52Ala mutation and 

5'AGTACAACGCCGCGCAGGGCGACATCACCG3* for the Ghi46Gln mutation. The final 

PGR products were cloned into the pet20b vector. The two mutant pyp genes were then 

sequenced as described for the wild-type gene, and the expected sequences were confirmed. 

333. Protein Expression 

The pPYP vector was transferred into Escherichia coli cells of strain BL21 (DE3) 

(Novagen Inc.). The transformed cells were grown in a laboratory shaker at 3T'C in a medium 
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containing lOg/L Bacto Tryptone (Difi»), 6.27 g/L dibasic potassium phosphate, 6g/L dibasic 

sodium phosphate lieptafaydrate, 5g/L sodhim chloride, 4.15 g/L monobasic potassium 

phosphate, 4g/L ghicose, 1.32g/L magnesium sul&te and Ig/L ammonium chloride until they 

reached an OD at 600 nm of ~0.6. Then, protem expression was induced by addition of IPTG 

to the media to a final concentration of 0.1 mM. After 2 b, the ceOs were separated from the 

apo-PYP-containing growth medium by centrifiigation. 

33.4. Chromophore Attachment and Protein Porification 

Fresh carbonyl diimidazole (120 n^) (Aldrich) was used to activate 105 mg 

/>-hydroxycinnan]ic acid (S^pia) in 18 ml tetrahydrofliran (tetrahydrofiiran was purified on 

a cohmm of Brockman grade 1 aluminum oxide) by stirring for ~ 1 hour at room temperature. 

Tetrahydrofiiran was removed by evaporation and the product redissotved in water. 

Activated chromophore was added to 3 L of growth medium immediately aiter the removal 

of cells. The reaction mixture was kept at room temperature for 2-3 h. The purification of 

FY? was carried out at 4°C. The growth medium was concentrated to a volume of 

approximately 200 ml by lateral flow filtratfon (Millipore) usii^ a 5000 MW cutoff 

membrane. The concentrate was diaiyzed ovem^ht against 4 L of buffer [50mM Tris (pH 

7.5) and 2mM EDTA (Tris-EDTA)] at 65% saturation of ammonium sul&te. The precipitant 

was removed by centrifiigation, and the supernatant was diaiyzed against the same buffer 

containing no ammonium sui&te. The sample was concentrated to a volume of ~30mL by 
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membrane filtration using a YMIO niembrane (Amkon). The concentrate was purified over 

a Superdex 75 (Pharmacia) siting cohmm ehited with Tris-EDTA buffer containing 150 mM 

sodium chlorkie. YeDow fiactions were pooled, dialyzed against Tris-EDTA buffer, 

concentrated, and loaded onto a Poros-HQ anion exchange cohmm (PerSeptive Biosystems). 

The column was ehited with Tris-EDTA buffer containing a concentration gradient of 0 to 

I.O M NaCL Purity was checked by SDS-PAGE and isoelectric focusing. The protein was 

dieiyzed against 20 mM HEPES buffer (pH 7.0) and concentrated to ~20mg/mL. Flash-fi-ozen 

samples of purified PYP were stored at -SCC. 

33.5. N-Terminai Sequencing 

The first six residues of recombinantly expressed PYP apo-protein were sequenced 

by Edman degradation on a Perkin Ehner/Applkd Biosystems Diviswn model 492A protein 

sequencer using 5 pmol of purified protein as a sample. 

33.6. Optical Spectroscopy 

UV-visible spectroscopy under a bnoad range of buffer conditions was performed on 

a Hewlett-Packard model 8453 diode array spectrophotometer at room temperature. 

3 J.7. Time>Resolved Optical Spectroscopy 

The laser flash phototysis and spectroscopy ^)paratus and the methods used for data 
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ana^^ were as previous^ described (Meyer et aL, 1987). The PYP samples were 

transferred into different buffers raiding in pH firom 5 to 10. Buffers were 20 mM MES (pH 

5-6.5), 20 mM HEPES (pH 6.5-8.5), and 20 mM glycine (pH 8.5-10). All samples used for 

time-resolved spectroscopy were adjusted for identical absorption at 446 am and checked for 

chaises in the groimd state absorption spectra due to different buffer conditions. Proton 

uptake in samples of PYP durii^ the %ht cycle samples was determined by time-resolved 

spectroscopic monitoring of color changes in brotno-cresol purple, a pH sensing dye with a 

pK of 6.3, as previously described for native PYP (Meyer et al, 1993). 

3 J.8. Proteiii Stability, Secoadary Structure, and Circular Dichroism 

Protein stability was assessed by denaturadon of 1 nM solutions of PYP in 20 mM 

Tris-chloride buffer, (pH 7.5) phis 40 mM sodium chloride, with increasing concentrations 

of guanidine (USB, ultra-pure) foOowing a procedure devek>ped by Pace (1975; Meyer et aL, 

1987). Unfoldii^ was monitored by loss of visible color recorded with a Hewlett-Packard 

Model 8452 diode array spectrophotometer and by chaises in the molar ellipticity at 222 nm 

measured by an AVTV Instruments-modified Gary 60 spectropolarimeter. Secondary 

structure was measured by &r-UV circular dichroism in water using I |xM protein solutions. 

Visible circular dichroism was measured in 20 mM HEPES adjusted to pH 7 and 9. The 

protein concentration was 20 pM. 
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3.4. RESULTS 

3.4.1. Design of Site-Directed Mutants 

She-directed mutants at Glu46 and Arg52 were designed on the basis of analysis of 

the three-dimensional structures of PYP in the ground (P) (Borgstahl et aL, 1995) and 

colorless (I2) (Genick et aL, 1997) states. Figure 3.1 shows the active site and its location in 

the overall structure of PYP. Glu46 was selected for its unusual location and Iq^drogen-

bonding properties. It is completely buried in ti» hydrophobic core and hydrogen bonds to 

the chromophore's phenolate o^Q^gen with one of its carboTQ'l oxygen atoms, ^^diile the other 

carboxyl oxygen atom has no hydrogen-bonding partner. Unsatisfied hydrogen-bonding 

valeiK:es are quite unusual Functional groups in folded proteins normally satisfy their 

t^drogen-bonding valences by bonding to either other protein components, co&ctors, or 

solvent. The unusual hydrogen bonding of Glu46 might be partly responsible for the dramatic 

shifts in pK., relative to their solution vahies, that both Glu46 and the chromophore's phenolk 

oxygen experience in the active site. Protonation of the Ghj46 side chain is required to avoid 

electrostatic repulsion from the chromophore's negatively charged phenolate oxygen. Thus, 

the active site chemical environment must lower the sohitk>n pBC« of the chromophore (pK. 

~ 9) and/or raise the solution pK, of the ghjtamk; acki (pBC, ~ 4.5) by a total of at least 4.5 pH 

units. This corresponds to an e}q)enditure of AG which equals RTlApKa) of 2.7 kcal/mol 

during protein foldii^ to achieve the protonation of Glu46 and the deprotonation of the 

chromophore observed in the ground state of PYP. This large expenditure of energy suggests 
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that this arrangement of protonation states is Ukety to be fimctionaDy important. Ghitamine 

is the ideal residue to replace Glu46 to test the role of the ionizability of Gtu46 for the 

fimction of PYP. Ghitamine is isosteric to glutamic acid, which reduces the possibility of 

secondary efifects of the mutatk>n resultii^ from steric clashes or the creation of cavities. The 

amide group of the Glu46Gln mutant is e}q)ected to orient itself such that its nitrogen atom 

is located closest to the chromophore's phenolic oxygen. This would preserve the exisiting 

hydrogen-bonding network. In essence, the Glu46Gln mutant onty results in the substitution 

of an ionizable group by a nonionizable one. Time-resolved crystaUographic experiments 

(Genick et aL, 1997) dww that Arg52, together with the chromophore, undergoes the largest 

movement during the formation of the colorless intermediate (I2) and suggest that it is 

inqxntant for the transmisswn of the light-induced signal to downstream recipients (Borgstahl 

et aL, 1995). Furthermore, the location of Arg52 suggests that it might help stabilize the 

negative charge on the chromopriiore by {xovidit^ electrostatic complementarity. To test this 

function of Arg52 and to i»t)be the restraints that the large movement of the Arg52 skle chain 

places on the ^)eed of the Ii I2 transition, we chose to truncate this side chain by replacii^ 

residue 52 with alanine. 
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Figure 3.1 (A) Three-dimensionai arrat^ement of active site residues in the ground 
state. 
(B) Location of the active site in the overaD structure of PYP. Active site residues 
discussed in this report and main chain atoms that are invoh^ed in hydrogen bonds to 
those residues are shown as dark gray baQ and stick figures. Heteroatoms are 
^mholized spheres. A chain trace of the protein backbone is shown in l^ht gray. 
Hydrogen bonds are shown as dotted lines. 
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3.4^. Preparation and Parification of Recombinant PYP Hoioprotein 

DNA sequencing confirmed the expected sequences for the PYP gene in its wild^type 

and mutant forms. Our new expression system efBciently produces PYP apoprotein and 

secretes it into the growth medium. As judged by Coomassie blue-stained SDS-PAGE, PYP 

apoprotein comprises —80% of the protein in the growth medium after expression but less 

than 10% of the intracellular protein (data not shown). The best yields of PYP hoioprotein 

were obtained when activated chromophore was added to the apoprotein-containing growth 

medium imnoediately after removal of the cells. Growth medium that was stored overnight 

at 4°C proved to be much less reactive. Successful attachment of the chromophore couid be 

judged initially by visual inspection of the increased yellow cobr of the medium. 

After concentration and purification (see Materials and Methods), this procedure 

resulted in up to 20 mg of PYP hoioprotein per liter of growth medium. Purified protein was 

better than 95% pure as judged by SDS-PAGE and isoelectric focusing. The high ratio of 

absorbance at 446 and 280 nm (up to 2.2) (Figure 3.2) is equal to the best ratios obtained for 

highly purified PYP fix)m E. halophila, indicating that any remaining apo-PYP that had not 

reacted with chromophore was successful^ removed during purification. N-Terminal [rotem 

sequencing indicated that cleavage of the signal peptide was complete and the first six 

residues (MEHVAF) match the wild-type PYP sequence. The procedure for the generation 

of purified PYP hoioprotein described here offers an attractive alternative to other reported 

methods for chromophore attachment (Imamoto et aL, 1995) and pyp gene expression (Kort 
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et aL, 1996). In particular, it elinmiates the need for the removal of a potyhistidine tag by 

protease digestion (Kort et aL, 1996) which can introduce heterogeneity and proteose 

damage that would be detrimental to crystallization experiments. Secretion ofthe protein also 

allows chromophore attachment during protein expres^n (S. Oevanathan et aL, unpublished 

results). 
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Figure 3^. Absorption spectra of mutants and recombinant wild-type PYP in 20 mM 
HEPES buffer at pH 7. 
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3.4^. Groand State UV-Vis Spectroscopy of Recombinant Wild-Type and Mutant PYP 

Wild-type PYP produced by recombinant expression, followed by chemical attachment 

of the chromophore, has an absorption spectrum identical to that purified fi-om the natural 

host (F^;ure 3.2). The absorption maximum of the ArgSZAla mutant in the vmbie region (452 

nm) is only slightty red-shifted relative to the absorption maximum of the wild-type protein 

(446 nm). The visible absorption ^)ectrum of the Gtu46Gln mutant is more significant^ red-

shifted, resulting in an absorption maximum at 462nm. These same shifts were also observed 

in the flash-induced time-resolved difference spectra for each of the three proteins (Figure 

3.3). The ground state spectra of wild-t3T)e PYP and both of the mutant PYPs were 

unaffected by changes in the pH over the tested range (pH 5-10). 

3.4.4. pH Dependence of Photocycle Kinetics in Native PYP 

Previous studies that explored the photocycle kinetics of wfld-type PYP at a few pH 

values detected limited pH dependence (3.5-fokl or less) (Meyer et al, 1987). After observing 

the dramatic pH effects exhibited by the Gtu46Gln mutant (described below), we carried out 

a careftil, systematic study of the native protein that covered the entire pH range in which 

proteins are commonly stable (pH 5-10). Wild-type PYP shows small yet significant pH 

effects on both the Ii ^ I2 and the I2 ^ P transition (Figure 3.4) as observed previously 

(Meyer et aL, 1987). The rate constant for the Ii I2 transition decreases about 3-fold over 

the measured range with a pK, of <5.7. The I2 ^ P transition displays a much larger. 
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approxiinately 16-fold, change in its rate constant over the pH 5-10 range, apparently 

governed by two pK, values of 6.4 and 9.4. The maximum rate constant for the recovery 

reaction occurs at pH 7.9. The detailed pH profiles presented here extend and support the 

previous conclusions of Meyer et aL (1987). In that study, the rate constant for the Ii I2 

transition decreased from pH 5 to 7, vdiile the rate constant for the recovery reaction was 

highest near neutral pH. Recombinantly expressed wild-type PYP displays photocycle 

kinetics that are very similar to those for PYP obtained from the natural host over the pH 

range from 5 to 10. 
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Figure 3.4; Effect of pH on the kinetics of the I [-•Iz transition and recovery of PYP. Note 
the large differences in scale on the time axis. The buffers were 20 mM MES (pH 5 - 6.5), 
HEPES (pH 6.5 - 8.5), and gfycine (pH 8.5 - 10). Theoretical curves (solid lines) were 
generated using the equation pH =T-pK + log A/B and the following parameters: native 
3.4 and 9.8 ms ' (pK = 5.7); native recovery, 0 and 6.3 s"' (pK = 6.4 and 9.4); Glu46Gln 

17 and 67 ms*' (pK = 8.2); Glu46Gln recovery, 0.4 and 280 s"' (pK = 8.0); and 
Arg52AIa recovery, 0 and 1.1 s'' (pK = 6.5 and 9.6). The data for the I1-H2 reaction of 
Arg52A]a could not be fit with the above equation but were connected by a straight line (15 
ms*' at pH 6.0 and 5 ms*' at pH 10). 
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3.4.5. Mutational Effecte oo Photo<7cle Kinetics 

The substitutioa of Arg52 by alanine affects the rates of both the loss and recovery 

of color during the photocycle. However, the quantum yield, as judged by the magnitude of 

the laser-induced photomultiplkr signal for san^les of identical optical density, containing 

either wild-type or Arg52A]a PYP, is essentially unaffected. The rate constant for the Ii -• 

I2 conversion at pH 7 is accelerated approximately 3-4-fold fix>m the value for native or 

recombinant wild-type (3.1- 3.9 ms ') to 12.5 ms ' for the Arg52Ala mutant (Figure 3.5). 

In constrast, the speed of the recovery (I2 P) is decreased 6-8-fold by the same mutation; 

the rate constant for the I2 P transition (4.9 - 6.9 s ') for native or recombinant wild-type 

decreased to 0.82 s * for Arg52Ala mutant (F^;ure 3.5). The relative changes in the rate 

constant due to changes in the pH are quite similar for recombinant wild-type protein and 

Arg52AIa (Figure 3.4). This suggests that Arg52 is not responsible for any protonation or 

deprotonation events that control the speed of the photocycle. 

The Glu46Gln mutant displayed nsore radical changes in its photocycle kinetics than 

the Arg52Ala mutant, whereas the quantum yield again seemed to be relatively unaffected. 

At neutral pH, the Ii -• I2 conversion in Glu46Gln PYP (rate constant ~ 19 ms ') is about 5-6 

times and the recovery of yellow color (I2 P) (rate constant 20 s"') about 3-4 times &ster 

than for native or recombinant wild-type protein (Figure 3.5). 

The most interesting effects ofthe Glu46Gln mutation lie inthe dramatical^ changed 

pH dependence of its photocycle reaction rates. Whereas the rate constants for I2 -• P 
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reaction of wiW-type and Arg52Ala PYP change ^ 16-fokI over the pH range from 5 to 10, 

the same reaction accelerates about 700-fokl for the Glu46Gln mutant in the same pH range 

(Figure 3.4). The ^pe of the curve describing the pH dependence of the rate constants has 

also changed from a bell-shaped curve to a sigmoidal curve, suggesting a pK. of a single 

responsible group of approximately 8.0. It is nevertheless possible that the observed shape 

of the pH dependence curve is simply due to a large shift of the bell-shaped curve observed 

for wild-type PYP and that the downward part of the curve could not be observed in this 

study. Increasing the pH beyond 10 degraded the quality of time-resolved optical data (T. 

E. Meyer and G. Tollin, unpublished results), which we attribute to possible protein 

denaturation. 

The rate of the I| h transition for Glu46Gln PYP, which is also very sensitive to 

pH changes, accelerates with increasing pH, whereas for wfld-type and Arg52Ala PYP, the 

rate of this transistion slows with increasing pH. At pH 8.5, the rate constant for I| -• I2 

transition of Glu46Ghi exceeds the time resolution of our instnmKntation (> 50 ms"'). The 

similarity in the shape of the curves for the pH dependencies of the Ii I2 transition and the 

I2 ^ P transitk)n and the near identity of the pH value at which they occur lead us to suggest 

that the ionizable group, A^ch is responsible for the pH sensitivity, might be the same for 

both stages of the photocycle. 
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Figure 33. Kinetics of light-induced absorfoance changes: reaction (left panels) and 
recoveiy (right panels). The conditions match those in Figure 33. 
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3.4.6. Proton aptake during the Photocycle 

Formation of the cok)rless photocycle intermediate (I2) in light-activated samples of 

wild-type (Meyer et aL, 1993) and both mutant forms of PYP was acconq)anied by uptake 

of protons from the sokent, as judged by cok)r changes of the pH sensitive dye bromo-cresol 

purple (data not shown). Since the pH of the sample had to be adjusted to the pK. (6.3) of 

the dye in order to make the measurement, we could not determine ttie pH dependence of this 

reaction. 

3.4.7. Stability and Secondary Structure 

To ensure that changes in the tight cycle kinetks caused by the mutatuns and changes 

in the pH are not due to indirect effects on global properties of the protein, we analyzed the 

overall shape, secondary structure content, and stability of wild-type and mutant PYP 

proteins. Crystals of recombinant wikl-type, GIu46Gln, and Arg52Ala PYP can all be grown 

under similar conditk)ns from seeds of wikl-type protein. These crystals all have shapes 

and identical macroscopic symmetry. This suggests a highfy similar overall structure of the 

three proteins. Preliminary X-ray diffraction data for the Ghi46Gln mutant reveal a space 

group and unit cell that are identical to that of wild-type PYP (data not shown). 

Monitoring changes in the UV and visible circular dichroism as a flmction of the 

concentratk>n of denaturant (guanidine hydrochloride) yielded energies of unfokiing (AGonfoid) 

of 7.1 kcal/mol for recombinant wiki-type and GIu46Gln PYP. The AGunfijid of the Arg52Ala 
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mutant is significantfy lower (6.2 kcal/mof)- We tiave found previously that destabilization 

of wild-type PYP by both primary alcohols and urea alters the photocycle kinetics of PYP in 

a manner gimilar to that for the Arg52Ala mutant. In both cases, loss of visible color becomes 

&ster and recovery slower (M^er et aL, 1987, 1989). It is possible that the kinetic 

differences in ArgSZAla PYP may be partially due to the reduced stability of this mutant. A 

change in the pH from 7 to 9 leaves the secondary structure content of both wild-type and 

Glu46Gln PYP unchanged as judged by &r-UV circular dkhroism spectra, indicatii^ that the 

dramatic pH effects on the photocycle kinetics of Glu46Gln are not caused by large structural 

rearrangements. 

The visible circular dichroism spectra of recombmant wikl-type and the two mutants 

are virtually identical to that of native PYP (Meyer et aL, 1987), except for the wavelength 

shifts also observed in the absorptk)n spectra (data not shown). These data suggest minimal 

or no structural changes in the immediate chromophore environment as a result of the 

mutations. 
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3.5. DISCUSSION 

3.5.1. Protein Control of Groand State Absorption Spectrum 

The absorption spectrum of PYP's chromoi^re bound in the native protein (446 nm) 

is strongly red-shifted from that of the free protonated chromophore (300 mn) (Baca et aL, 

1994). Stabilization of a negative charge on the chromof^re is one of several mechanisms 

by v^ch PYP's protein component achieves this red-shift (Baca et aL, 1994). The 

remaricable stability of the negative charge indicated by retention of PYP's yeDow color to a 

solution pH of 2.7 (Meyer, 1985) was attributed to the donation of hydrogen bonds from 

Glu46 and Tyr42 to the chromophore's phenolic oxygen, and counterion stabilization by the 

positive charge of the guanidinium group of Arg52. Here we tested this role for Arg52. 

Removal of the Arg52 guanidinium group in the Arg52Ala mutant slightly red-shifted the 

visible absorption maximum. This suggests that electrostatic conplementarity provided by the 

guanidinium group makes only a negligible contribution to the red shift of the chromophore 

between its free and protein-bound forass. 

In contrast, the Glu46Ghi mutation, which alters the hydrogen-bonding network 

around the chromophore, has a stronger effect on PYP's color. This mutation increases the 

red shift of the chromophore by 16 nm, resulting in an absorption maximum at 462 ma This 

change can be explained in terms of increased negative charge density on the chromophore. 

Previous pH titration experiments of chromophore bound to unfolded PYP showed that the 

generation of a negative charge on the chromophore leads to a red shift in its abosrption 
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spectrum (Baca et aL, 1994). In the Ghi46GIn mutant, the hydrogen bond between the 

chromophore's phenolic oxygen and the side chain of residue 46. ^»^h was of the O—H— 

-Otype, B replaced by a hydrogen bond of the O—H—Ntype. The ghitamate side chain's 

oxygen is able to deprotonate readify, whereas deprotonation of a ghitamine side chain's 

nitrogen is all but impossible. Therefore, the hydrogen atom shared in the chromophore-side 

chain hydrogen bond will be localized farther away from the chromophore in the mutant than 

it is in the wild-type protein. Consequentfy, the substitution of Glu46 by Ghi would lead to 

a net increase in negative chaise on the chromophore, resuhii^ m the observed red shift. 

Stretchii^ this hydrogen bond should resuh accordii^ly in an even higher coiKentration of 

charge on the chromophore. We propose, therefore, that the red shift in PYP's absorption 

spectrum during the formation of intermediate Ii (Meyer et al, 1987) is due to a distortion of 

the hydrogen-bonding network that stabilizes the charge of the chromophore in the ground 

state. On the other hand, a complete disruption of the ground state hydrogen-bondii^ 

network causes the chromophore to become protonated and shifts its absorption spectrum 

into the UV region, as apparently hsqipens during the formation of the I2 intermediate (Genick 

et aL, 1997). 

3.5^. Mutational effects on light ^cle kinetics 

On the basis of the ground state and intermediate I2 crystal structures, Genick et aL 

(1997) proposed a structural model for PYP's l^ht cycle. In this model, the absorption of 
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a photon triggers very rapid isomerization of the chromophore to form intermediate Ii. The 

subsequent Ii transition involves the displacement of Arg52 from its ordinal position and 

the exposure of the chromophore to sohrent. This leads to proton uptake by the 

ciiromophore, which results in the loss of color. Subsequent reisomerization of the 

chromophore triggers the return of the colorless intermediate I2 to the ground state (P). From 

this model, the acceleration of the Ii ^l2 transition observed for the Arg52Ab mutant can be 

readify understood. Truncation of the Arg52 side chain opens the way for the chromophore 

to assume its I2 position without having to displace the arginine side chain. The changes in the 

reaction rate and its dependence on pH in the Ghi46Gln mutant cannot be understood as 

easify, and further experiments will be needed to gain more detailed insight. Nevertheless, 

valuable information about PYP's photocycle was obtained from the spectroscopic 

experiments on Ghi46Gln PYP. The kinetics of the Ii -H2 reactk>n and the spectral response 

curve of this mutant show that Glu46 still exerts an influence on the chromophore in Ii, 

suggesting that the hydrogen bond between the side chain of Gln46 and the chromophore 

phenolic oxygen has not yet been complete^ disn^ted. The very pronounced changes fouxid 

in the rates of the I2 ^ P reaction for the Ghj46Gin mutant were unanticipated. On the basis 

of the ciystallographic experiments, we e}q)ected that the rate of the recovery reaction was 

largety dKtated by spontaneous release of strain in the chromophore through re-somerizatioa 

The dramatic changes in the light cycle kinetics of both mutants indicate that this is not the 

case. Thus, the present experiments demonstrate that the protein controls the speed of the 
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back-reaction, and that both Ai^52 and Glu46 appear to be important in this control. The 

detailed mechanism by which PYP accelerates the back-reaction is however still unclear and 

merits fiirther study. 

3^3. lonizabie Groaps in the Control of the Light Cycle 

The beQ-shaped curves for the pH dependence of the recovery reaction (I2 P) rates 

in wild-type and Arg52Ala PYP (Figure 3.4) indicate that both acidic (apparent pK, of 6.4) 

and basic (apparent pK, of 9.4) groups control this reactiotL PYP's active site lacks residues 

that normally exhibit these pK« values in solution, but we know that PYP's protein 

environment can appreciabty shift active site pKa values, as demonstrated by deprotonation 

of the chromophore's phenolate o^Q^gen and protonation of Glu46 in ground state PYP. 

Likewise, the observed pH dependence of PYP's kinetic properties may also depend on 

groups that exhibit abnormal pK. values. The observed pH dependence for the Glu46Gln 

mutant (F^;uie 3.4) may result from complex interactions of k)nizable groups. The removal 

of an k)nizable carboxyl group introduced a dramatic pH dependence of the I2 P recovery 

reaction dominated by a new pK« of ~8. Thus, in wild-type PYP Glu46 appears to suppress 

or mask the ionization of the group responsible for the pK. of 8 revealed in the Glu46Gfai 

mutant. Active site residue Tyr42, which also forms a hydrogen bond to the chromophore's 

phenolic oxygen (Figure 3.1), may suppfy this nnizable group. This prediction can be tested 

in fixture mutagenesis experiments. 
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3.6. CONCLUSIONS 

Our spectroscopic measurements of PYP's first site-directed mutants demonstrate the 

strong infhience of specific interactions in the active site chemicai environment on the l^ht-

sensing properties of this photoreceptor. This stiidy shows that neither PYP's absorption 

spectrum nor its l^ht cycle kinetics are controHed simply by physical properties inherent in 

the chromophore. Rather, the protein has evolved to modulate both of these properties to 

meet its host's biok>gical needs. With the ability to choose the wavelei^th to which it 

responds and the rate by which it generates and turns off a structural signal, PYP presents 

itself as a highly evolved light receptor. We have identified some of the parameters that 

control the color and light cycle kinetics of PYP; additional studies will be necessary to 

determine the detailed mechanisms by which PYP controls its sp>ectroscopic and kinetic 

properties. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Photoreversible METIOOALA Matant of PYP 

4.1. ABSTRACT 

There are present^ two known intermediates (It and I2) in the room temperature 

photocycle of the Photoactive Yellow Protein (PYP) from Ectothiorhodospira halophila. 

The three-dimensional structures of ground state PYP and of h have shown that light-

induced conformational changes are localized to the active site. Previous site-specific 

mutagenesis studies of PYP in our laboratories have characterized two active site mutants 

(Ghi46Gln and Arg52AIa). We tK>w report the construction and characterization of a mutant 

at a third active site position (MetlOOAla) in order to establish the role of this residue in the 

photocycle. MetlOOAla PYP has an absorption spectrum which is very similar to wild type 

(WT) PYP, but exhibits very different kinetic properties. At pH 7.0, the light induced 

bleachii^ reaction (I2 formation) has a half Gfo <I ms and the recovery in the dark has a half 

life of 5.5 mm, as compared with half lives of 100 ms and 140 ms for the same reactions in 

WT PYP. The slow rate of recovery frt)m I2 for MetlOOAla results in the accumulation of 

the bleached intermediate even under room light illumination. These results are qualitatively 

similar to what has been observed with the Arg52Ala mutant of PYP, and with WT PYP in 

the presence of alcohols or urea, and suggest that MetlOO acts to stabilize the ground state 

of the proteia The midpoint for guanidine denaturation confirms this. The slow recovery of 
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Iz in the MetlOOAla mutant has allowed us to obtain direct evidence that this intermediate 

species b also photoactive and can be returned to the ground state by a 365 nm laser flash, 

with kinetics (half life = 160 ms; k = 6300 s') which are six orders of magnitude &ster than 

dark recovery. This implies that chromophore reisomerization limits the rate of conversion 

of I2 to ground state in PYP. 
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4.2. INTRODUCTION 

The Photoactive Yellow Proteins (PYP) of phototrophic bacteria constitute a class 

of signal transduction proteins which change conformation as a result of trans-cis 

photoisomerization of their anionic />-hydro;Qrcinnaniyl cysteine thioester chromophore. To 

date, PYPs have been found only in the halophilic purple phototrophs (Meyer, 1985; Meyer 

et aL, 1990), wi^re they presumabfy mediate a photophobic response to blue l%ht (Sprenger 

et aL, 1993). PYPs are small (14 kDa) water soluble, cytoplasmic proteins which have 

maximal absorption at 446 ran (e = 45 mM' cm"') and a relatively simple photocycle. At the 

present time, there are onty two room temperature photocycle intermediates whkh have been 

clearly established; a red-shifted form (Ii) s produced in fess than 10 ns after a laser flash at 

the wavelei^;th maximum, a biue-shifted form (I2) appears on a ms time scale, and I2 returns 

to the ground state in several hundred ms (Meyo* et aL, 1987; HofTet aL, 1994; Genick et aL, 

1997a). 

Several amino acid and nucleotide sequences ofPYP are known (Van Beeuman et aL, 

1993; Baca et aL, 1994; Koh et aL, 1996) and the three-dimensional structure of the protein 

&om Ectothiorhodospira halophila has been detennined to 1.4 A resolution (Borgstahl et aL, 

1995). Tte structure of I2 has also been solved to 1.9 A by ms time-resolved Laue 

crystaDography (Genick et aL, 1997b). These latter results show that light-induced 

conformational changes are confined to the region of the chromophore, and involve trans-cis 

photoisomerization of the p-hydro^cinnamyl double bond (Kort et aL, 1996; Kim et aL, 
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1995) and nwvement of a small nunaber of neart^ amino acid residues. Among tlie latter is 

Arg52, and mutation of this residue to Ala has been shovm (Genick et aL, 1997a) to have 

significant effects on the photocycle, Le. it increases the rate of formation of the second 

intermediate by a{q>n>ximatefy four-fold and sk>ws its return to the ground state by about five-

foki at pH 7.0. The slightly red-shifted spectrum of this mutant indicates that the positive 

charge of Arg52 is not required to stabilize the ank>nic form of the chromophore (Genick et 

aL, 1997a; Mihara et aL, 1997). histead, the kinetic results correlate with a decreased overall 

stability of the protein. 

MetlOO is part of the peptide k)op that connects strands 4 and 5 of PYPs central beta 

sheet (Borgstahl et aL, 1995), as shown in Figure 4.1. Thfe loop forms the back of the active 

site pocket wiiich shields the ground state chronaophore from solvent. The distance (3.3 A) 

between one of the terminal nitrogens of Arg52 and the Met 100 sulfur atom is weO befc>w the 

maximum vahie for N-H-S hydrogen bonding (Stickle et aL, 1992) and exhibits reasonable 

bonding angles. It is therefore likefy that this interaction, along with the hydrogen bonds 

described earlier (Borgstahl et aL, 1995), helps statnlize the ground state position of Arg52; 

MetlOO may therefore be involved in influencii^ the movement of Arg52 durii^ the process 

of I2 formation. In the present work, we have constructed and characterized the Metl OOAla 

mutant in order to estaUish the role of this residue in the photocycle and on protein stability. 

As win be demonstrated below, the kinetic consequences of the mutation are to greatly 

increase the rate of I2 formation and to dramatkalty slow the dark return of I2 to the ground 
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state. As a consequence of these effects, the MetlOOAIa mutant is partially bleached on 

exposure to room light. This has allowed us to directly demonstrate that photoexcitation of 

I2 greatfy accelerates the ground state re-formation process, thereby implying that the rate-

limiting process in the recovery of the ground state conformation is chromophore 

isomerization. 

Figure 4.1. Alpha-carbon backbone structure of PYP showing the p-hydroxycinnan^l group 
attached to Cys69, and the side chains of Arg52 and Met 100. 
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43. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

43.1. Site-directed mntagenesis 

For the generation of the site-directed mutatk>n we used a PCR based approach as 

implemented in the QuickChange kit (Stratagene). The template for the PCR was the pPYP 

vector (Genick et aL, 1997a) and the sequences of the primers were: 

5'CCTTCGATTACCAAGCGACGCCCACGAAGG3' 

5'CCTTCGTGGGCGTCGCTTGGTAATCGAAGG3' 

The generation of the correct mutation was coafirmed by sequencing with an Applied 

Biosystems automated sequencer. 

43.2. Protein production and purification 

Protein expression and chromophore attachment were performed as described for 

previously prepared mutants (Genick et aL, 1997a). During the purification, the 

concentration of ammonium sulfite was reduced to 60% to prevent excessive precipitation 

of PYP holoproteiiL The rest of the purification was performed as previously described 

(Genkk et al., 1997a). As judged SDS-PAGE and isoelectric focusing, the mutant protein 

was >90% pure. 
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433. Protein stability and circular dichroism 

Protein stability was assessed by denatnration of 1 mM solutions of MetlOOAla PYP 

in 20 mM Tris-chloride buffer (pH 7.5) phis 40 mM NaCl with increasing concentrations of 

guanidine (USB. ultra pure), following a procedure developed by Pace (Meyer et aL, 1987; 

Pace, 1975) and by monitoring changes in secondary structure at 222 mn with circular 

dichroism. These changes as well as visible circular dichroism spectra were obtained using 

an Aviv-modi&d Gary 60 ^)ectropolarimeter with 20 fxM. protein in 20 mM HEPES buffer, 

pH 7.0. 

43.4. Time-resolved optical spectroscopy 

The laser flash photofysis, time-resolved spectroscopy, and data analysis procedures 

have been described previously (Meyer et aL, 1987). The laser flash and steady-state 

photobieachiog and recovery e^qjeriments were done in either 10 mM HEPES buffer, pH 7.0, 

or in universal buffer (10 mM MES/MOPS/Bicine; pH 5.0 to 9.5) for studies of the pH 

dependence of the dark recovery and photorecovery kinetics. In the latter experiments, the 

protein was first bleached by a few seconds ejqwsure to a timgsten lamp, and subsequent 

recovery of absorbance was measured at 446 nm either in the dark or after a 365 nm laser 

flash. A modified Cary-15 spectrophotometer (OLIS Corp., Bogart, GA) was used to follow 

the dark recovery kinetics. Absorbance changes were determined over a 30-60 mm time 

period after photobleaching the sample, and the data were fit with a single exponential 

fimction using OLIS software. 
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4.4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.4.1. Steady-state properties 

The MetlOOAla mutant of E. halophila PYP has an absorption spectrum similar to 

WT protein, except for the presence of a -350 mn shoulder on the 446 nm peak; this is shown 

in Figure 4^. The relative intensities of the 350 and 446 nm peaks were found to be 

dependent on the length and intensity of exposure to room %ht. When a solution of this 

mutant PYP was placed in the dark at 4''C overnight to obtain maximal intensity at 446 nm, 

the protein still retained q'gnifiranr 350 nm absorbance. Nevertheless, the mutant protein still 

had onfy^ half the absorptivity of the WT protein at 446 nm, when the spectra are normalized 

at 280 nm. A short exposure to weak room light caused the 446 nm peak to partially bleach 

and the 350 nm peak to increase in magnitude, with an isosbestic point at approximate^ 380 

nm at pH 7.0. When it is fii% bleached by steady-state illumination, the difference spectrum 

for the MetlOOAla mutant has a shape similar to the time-resolved difference spectrum of 

protein bleached by laser photofysis (Meyer et aL, 1987). Thus, the I2 photocycle 

intermediate is kmeticalty, and perhaps also thermodynanucaOy, stabilized in this mutant, and 

even weak light can lead to a further accumulation of this species. In contrast, WT protein 

is unaffected by room Kght and requires a highrintensity laser flash to give an equivalent 

amount of bleaching. The vsible CD ^)ectrum for MetlOOAla is qualitatively the same as that 

of WT PYP (data not shown) suggesting that the mutation does not result in significant 

changes in the overall protein structure and chromophore environment. 
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Figure 4.2. UV-vis absorption spectra of dark adapted MetlOOAJa (solid line), MetlOOAla 
partial^ bleached by irradiatbn with a 40 W tungsten lanoip for 15 s (dash-dotted line), and 
WT PYP (dashed line), in HEPES buffer at pH 7.0. 
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The behavior of the MetlOOAla mutant towards room l^ht is similar to that observed 

with the Rhodospmllimt salexigens PYP in pure water (Meyer et aL, 1990), and to native E. 

halophila PYP in urea (Meyer et aL, 1987). The latter result suggests that the mutant protein 

is relatively unstable in the ground state cooformatioiL Guanidine denaturation was used to 

test this possibility. The ener^ of unfolding was obtained by measuring changes in the UV 

circular dichroism at 222 nm of the dark-adapted MetlOOAla protein as a function of the 

concentration of the denaturant guankiimum hydrochloride. As expected, the AGunfoid (6.3 

kcal/moO for the MetlOOAla mutant is k)wer than that of the WT PYP (7.2 kcal/moO, and 

the mklpoint of denaturation s 2.4 M compared to the WT value of 2.75 M (data not shown). 

A similar decrease in energy of unfokiii^ has been observed for the Arg52Aia mutant (6.2 

kcal/mol) (Genick et aL, 1997a). 

However, in this mutant the effects on the photocycle kinetics were much less 

pronounced than those reported here for MetlOOAla. In Arg52Ala the flash-induced 

formation of I2 is accelerated 3-4 fokl and the return from I2 to the ground state is stowed 

down 6-8 fold, compared with a more than one himdred fold acceleration and several 

thousand fold deceleration of the respective reactions in MetlOOAla (see below). This 

indicates that destabilization of the ground state alone cannot account for the observed kinetk; 

properties, and that MetlOOAla must have an additional effect that leads to the exceptionally 

large kinetic changes, especialfy the decrease in the rate of the I2 to ground state reaction. 

One possibility is that MetlOO plays a central role in the, as yet undetermined, mechanism 
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that drives the reisomerization of the cis chrooiophore to initiate the return to the ground 

state. 

4.4^. Laser flash photofysis 

Laser flash-induced formation of I2 in dark-adapted MetlOOAla is too &st to measure 

with the present ^paratus (half life < l^s; k > 10® s"'), as shown in Figure 4.3.a. 

Furthermore, darie recovery of the photobleached protein is too slow to measure with our 

fla^ photofysis system (F^;ure 4.3.b), which is limited to a time range of several seconds due 

to division processes occurring at longer times. Thus, the kinetics of dark recovery were 

measured on an ordinary spectrophotometer, following steady-state bleaching by a tungsten 

lamp, as shown in Figure 4.4. As with WT PYP, the return of I2 to the ground state is a 

single e;qx>nential process (see inset to Figure 4.4). However, the half life at pH 7.0 is more 

than three orders of magnitude (half life = 5.5 min; k = 21 x 10"* s') larger than that obtained 

with WT PYP. These large dififerences in photocycle kinetics between WT PYP and the 

MetlOOAla mutant account for the ability of room light to effectively bleach the mutant 

protein. Removal of the supposed hydrogen bond between Met 100 and Arg52 by the 

mutation, as well as the destabilization of the ground state, which occur in both the Arg52Ala 

and the MetlOOAla mutants (Genick et aL, 1997a), may account in part for the observed 

increases in the rate of I2 formation. The loss of the hydrogen bond coukl also account for 

the slowing of the dark recovery process, if this interaction is an important thermodynamic 
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barrier whkh keeps the chromophore locked" into the active site cavity in the dark-adapted 

state. Arg52 H-bonds to the chromopbore hydrojtyl in the I2 form of PYP (Genick et aL, 

1997b), an interaction which is presumably still present in MetlOOAla but which is k>st in 

Arg52Ala. This may play a rote in the differences in the kinetics for the two mutants. 
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Figure 43. Transient absorbance changes observed at 446 nm upon laser flash photolysis 
of dark-adapted MetlOOAla PYP in 10 mM HEPES at pH 7.0. Excitation was at 446 nm; 
measiirements were made on 200 ^s (panel a) and 1 s (panel b) time scales. 
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4.43. pH effects on dark recovery 

The dark recovery of the MetlOOAia mutant is fiister by an order of magnitude at pH 

9.5 (half life = 3.3 min) compared with pH 5.0 (half life = 60 rain) (Figure 4.5 ; the kinetics 

were not reproducible above pH 9.5); a sigmoidal curve was obtained over this pH range 

govoned by a pK. of about 7.0. In contrast, WT PYP has a biphasic pH dependence for dark 

recovery of I2, with pK. values of 6.4 and 9.4 (the half life is 0.1 s at the pH 8.0 maximum 

and I s at pH 5.0; Genick et aL, 1997a). Thus tte pKa for MetlOOAia is similar to one of 

those of WT PYP and both proteins show a ten-fold effect of pH on kinetks. The difference 

is that the rate of dark recovery of the mutant is ooore than 3 orders of magnitude slower than 

the WT and has a monophasic pH dependence. The ionizable group(s) responsible for these 

effects are uncertain at present. 

4.4.4. Photorecoveiy of groond state from the I2 intermediate 

The long lifetime of I2 in the MetlOOAia mutant has allowed us to direct^ 

demonstrate that this intermediate is itself photoactive. Previous steady-state experiments 

with ^^iiite light ilhiminated WT PYP suggested that one of the intermediates might be 

photoconverted back to ground state (NfiUer et aL, 1993), but it was not established which 

intermediate was involved nor was the effect quanti&d. When laser flash photolysis was 

carried out on white light-bleached MetlOOAia protein, with excitation at 365 nm and 

observation at 446 nm, a single e^qwnential absorbance increase was observed which 
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occurred more than six orders of m^mtude fester than spontaneous dark recovery (half life 

= 160 ms; k = 6300 s"'); this is stiown in Figure 4.6. 
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Figure 4.4. Darit recovery kinetics of MeilOOAla PYP in universal buffer (10 niM MES/MOPS/Bicine, 

pH 7.0) following steady-state bleaching with a 40 W tungsten lamp. Spectra were taken at intervals 

of approximately 2 min. Note the isosbestic point at 380 nm. The inset shows data (open circles) 

obtained at 446 nm at pH 6.5 over a time range of 60 min, and a single exponential fit (solid line) 

with k= 1.35 X 10"' s 
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Fignre4.5. pH dependence of dark recovery kinetics of Met lOOAlaPYP. Conditions as in 
Figure 4.4. The solid line corresponds to a theoretical one-proton ionization curve with a pK. 
value of 7.0, obtained using a non-linear least-squares fitting procedure. 
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Figure 4.6. Transient absorbance change obtained at 446 nm upon laser flash excitation at 
365 nm of steady-state bleached MetlOOAla PYP. The solid line through the data 
corresponds to a single exponential fit with a rate constant of6300 s '; residuals are shown 
in the upper panel Conditions are as in Figure 4.3. 
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The time-resolved difiference spectrum shown in Figure 4.7 indicates that the increase 

at 446 nm occurs concomitantly with the bleachii^ at 350 nm. No evidence for the existence 

of any kinetic complexities was obtained from these data. Thus, the protein returns directly 

to ground state without zssf apparent intermediates. Presumabfy, this process involves an 

initEd cis-trans photoisomerization of the chromophore in the I2 form, which probably occurs 

on a ps time scale (cf. Meyer et aL, 1991), followed by a rate-limiting protein relaxation to 

complete the return to the ground state. This observation suggests that the rate limiting step 

in the dark recovery of I2 in WT PYP (half life = 140 ms) is the dark reisomerization of the 

chromophore. 

We had previously shown that alcohols increase the rate of formation of I2 and 

decrease the rate of dark return to ground state in WT PYP (Mq^er et aL, 1989). Thus it is 

conceivable that such treatment could also affect the kinetic properties of the photorecovery 

process in the MetlOOAla mutant However, 30% methanol had no effect on these kinetics. 

We also tested the possibility that in 30% methanol the mutant protein, which is mostfy 

bleached in the dark, might show spontaneous dark bleaching following photorecovery 

induced by a 365 nm laser flash. However, the magnitude of the photorecovery signal was 

smaller under these conditions, and there was no measurable dark bleaching on a 2 s time 

scale. This inHiratps that the dark teaching reaction is kineticalfy quite slow, even when the 

thermodynamic equilibrium is shifted towards unfolded protein by methanol addition. 
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Figure 4.7. Laser flash-induced di£ference spectrum for recovery of bleached MetlOOAla 
PYP; points corre^wod to s^nal amplitudes at 1 ms foOowing the laser flash. Conditioas are 
as in Figure 4.3; compare with spectra in F^;ure 4.4. 
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4.4 .̂ pH effects OD photorecovery 

The effect of pH on photoinduced recovery in MetlOOAIa is shown in Figure 4.8. 

The reaction is about twice as fest at pH 9.0 than at pH 5.0 and appears to be controlled by 

a pK of 8 or greater (it was not possible to go to higher pH values because dark recovery 

became too rapid and thus photorecovery could not be noeasured reproducibly). The 

approximate pK observed in this experiment suggests that it is due to the chromophore itself 

(pK = 9) (Baca et aL, 1994). Thus, the anionic form of the trans chromophore may return 

to the ground state conformation more rapidfy than the protonated form. It is known that the 

chronaophore is negatively charged in the ground state, so that releasii^ a proton while the 

chromophore is stiH exposed to solvent could speed the return of the cfaromophoFe to its 

position in the active site pocket (Baca et aL, 1994; Meyer et al., 1993). Perhaps hydrogen 

bond formation between the anionic chromophore and the carboxyl group of Glu46 is part 

of the rate limitatioiL 

The above results clearly establish that I2 is photoactive. The large flash-induced 

s^nal observed in these e^qperiments indicates a high quantum yield for the photorecovery of 

ground state fix>m I2 in MetlOOAIa (we estimate that it is comparable to photoinduced 

formation of I2 from ground state PYP), which is consistent with previous estimates for 

photorecovery in the steady-state experiment (Nfiller et aL, 1993). 

We have also examined the effect of ionic strength on I2 photorecovery and found 

that the kinetics in O.I M NaCl were essential^ the same as in 0.2 mM HEPES, pH 7.O., and 
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that the reaction slowed approximate^ two-fold in 0.8 M NaCI The normal photocycle 

kinetks of WT protein are also relatively insensitive to ionic strength (Meyer et al., 1987). 
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Figure 4.8. pH dependence of kinetics of laser-induced recovery of bleached MetlOOAIa 
PYP. Buffer conditions are as in Figure 4.4; other conditions are as in Figure 4.6. 
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43. CONCLUSIONS 

The present studies have shown that the I2 intermediate in PYP is photoactive, that 

isomerization of the chromophore is the rate-limiting step in the I2 to ground state reaction, 

and that the protein adapts to the configuration of the isomerized chromophore very quickfy 

(rate constant of6300 s ' for the %ht-driven reaction). Mutatk)n of MetlOO (as well as of 

Arg52 (Genick et aL, 1997a)) does not produce a large shift in the ground state chromophore 

absorption spectrum compared to WT PYP. This demonstrates that these residues make 

negligiUe contributions to charge stabilization of the negative^ charged hydroxylate of the 

chromophore. The results also indicate that both MetlOO and Arg52 play a role in controlling 

photocycle kinetics and in stabilizing the ground state of PYP. This is not surprising since 

tbey are adjacent to one another in the 3-D structure and appear to interact via a hydrogen 

bond. Both mutants show a &ster bleach and a slower recovery in the photocycle kinetics, 

thereby indicating that these residues influence the rates of the processes involved in these 

photocycle steps in a qualitative^ similar manner. The kinetic effects appear to be due both 

to decreases in ground state PYP stability (Le. a global property change), and to specific 

inftuences of these residues on the conformational transitions occurring during the bleaching 

and recovery reactions. 
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CHAPTERS 

pH Driven Color Transitions in PYP Mutants 

5.1. ABSTRACT 

Photoactive YeUow Protein (PYP) is a bhie-ligfat sensor present in the purple 

photosynthetic bacterium Ectothiorhodospira halophila, which undergoes a cyclic series of 

absorbance changes upon illuminatk>n at its of446 nm The anionic /T-lq^droxycinnamoyl 

chromophore of PYP is covalently bound as a thiol ester to Cys69, buried in a hydrophobic 

pocket, and hydrogen bonded via its phenolate oxygen to Glu46 and Tyr42. The 

chromophore becomes protonated in the photobleached state (l2) after it undergoes trans-cis 

isomerization, \^4iich results in breaking of the H-bond between Glu46 and the chromophore 

and partial e:q)osure of the phenolic ring to the solvent. In previous mutagenesis studies of 

a Glu46G]n mutant, we have shown that a key &ctor in controlling the color and photocycle 

kinetics of PYP is this H-bonding system. In order to further investigate this, we have now 

characterized Glu46Asp and Glu46A]a mutants. The ground state absorption spectrum of the 

Ghi46A^ mutant shows a pH dependent equililxium (pK = 8.6) between two species: a 

protonated (acidic) form (Xnax = 345 nm), and a slightly blue-shifted deprotonated (basic) 

form (A^ = 444 nm). Both of these species are photoactive. A similar transition was also 

observed for the Glu46Ala mutant (pK = 7.9) resulting in two photoacth^ red-shifted forms: 

a basic ^)ecies (A^ = 465 nm) and a protonated species (Xoax = 365 nm). We attribute these 
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spectral transitk>iis to protonation/deprotonation of the phenolate oxygen of the 

chromophore. Daiie recovery kinetics (I2 to ground state) were found to vary appreciably 

between these various i^toactive species. These spectral and kinetic properties demonstrate 

that the hydrogen bond between Glu46 and the chromophore hydroxyl group is a dominant 

&ctor in controQii^ the pK vahies of the chromophore and the ghitamate carboxyl and the 

rate-limiting step in the photocycie mechanism. 
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5J. INTRODUCTION 

The photoactive yellow protein (PYP), isolated from Ectothiorhodospira halophila 

(Meyer, 1985), is a small, water-sohible, blue light transducii^ protein with a well-defined 

photocycle (Meyer et aL, 1987; Meyer et aL, 1989; Ujj et aL, 1998), for which a high 

resolution crystal structure has been obtained (Borgstahl et aL, 1995). The key residues in 

the phototransducing machinery of PYP (Figure 5.1) are mainly localized within the binding 

site (Borgstahl et aL, 1995) for the thioester-linked p-hydroxycinnamoyl chromophore 

responsible for the blue Kght absorption in ths inx>tein (XaK = 446 nm). In the ground (dark-

adapted) state, the trans form of the chromophore is stabilized as a result of its anionic 

oxygen being tethered to Glu46 and Tyr42 via hydrogen bonds. A series of structural 

changes following bhie light absorption results in a characteristic trans-cis isomerization of 

the CT-CS double bond in the chromophore, leading to tn-eakage of the l^rdrogen bonds, 

protonation of the pbenolate anion, and partial e^qwsure of the phenolic rii^ to the solvent 

(Genick et aL, 1997b). Arg52, which shiekis the hydrophobic pocket containing the 

chromophore from solvent, moves out of the way and establishes a new hydrogen bond with 

the phenolic hydroxyl of the cis chromophore (Genick et aL, 1997b). The photocycle is 

completed by a rate-limiting reisomerization of the chromophore, influenced by Met 100 

(Devanathan et aL, 1998). Apparently, this sequence of steps relays the light signal to the 

transduction pathway involved in the presumed role of PYP in the negative phototactic 

response of E. halophila (Sprenger et aL, 1993). 
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She-specific mutagenesis has shown that Glu46 is one of the critical residues 

responsible for the photocycle kinetics and spectral tunii^ of the yeDow color of PYP (Genick 

et aL, 1997a). The red-shifted 446 nm maximum of the groimd-state absorption spectrum of 

PYP can be partially attributed to the anionic character of the chromophore phenolate 

o}Qrgen, which is stabilized by the hydrogen bondii^ noted above, and which allows 

derealization of the noo-bonded electron pair into the /7i-electron ^^em. Further red-shifts 

in the absorption mgncimiim have been observed with a Glu46Gln mutant (to 462 nm) (Genick 

et aL, 1997a), and a 3,4-dihydroxycinnamoyl (DH) variant chromophore (to 458 nm) 

(Devanathan et aL, 1997). Even larger red shifts were obtained for two PYP mutant-variants, 

Arg52Ala-DH (to 464nm) and Glu46Glii-DH (to 470 nm) (Devanathan et aL, 1997a). 

Additwnalfy, the Glu46Gln mutation resulted in veiy marked changes in the effects of pH on 

the photocycle kinetics (Genick et aL, 1997a). 

The apparent increases in the anionic character of the chromophore phenolic oxygen 

(Le. spectral red shifts) thus &r observed could be a direct consequence of changes in the 

hydrogen bondii^ interactions between the chromophore and its active site partners. To test 

this hypothesis and to extend our understanding of the role of Gtu46 in PYP, we have 

constructed Glu46Asp and Glu46Ala mutants, so as to determine the effect of decreasing the 

length ofthe carbon chain and removing the carbox^d group in the side chain on the spectral 

and photocycle properties of PYP. As will be demonstrated below, the effects were quite 

dramatic and unexpected. Thus, the steady-state spectra of the dark-adapted states of the 
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Ghi46Asp and Ghi46A]a mutants show the presence of a radically btue-shifled species 

(maxima at 345 and 365 mn, respectively) at neutral pH, in addition to a more normal wfld-

type like PYP species, which is onfy sl^htfy bhie-shifted (to 444 nm) in the case of Glu46Asp, 

but is surprisingly red-shifted by ~20 mn (to 465 mn) for Gtu46A]a. Furthermore, both the 

mutants participate in a pH-dependent transition between the two spectral forms. Both of 

these forms of the mutants are photoactive, although they have quite different kinetic 

properties. The structural and mechanistic implications of these results are discussed. 
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Figure 5.1. Key residues within the active site pocket of ground state PYP. 
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S3. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

53.1. Site-Directed Mutagenesis 

A PCR-based approach as impieinented in the QuickQiange kit (Stratagene) was used 

to generate the site-specific mutants. pPYP vector (Genick et aL, 1997a) was used as the 

template for PCR. The sequence of the primers for GIu46Asp was: 

5 AGTACAAGGCCGCGG/iCGGCGACATCACCGGCCGCGACATCACCG 3 

and for Gh]46Ala was: 

5 AGTACAAGGCCGCGGCGGGCGACATCACCGGCCGCGACATCACCG 3 

The generation of the correct mutation was confirmed by DNA sequencing with an Applied 

Biosystems automated sequencer. 

53.2. Protein Expression and Purification 

Protein expression, chromophore attachment and purification steps were as described 

previously (Devanathan et aL, 1997). Purity and identity of the mutant proteins were verified 

by SDS-PAGE and mass spectronaetry. The GIu46A^ mutant was ap{nroximatefy 95% pure, 

whereas the purity of the Ghi46Ala mutant was >80%. 

533. Steady-state and Time-resolved Optical Spectroscopy 

Steady-state UV-visible spectroscopy was performed on a Hewlett-Packard 8453 

diode array spectrophotometer at room tenq)erature. The dark recovery kiiietic experiments 
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for the Glii46Asp mutant were performed either on the diode array spectrophotometer or on 

an Olis-modified Caiy 15 spectrophotometer. In the dark recovery e?q)eriments, the protein 

was first subjected to \^iite I^ht irradiation with a lOOW fiber optic iSuminator for 3 minutes 

to ensure maximal conversion to the photobleached form; subsequently, the sample was 

placed in the dark and absorption spectra were obtained every 30 seconds. 

Laser flash photo^rsis and data analysis procedures for photocycie kinetic 

measurements were as described previous^ (Meyer et aL, 1987). The buffers used for 

various laser flash photolysis, steady-state photobleaching, and dark recovery experiments 

were either 10 mM Tris (pH 8.0), universal buffer (10 mM MES/MOPS/Bkine; pH 5.0-9.5), 

or 10 mM glycine (pH 8.5-10.5). 
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5.4. RESULTS 

5.4.1. Effect of Motations on Ground-state Absorption Spectra 

TIK ground state absorption spectrum of the Glu46Asp mutant shows a predominant 

345 nm maximum below pH 7, and the appearance of a 444 nm maximum as the pH s raised 

above 7, with essential^ complete conversion at pH 10.5 (Figure 5.2). At intermediate pH 

values, there is an equilibrium mixture of both the chromophoric forms of the mutant. The 

clean isosbestic point at 390 nm indicates that only two light-absorbing species are present. 

The visible absorption spectrum of the basic form is slightly blue-shifted compared to wild 

type P YP (Xata = 446 nm), v^iereas the spectrum of the protonated species is bhie-shifted by 

100 nm (F^ure 5.3 shows the resolved spectra compared to that of wild type PYP). The pH 

dependence of the spectral changes is plotted in Figure 5.4a. The transition is governed by 

a single proton equilibrium with a pK of 8.6. 

The Glu46Ala mutant has a similar pH-dependent behavior involving two spectral 

forms. However, the wavelength maxima are shifted to 365 and 465 nm respectively (Le. 20 

nm red-shifts in both bands relative to those in the Ghi46A^ mutant), with a corresponding 

shift of the isosbestic point to 410 nm (data not shown). The pH dependence of the spectral 

changes in this mutant is governed by a single proton equilit^ium with a pK of 7.9, as shown 

in Figure 5.4b. 
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Figure 5.2. pH dependence of the absorption spectrum of the Glu46Asp mutant of PYP 

in 20mM Tris buffer. 
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Figure 5.3. Absorption spectra of the acidic and basic forms of the Glu46Asp mutant of PYP 
obtained by subtracting the spectrum at pH 7.3 from that at pH lO.S. The spectrum of wild-type 
PYP is shown for comparison. 
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Figure 5.4. (a) pH dependence of the anqilitude of the absorbance at 444 nm for the basic 
form of the Ghi46Asp mutant (closed circles). A theoretical curve (soBd line) was obtained 
by fitting the data to the Hendersen-Hasselbach equation for a single proton ionization with 
apK = 8.6. 
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Figure 5.4 (b) pH dependence of the amplitude of the absorbance at 465 nm for the basic 
form of the Gtu46A]a mutant (closed circles). A theoretical curve (solid line) was obtained 
by fitting the data to the Henderson-Hasselbach equation for a single proton ionization with 
apK = 7.9. 
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5.4.2. Steady-state Photobleaching and Recovery of the Gln46Asp Matant 

Steady-state OhiniiDation of the basic fonn of the Ghi46 Asp mutant at high pH resuhs 

in htffarhing of the 444 nm peak, which slowty recovers in the dark. The difference spectrum 

for the ^^toUeaching at pH 9.5 is given in Figure 5.5, and clearly shows that the toss of the 

444 nm species is accompanied by the formation of a 335 nm photobleached form 

(presumably correspondii^ to the 350 nm absorbing h species obtained upon laser flash 

iOumination of wild type PYP; Meyer et aL, 1987, 1989). It is important to note that the 

spectrum of the 335 nm species is significantly different fix>m that of the 345 nm acidic form 

of the mutant (see Figures 5.2 and 53), which is not present at this elevated pH. A series of 

spectra illustrating the time course of the dark recovery of the 444 nm absorption at pH 9.5 

is shown in Figure 5.6. The first order rate constant for this dark conversion of the h 

intermediate back to the ground state (P) is 7.7 x 10'̂  s ' (inset). The Ghi46A]a mutant does 

not show this steady-state photobleaching phenomenon because, as will be shown below, the 

dark recovery process is considerably &ster and thus the h species does not acciunulate. 
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Figure 5.5. Steady-state difference spectrum for photobleaching of the basic form 
of the Glu46Asp mutant at pH 9.5 by irradiation with a 40W fiber optic lamp. 
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5.43. Time-resolved Laser Fbsh Phototysis 

The two spectral forms of the Ghi46Asp mutant are both photoactive in laser flash 

photolysis experiments carried out at an intermediate pH of 8.0 (Table 5.1). The rate 

constants for laser-induced bleaching (i.e. conversion to the I2 intermediate) for both species 

(data not shown) are too &st to measure with the present apparatus (k > 10^ s '; half-life < 

1 ^s). The rate constant for dark recovery (conversion of I2 to P) of the 345 nm absorbing 

acidic species (data not shown) is 3.8 x lO's"' (half-life = 1.8 x 10"* s), which is 100 times 

&ster than that for the wild type protein, and 1.4 x 10^ times fester than that for its 444 nm 

basic counterpart (for this species at pH 8.0, k = 2.6 x 10'̂  s"', half-life = 266 s; this rate 

constant is about 2000-fold smaller than that for wild type PYP). A time-resolved difference 

spectrum for laser flash-induced photobleachii^ of the acidic form is shown in F^ure 5.7. 

The difference spectrum clearly reveals absorbance bleaching in the 360 nm wavelength 

region, although absorbance changes at wavelengths below 360 nm were not measurable with 

the present apparatus. 

Photobleaching kinetics for the Glu46Ala mutant were also too &st to measure. 

However, the dark recovery kinetics after laser photobleaching of the 465 nm basic form of 

this mutant (at pH 8.0) ^wed a b^hasic process, with a partial &st recovery (k = 8.1 x 10^ 

s"'; half-life = 8.6 x 10'̂  s) and a slower complete recovery (k = 0.5 s*'; half-life = 1.4 s) (data 

not ^wn) . The &st recovery continent for the basic form of this Glu46Ala mutant occurs 

approximately 10^ times fester than that of the Glu46Asp mutant (but is comparable to its 365 
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nm acidic form, for ^duch at pH 8.0, k = 7.5 x 10^ s '; half-life = 9.2 x 10'® s), whereas the 

sk>wBr recovery phase occurs on the same t^ scale as wild type PYP and is 200 times &ster 

than that of the Glu46Asp mutant The rate constants for these dark recovery processes have 

been compiled in Table 5.1. 

Table 5,1. Rate constants for fast and slow conversions of I2 to ground state (pH 8.0) 

for Gla46-PYP mutants. 

Mutant kftst krtiw 

Glu46Ala 

basic form S.lxIO^s"' 

acidic fonn 7.5 x 10^ s"' 

Glu46Asp 

basic form 

5.0 X 10-' s ' 

2.6 X 10-^ s' 

acklk: fonn 3.8 X 10^ s ' 



, , , , , , 1 , 1 , p_ 
360 370 380 390 400 410 

Wavelength (nm) 

Figure 5.7, Flash-induced difference spectrum (excitation at X = 365 nm) for the acidic form 

of the Glu46Asp mutant at pH 6.5. Data were obtained at 5 ms after flash excitation. 
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5.4.4. pH DependeBt Recovery Kinetics of the Photobleached Acidic Forms 

The pH dependence of the flash-nxluced kinetics for dark recovery of the 345 mn 

acidic form (Figure 5.8a) of the Ghi46Asp mutant shows a maximum recovery rate at pH 6.5 

(k = 12.5 X 10^ s"*, half-life = 5.5 x 10"' s), which decreased 10-fokl as the pH was increased 

to 9.5, and decreased 3-fokl as the pH was decreased to 5.5 (below pH 5.5 a decrease in 

protein stability was noted). This biphasic curve is governed by pK values of =6 and =7.5, 

and resembles the biphasic pH dependence of the dark recovery kinetics of I2 in wiki type 

PYP, which has pK values of 6.4 and 9.4 (Genick et aL 1997a). The Glu46AJa mutanf shows 

similar bq^iasic bdiavior exhibiting pK values of=7.3 and =8.6 (Figure 5.8b). The niaximum 

rate of recovery for the GIu46AJa mutant occurs at pH 8 (k = 7.5 x 10^ s"'; half-life = 0.92 

X 10"* s), a shift of -- 2 pK units ftom the Ghi46Asp mutant. The groups responsitfe for these 

pH effects are not yet kientified. 
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pH 

Figure 5.8. (a) Effect of pH on the flash-induced dark recovery kinetics of the 345 ran acidic 
form of the Glu46Asp mutant. 
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pH 

Figure 5.8. (b) Effect of pH on the fiasb-induced daric recovery kinetrcs of the 365 nm acidic 
form of the Ghi46A]a mutant. 
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5.4.5. pH Dependent Recovery Kinetics of the Photobleached Basic Forms 

The rate constant for the dark recovery of the photobleached 444 mn bask: form of 

the Glii46Asp mutant increased 6-fold with pH, from k = 2.6 x 10'̂  s*' (half-life = 266 s) at 

pH 8.0 to k = 0.017 s * (half-life = 42 s) at pH 10.5 (Figure 5.9a). The pH dependence 

follows a single proton ionization curve with a pK = 9.6. Even at these elevated pH's, the 

mutant was found to be remarkaUy stabfe, based on absorption spectral measurements. These 

dark recovery kinetics were several hundred times slower than for wild type PYP and 

resemble those of the MetlOOAla mutant (Devanathan et aL, 1998). 

The kinetics of the &ster dark recovery phase of the Glu46Ala mutant has a pK -9.5 

(F^ure 5.9b), whereas the stower recovery process showed a pK of 9.0 (Figure 5.9c). Note 

that these pK values are similar to that observed for Glu46Asp. The rate constants for the 

slower fiill recovery ranged from k = 0.45 s ' (half-life = 1.5 s) at pH 8 to k = 1.55 s ' (half-

life = 0.45 s) at pH 10, an increase of ~4-foId between the two extreme pH's. 

5.4.6. Lack of Photorecoveiy of the Photobleached 444 nm Basic Form of the GIa46Asp 

Mutant 

To test whether the long-lived photobleached state (I2 intermediate) of the 444 mn 

basic form of the Ghi46Asp mutant could be photoconverted to tl^ ground state, as was 

previously observed for the MetlOOAla mutant (Devanathan et aL, 1998), the 444 nm form 

at pH 9.0 was first photobleached by irradiatioii with a 40 W tungsten lamp for 3 minutes, and 

then was excited at 360 nm with a laser pulse. There was no rapid recovery of absorbance 
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at 444 mn. This experiment could not be carried out for the Ghi46A]a mutant because the 

recovery process was too rapid to permit the buiki-up of the photobleached species. 
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Figure 5.9. (a) pH dq)endence of the dark recovery kinetics (closed circles) of the 
photobleached (I2) basic foim of the Glu46Asp mutant A theoretical curve (solid line) was 
obtained by fitting the data to the Henderson-Hasselbach equation for a single proton 
ionization with a pK of 9.6. 
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Figure 5.9. (b) Effect of pH on the fest component of the flash>induced dark recovery 
kinetics for the basic form of the Glu46Ala mutant, measured at 465 ran. 
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Figure 5.9. (c) pH dependence of the slow component of the flash-induced dark recovery 
kinetics for the basK form oftheGlu46A]a mutant, measured at 465 nm. A theoretical curve 
(soM line) was obtained 1^ fitting the data to the Henderson-Hasselbach equation for a single 
proton ionization with a pK of 9.0. 
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5^. DISCUSSION 

As demonstrated above, mutation of PYP Glu46 to either Asp or Ala results in pH 

titratable species in which the chromophore can be converted from a basic form (absorbing 

at 444 nm or 465 nm) to an acidic form (absorbing at 345 nm or 365 nm), with pK values of 

8.6 (Glu46Asp) and 7.9 (Glu46Ala). This is in sharp contrast to wild type PYP, for which 

the chromophore becomes protonated only upon protein denaturation, with an apparent pK 

of 2.7 (Meyer, 1985; Hofif et aL, 1997). This difference of more than 6 pH units for the 

protonation of the chromophore indicates that hydrogen boiKling from the Glu46 carboxyl 

group stabilizes the anionic form of the chromophore to a much greater extent than such an 

interaction with the carboxyl of the Asp46 mutant. The hydrophobic replacement in the 

Glu46AIa mutant, of course, complete^ eliminates the possibility of H-bond formation. In 

the Glu46Asp mutant, the hydrogen bonding distance between the phenolic oxygen of the 

chromophore and the Asp carbo?Qrl group is probably increased due to the decrease in the 

length of the side chain by one carbon, as well as by possible sterk interference between the 

Asp carboxyl and the phenol rii^ of Tyr42, thereto weakening or eliminating this hydrogen 

bond. The small difference between the pK values of the Asp and Ala mutantfor 

chromophore protonation suggests that neither Asp46 nor Ala46 appreciably stabilize the 

anionic chromophore. Presumabfy, in both mutants the H-bond to Tyr42 remains intact and 

can therefore provide some degree of stabilization. 

It is not clear w^y the aiuonic form of the chromophore in the Glu46Ala mutant has 
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a spectrum which is shifted 20 nm to the red compared to wfld type PYP, whereas the 

Ghi46Asp mutant is slightly bhie-shifted to 444 nm. Perhaps changes in the environment 

around the chromophore, such as the extra space that is created on truncatii^ the Gtu46 side 

chain, results in polarity changes which contribute to these spectral shifts. An improved 

understanding of these properties may be obtained from crystallographic analysis of these 

mutants. Such studies are imderway. 

New spectral species are present at neutral pH in the Glu46Asp and Glu46Ala 

mutants (345 nm or 365 nm, respectively), which we attribute to the presence of a sub-

population of PYP molecules containing fiilly protonated chromophore. However, a major 

difference between these molecules and the photobleached I2 intermediate forms, which 

exhibit similar 7^^ values, is that in these protonated forms the chromophore is presumably 

still present in the trans conformation, rather than tn the conformatioa The evidence for 

this is that the acidic forms retain photocycle activity, Le. they can be additionally bleached 

by light, presun:iabty to generate the cis conformer. The rapid dark recovery kinetics for both 

mutants may indicate that the protonated chromophore has less difScuhy than the anionic 

form in returning to the generalfy hydrophobic active site pocket. 

It is noteworthy that the pK observed for the rate constant of the recovery of the 

photobleached form of the anionic species of both mutants is approximate^^ the same as that 

found for protonation of the fiee chromophore (pK = 9.0; Baca et aL, 1994). This indicates 

that the chromophore phenolic o^^gen is readity accessible to the soh/ent in the 
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photobleached state, and that removal of the proton from the phenolic oxygen &cilitates 

recovery. The 200 times &ster recovery rate for Glu46Ala than for Glii46Asp suggests that 

the Asp46 carbo^Q^l is probabty negativefy^ charged at the h^her pH values, thus hinderii^ the 

return of the anionic chromophore into the active site. Conversely, protonation of the Asp46 

carboj^late at the lower pH values could account for the more r^id recovery rates observed 

with this species. 

The recovery kinetics for the 444 nm form of the Glu46Asp mutant were dramatically 

slowed compared to wild type PYP, and resemUe those of the MetlOOAla mutant (for which 

k = 2.1 X 10"^ s '; half-life = 330 s at pH = 7.0; Devanathan et aL, 1998). We previously 

proposed that MetlOO aids the reisomerization of the chromophore and that its absence is 

responsible for the slow recovery of the Met 100 Ala mutant. ThK of course, cannot be true 

for the Glu46Asp mutant. A possible explanation is that the carbojQ^l group of the Asp46 

residue has a negative charge in the photobleached state and has to be protonated by the 

solvent before the aniomc chromophore reisomerizes, Le., the active site may not allow two 

negative charges to be present, thereby slowing down the recovery process. This could 

explain why the rate of recovery for the Ghi46Ala mutation is almost comparable to wild type 

PYP, since this mutant does not have any charged residue in the hydrophobic pocket to 

prevent the anionic chromophore from re-establishing the H-bond with Tyr42. Further insight 

regarding the mechanistic aspects of the back reaction (Ij to P) is obtained fix>m the &ct that 

the photobleached Glu46Asp mutant did not show enhanced rates of photorecovery when a 
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second laser pulse at 360 nm was used. This is consistent with the fact that the MetlOO 

residue is present in this mutant. Since this residue may be involved in ^cilitatii^ the 

reisomerization (Hx>cess (Devanathan et aL, 1998), the chromophore would already be in the 

trans conformation, and light absorption and therefore double bond isomerization would not 

be required for recovery of tiie dark adapted state. Based on these considerations, it is 

interesting to speculate on the mechanism by which MetlOO might be involved in the 

reisomerization reaction. The structure of the photobleacted state obtained by x-ray 

diffiaction (Genick et aL, 1997b) shows that the occupkd p-orbital of the Met S atom is 

oriented towards C? of the cis conformation of the chromophore (the distance between the 

two atoms is 4.9 A), and the Met suifiir atom is also within van der Waals distance of the 

slightly twisted benzene ring of the chromophore. The electron density on the Met suliur 

atom could be fiirther increased by interacting with the pi orbital of the benzene ring. This 

in turn can result in charge donation to C? of the cis double bond, thereby causing a decrease 

in its double bond character and &cilitating rotation about this bond, which is required for I2 

to reisomerize and return to the ground state. 
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5.6. CONCLUSIONS 

Glu46Asp and Glu46A]a are the first PYP mutants to be characterized that show dual 

photoactive species, a resuh of a pH driven color transitiotL At pH < 8.0, photoactive 

345/365 nm species are predominant, with properties suggesting that all active site residues 

are protonated, and that the chrotnophore is present in its trans conformatioiL Above pH = 

9.0, a 444 nm form is present in the Glu46Asp mutant, vdiich is spectrally similar to the wfld 

type protein, but whose anionic form of the chromophore is considerably less stabilized by 

Asp than it is by Ghi. The slowing of the recovery rate by a fector of2000 and the change 

in pK for chromophore protonation from ^2.7 in the wild type to 8.6 in the mutant is 

indkative of this destabilizatioiL It is interesting that eliminating the H-bond by replacement 

of Asp Ala apparent^ increases the anionic character of the chromophore resulting in a 20 

nm red-shifted absorption spectrum, although, the pK of 7.9 for protonation still shows 

destabilization relative to the wild type protein. 

The dramatic 10^- fold difference in recovery kinetics between the two chromophoric 

forms of the Glu46Asp mutant can be explained on the basis that the phenolic o^Q^gen atom 

of the protonated chromophore in the acidic form does not have to lose its proton before it 

returns into the active site, as is the case for the 444 nm form. Presumabty, this is a kineticalfy 

difBcult process in the latter species, which may be &cilitated in the wild type protein by the 

carbo^l of Glu46 which remains protonated in the bleached state at neutral pH and thus can 

rapidly form a hydrogen bond to the anionic form of the phenolic oxygen. However, we 
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presume that the correspondii^ carbo;^! of the Asp mutant is deprotonated at the h^ pH 

values required to form the 444 mn basic form and thus hinders the return of the 

chromophore. The more rapid dark recovery for the 465 mn basic form of the Glu46Ala 

mutant (whose rate is very similar to that of wild type PYP) suggests that in this case the 

Tyr42 may substitute for Glu46 in fecilitatii^ the return of the anionic chromophore into the 

active site. These structural predictions for the two photoactive forms of the Gtu46 mutants 

can be tested by crystal structure determinations for both of these species. Such studies are 

imderway. 
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CHAPTERS 

Picosecond Transient Spectroscopy of PYP 

6.1. ABSTRACT 

Previous studies have shown that the room temperature photocycle of the Photoactive 

YeDow Protein (PYP) from Ectothiorhodospira halophila invohres at least two intermediate 

species: Ii wiiich forms in <10 ns and decays with a 200 |is lifetime to h ^^ch itself 

subsequently returns to the ground state with a 140 ms time constant at pH 7 (Genick et aL 

1997 Biochemistry 36: 8-14). Picosecond transient absorptk>n spectroscopy has been used 

here to reveal a photophysical relaxation process (stimulated emission) and photochemical 

intermediates in the PYP photocycle which have not been previously reported. The first new 

intermediate (lo) has maximal absorption at about 510 nm and appears in ^3 ps foDowiog 452 

nm ^citatk>n (4 ps pulsewidth) of PYP. Kinetic analysis shows that lo decays with a 220±20 

ps lifetime forming another intermediate (I^ o) which has a similar difference wavelength 

mayimiim, but with lower absorptivity. I*o decays with a 3+0.15 ns time constant to form Ii. 

Stimulated emission from an excited electronic state of PYP is observed both within the 4-6 

ps cross correlation times used in this work and with a 16 ps delay for all probe wavelengths 

throughout the 426-525 nm region studied. These transient absorption and emission data 

provide a more detailed understanding ofthe mechanistic dynamics occurring during the PYP 

photocycle. 
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6^. INTRODUCTION 

The Photoactive Yellow Protein (PYP) from Ectothiorhodospira halophila is a small 

(14 kDa), water-so tuble, cytoplasmic protein also found in several other balophilic purple 

phototrophic bacteria (Meyer, 1986; Meyer, et al, 1987, 1990). The br^ht yeOow color of 

PYP arises fix>m a single, broad (60 nm) absorption band with a maximum at 446 mn (E = 45 

mM"' cm"'; of. Figure 6.1). PYP is thought to fimction biochemk:aIly as an initiator of 

negative phototaxis (Sprei^er et aL, 1993), although this has not been conclusively 

established. Photoactivity in PYP at room temperature is manifested by a photocycle ^^ch 

is initiated by excitation into its 446 nm absorption band. The radiative lifetime of the PYP 

excited electronic state (PYP*) has been reported to be =12 ps fix)m fluorescence decay 

measurements (480 nm excitation) (Meyer et aL, 1991), although global ana^^sis of the decay 

curves also showed additional slower decay processes. More recent measurements by 

Chosrowjan et aL (1997) have found two main fluorescence decay components with time 

constants rangii^ from 700±200 & to 7±3 ps. 

The chromophore of PYP is a /^-hydroxycinnamyl cysteine thioester (Baca et aL, 

1994; Hofl^ et aL, 1994; Kort, et aL, 1996) which undergoes trans-cis photoisomerization 

around its onfy carbon-carbon double bond (Figure 6.2) (Genick, et aL, 1997b). Previous 

transient absorption studies using 10 ns time resolution concluded that the PYP photocycle 

is comprised of onfy two intermediates (Meyer et aL, 1987; Meyer et aL, 1989; HofFet aL, 

1994). The first intermediate, referred to as Ii, has a red-shifted absorption maximum relative 
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to ground state PYP (£„! = 0.50) and appears in <10 ns after 446 nm excitatioiL The second 

intermediate, referred to as I2, has a blue-sfaifled absorption maximum relative to PYP (8^1 = 

0.4), and is formed from I) with a time constant of 200 ^s. h decays to ground state PYP 

with a lifetime of 140 ms. The rates of formation of I2 and its decay to ground state are 

a£fected by solvent and pH (Meyer et aL, 1989; Genick et aL, 1997a). Results from steady-

state, low temperature optical spectroscopy suggest that the PYP photocycle may contain 

additional long wavelength intermediates (490 nm; Hoff et aL, 1992; Imamoto et siL, 1996), 

but in the absence of kinetk; studks with higher time resolution, it is difBcult to distinguish 

low temperature arti£icts from actual room temperature PYP photocycle intermediates. In 

the present study, picosecond transient absorption (PTA) data have been measured at room 

temperature following 452 nm excitation of PYP. These reveal the presence of two new 

picosecond photochemical intermediates, along with stimulated emission from electronically 

excited PYP occurring over a time period as long as 16 ps. 
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Figure 6.1. Absorption spectrum of PYP in HEPES buffer, pH= 7.0. 
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Figure 6J5. Structure of the chromophore bound to Cys-69 in PYP. Also shown is the 
location of the double bond which is photoisomerized durii^ the photocycle, and the 
hydrogen bonding network which connects the phenolk o^gen of the chromophore to 
nearly active site resklues in the PYP ground state (coordinates from Borgstahl et al, 1995). 
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63. EXPERIMENTAL 

63.1. Materials 

Recombmant PYP was prepared by the procedure reported in Genick et aL (1997a). 

Twenty-five milliliters of a 2.6 OD/cm solution in 20mM Tris-Cl buffer at pH 7.0 was used 

for these experiments. 

63.2. Instrumental Methods 

The instrumentation and experimental procedures used to record PTA traces from 

retinal proteins such as bacteriorhodopsin and rhodopsin have been described in detail 

elsewhere (Brack et aL, 1993; Delaney et aL, 1995; Popp et aL, 1995; Ujjj et aL, 1996). 

Several modifications of the laser system and of the procedures were used in the PYP 

experiments described here. The modified instrumentation contains two cavity-dumped dye 

lasers, each of which was synchronously pumped (76 MHz pulse train with 30 ps duration 

(FWHM)) by the frequency-tripled (351 nm) output of a mode-locked NdrYLF laser 

(Coherent Antares). The 1.2W pump power at 351 nm was divided about equally into two 

parts by a polarization beam splitter. The power ratio between the two pump beams was 

adjusted with a half-lambda plate. The power available to pump each dye laser (>1.5 times 

threshold) maintained the stable spectral and temporal properties of the laser pulses for the 

several hours needed to complete a set ofPTA measurements. Both dye lasers were operated 

at 400 kHz repetition rates through the use of separate cavity dumpers, each of which was 
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electronical^ syncfaronized to the Nd: YLF nx)de-Iocker. 

The 452 nm wavelength (3 nJ/pulse), 3 ps pulse width of the pump laser used to 

initiate the PYP photoreaction was obtained using a stilbene dye. The probe laser was 

scanned through the 420-535 nm spectral region in order to record PTA traces at selected 

wavelengths. Coumarin 500 and 480 dyes, together with stilbene dyes, were used to cover 

this spectral region. The temporal width of the probe laser pulses ranged between 3 ps and 

6 ps due to the di£ferent alignment and punching conditions required to maintain the laser 

operation at ~100 nm bandwidths. The auto- and cross-correlatkin times (CCT) were 

measured for each set of laser pulses with a commercial correlator (Femtocrome Research 

Inc., model FR-103XL). The resultant timing jitter measured for the two probe dye laser 

pulses was typically < 2 ps. 

PTA traces were recorded with phase-sensitive techniques (lock-in amplifiers) and 

photodiode detectors (EG&G, model PDIOO). Procedurally, two different methods were 

used to elucidate the time and wavelength dependence of the absorbance/transmittance 

changes observed in the PYP photoreaction: 

1. Absorbance changes were recorded at electronically-fixed time delays (100 ps and 

26 ns) over the 420-535 nm spectral region spanned by the probe laser pulses. At the 26 ns 

time delay, presumabty only the Ii intermediate is present (Meyer et aL, 1987). 

2. PTA traces, with probe laser pulses at selected wavelengths, were recorded 

continuously as a fimction of delay time (between -50 ps to 200 ps with 1 ps time 
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resohjtioii and between -100 ps to 4 ns with 25 ps time resolution). Optical delay lines were 

used to control time delays. PTA data at 26 ns, 52 ns and 78 ns time delays were measured 

independent^ usir^ electronic time delays via control of the cavity dumpers. AH such PTA 

traces were normalized to the relative absorbance changes observed for the fixed time delays 

used in method 1 above. 

An PTA data reported here were obtained fix)m a sii^e PYP sample (25 ml of 2.6 

OD/cm at 446 mn). The PYP solution was examined at 17 "C as flowing (=12 m/s), plane-

parallel, liquid jets (=400 |im diameter) to avokl photodegradatk>n. Complete replacement 

of the PYP sample volume between successive sets of laser pulses occurred within the 2.5 (is 

interval between the pump and probe pulses (400-kHz repetition rate of both lasers). The 

adequacy of these parameters in completely replacing the sample vohjxne measured between 

pairs of laser pulses was established by increasing the repetitk>n rates of both the pump and 

probe lasers (e.g., to 1 MHz) with the same flow speed of the sample. 

Optical absorption spectra recorded from the PYP sample before and after each set 

of PTA measurements showed that no significant change in the PYP concentration had 

occurred. Nanosecond transient photolysis measurements (Meyer et aL, 1987; Meyer et aL, 

1989; Genick et aL, 1997a) performed before and after each measurement also showed no 

degradation of the PYP photocycle. 
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633. Quantitative Kinetic Analjrsis 

The time-dependent absorbance traces measured at eight different wavelengths 

(Figure 6.3) were anafyzed in terms of a global kinetic fit spanning the time interval finm -100 

ps to 100 ns (4-6 ps CCT). This analysis methodology has the advantage that the fimction 

used is independent of the assumed kinetic model The model fimctbn itself is comprised of 

the sum of five exponential terms convoluted with the cross-correlation fimction (normalized 

to 1) representing the pump and probe laser pulses. It assumes that the pump laser pulses do 

not cause either a significant concentration change in PYP or introduce saturation effects (a 

linear dependence of absorbance chaise amplitudes on pump power was observed; see 

below), and that the probe laser pulses do not significantly perturb the photoreaction 

(although probe pulses shorten the effective lifetime of PYP* via stimulated emission; see 

bek>w). The non-perturbation of probe pulses can be rationalized in toms of their extremely 

low power (<150 ff in each 4 ps pulse). Based on these criteria, time constant values 

obtained in the analysis that are less than the CCT may be overestimated. 

The specific nonlinear Levenberg-Marquart method (Press, et aL, 1986) which was 

employed minimized the estimation of error by varying both the amplitudes and time 

constants of each e^qmnential term. The fit was computed using Microcal Origin 5.0. 

Although the overall global fits must satisfy all the PTA data, procedurally the PTA traces 

recorded on the picosecond time scale were fitted together followed by the execution of a fit 

to the PTA traces recorded on the nanosecond time scale. Statistical errors were calculated 
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by taking into account all errors associated with the parameters used for the measurements 

(e.g. pimip and probe power; s^oal amplitudes). Additional systematic errors in the 440 mn 

regk)n could be introduced by different alignment procedures (Le., beam overlap). 

The quantitative characteristks of these measurements were validated in two ways. 

First, the absorbance s^nal was found to be linearly (>95% confidence leveO dependent on 

the pump power over the range of 0.5 mW to 3 mW (Le., 125 - 7.5 nJ/pulse) at both 100 ps 

and 26 ns time delays (beam-waist ofthe pump laser within the sample was -20 iim). Thus, 

the 3 nJ/pulse excitation energy selected to record aU the data {xesented herein was within this 

linear range. Second, no effects attributable to systematic exposure of the sample to the 

pump and probe laser pulses were found. Absorbance changes were recorded both with and 

without e»;itation for a variety of pun^ and probe laser powers using a ser^ of parallel and 

sequential data accumulation protocols. Data were measured over three overlapping spectral 

regions (420-480 nm, 480-510 nm, and 504-535 nm). No systematic effects related to these 

parameters were observed. No absorbance changes were observed in PTA signals measured 

at negative time delays (i.e., when the probe pulse arrived at the sanq}le before the pump 

pulse) when a 12 m/s sample flow rate was used with a 400 kHz repetition rate. These 

conditions have not been ooet in previous femtosecond transient absorption (BaltuSka et aL, 

1997) and fluorescence (Chosro^jan et aL, 1997) experiments to which these PTA data are 

compared (see below). 
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Figure 63. (A) PTA traces for wavelengths: 426,436,459, and 467 nm. Time 
delays of-20 ps to 200 ps are shown in the left panels, and delays out to 50 ns 
are shown in the right panels. Solid lines correspond to global fit curves. 
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to 50 ns are shown in the right panels. Solid lines correspond to global fit curves. 
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6.4. RESULTS 

PTA data were recorded for e^ht different probe wavelengths between 426 am and 

525 nm to obtain the curves jvesented in F^ure 6.3. Separate PTA traces were measured for 

the time regimes between -20 ps to 200 ps (left panels) and -20 ps to 6 ns (right panels). The 

4-6 ps CCT used in these PTA measurements pemiit time constants as short as 1.5 ps to be 

confident^ extracted through quantitative global fits encompassing all eight sets of PTA data, 

as described above. 

The global fit anafyss of these PTA traces (solid lines in F^ure 6.3) demonstrates that 

two distinct photochemical intermediates not previously reported are present. The lo 

intermediate appears with a ^3 ps time constant and decays with a 220±20 ps time constant 

This kinetic anafysis also reveals the presence of a second intemoediate which is apparent 

fit)m its 20% lower absorptivity (for example, see trace in right panel at 481 nm in Figure 

63B) and a greater absorptivity over the s490 nm region (Figure 6.3A). This species appears 

with a time constant of approximately 220 ps and decays with a 3.00±0.15 ns time constant 

to the previously identified Ii species (Meyer et aL, 1987; Hofif et aL, 1994). Difference 

absorption spectra measured at 100 ps and 26 ns time delays are presented in Figure 6.4. The 

difference spectrum at 500 ps time delay is taken direct^ fix)m the traces in Figure 6.3. 

The absolute absorption spectra for lo, I^o and It, corresponding to the differential 

transmittance changes (Fig. 6.4), are calculated using known experimental parameters. A 

critical parameter for the calculation is the extent of conversion of PYP into the photocycle 
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intermediates under the experimental conditions used. Based on the excitation conditions, 

30 ± 5% of the PYP is effectively converted to PYP* (Ujj et aL, 1996). The ±5% uncertainty 

in this parameter is due to variation of the laser beam diameters (20-25 pm) in the sample and 

the overlap conditions of the probe and pump beams (assuming a Gaussian transverse 

intensity distribution). The Ii absorption spectrum (Figure 6.5) is calculated by adding 6% 

(corresponding to 20% of 30%) of the PYP ground state absorbance (see below) to the 

difference ^)ectrum recorded at 26 ns. This vahie is obtained from the previously published 

spectrum of Ii (HofE^ et aL, 1994) and the data of Figure 6.4 which indicates that 6% of the 

PYP ground-state populatk>n is converted to I|. The I*o absorption spectrum is calculated 

fi'om the different^ transmittance data measured at 500 ps time delay (Figure 6.4) by 

subtracting a 16% Ii contribution and adding the same amount of PYP ground state 

absorbance. At 500 ps, 84% of the s^nal is due to absorbance by I^o. Once the I*o 

absorption spectrum is known, the lo spectrum can be calculated from the differential 

absorption data recorded at 100 ps time delay. At this latter time delay, 64% lo and 34% Î o 

are present. The absolute absorption spectra can also be calculated using the amplitudes of 

the e}qx>nential terms of the kinetic fit results. The two sets ofspectra are identical within the 

error limits of the measurements (data not shown). 

The absorption spectra in Figure 6.5 can be compared to the isosbestic points 

measured by PTA data recorded at specific time delays. Thus, the 100 ps spectrum 

(representii]g the ^3 ps formation/220 ps decay intermediate^ lo) has an isosbestic point with 
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PYP ground state at 476±2 nm (Rgure 6.5). This isosbestic point corresponds closely with 

the value of zero absorbance change shown in Figure 6.4, a result which supports the validity 

of the 20% conversion vahie used for the caknilatioa The 26 ns spectrum (representing the 

3 ns fonnadon/lOO ^s decay intermediate, Ii) has an isosbestic point at 464±2 nm and a shape 

analogous to the data reported previously from nanosecond transient absorption studies 

(Meyer et al., 1987; Hoflf et aL, 1994), although there is a 5 nm discrepancy between the 

isosbestic pomts found in the picosecond versus nanosecond data. Despite this small 

difference, it is clear that the same intermediate is being observed in aD these experiments. 
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Figure 6.4. Time-resolved difference absorption spectra obtained from PYP at 100 ps 

(closed circles), 500 ps (open triangles), and 26 ns (closed squares). The continuous lines 

were obtained by Gaussian fit. The shapes of the lines do not have any physical significance. 
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Figure 6.5. Time-resolved absolute absorption spectra calculated for the three intermediates observed 

in the present experiments, (3 ps) (closed circles), (220 ps) (open triangles), and I, (3 ns) (closed 

squares). The ground state absorption spectrum (solid line) of PYP is included for comparison. The 

continuous lines are obtained using Gaussian functions although these absorption spectra need not have 

Gaussian shapes. 
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Stimulated emission from PYP* was also revealed via these PTA data. Within the 4-6 

ps CCT, negative PTA signals corresponding to an increase in light intensity reaching the 

detector were observed for all traces in the 426-525 ran region (Figure 6.3A3; Figure 6.6). 

A time constant for these PTA chaises of 1.5 ps was found. For probe waveler^;ths in the 

426-500 nm region, which overlaps the PYP absorption spectrum (Figure 6.1), the negative 

signals occurring within the CCT can be attributed to either bleaching of absorption by the 

PYP ground state or stimulated emission from PYP*, or both. However, in the 500-525 nm 

region where no PYP absorption occurs, the negative signals can be attributed oafy to 

stimulated emission. Since the time constants measured throughout the 426-525 nm region 

remain unchanged (Le., 1.5 ps), the contribution from bleaching of PYP absorption must be 

small relative to that due to stimulated emission from PYP*. Such stimulated emission can 

be detected in these PTA experiments since the emission spatkDy overlaps the probe laser 

beam In addition to these signals, a much smaller (approximately 15%) stimulated 

emission/bleach signal was observed in the 16 ps time regime (Figure 6.6). This must 

originate from an additional excited state species which is not part of the main photochemical 

pathway, and whose identity is present^ unknown. 

It is noteworthy that the transients reported in Baltuika et aL (1997), obtained with 

2(X) 6 excitation pulses and probed between 430-550 nm, do not explicitty exhibit absorption 

changes resulting from the formation of the picosecond species observed here, although 

stimulated emission over this wavelength range with lifetimes of 700 & and 3.6 ps was 

obtained. The reasons for this difference are unclear. 
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Figure 6.6. Stimulated emission signals (amplitudes from kinetic 
fits) obtained from the PTA trace. The open circles represent the 
amplitudes of the 3 ps term and the open squares 16 ps term of the 
multi>exponential fitting function. The ground state absorption 
spectrum of PYP (solid line in upper panel) is shown for comparison. 
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6.5. DISCUSSION 

The 12 ps radiative lifetime measured via room temperature fluorescence from PYP* 

together with the low fluorescence quantum yield (= 10"^; Meyer et aL, 1991), suggest that 

the PYP photocycle processes occur with high eflBciency and that the first photocycle 

intermediate should be formed in ^ 12 ps (c£ also Meyer et aL, 1989; HoflF et aL, 1992; Hoff 

et aL, 1994). These conclusions are generally confirmed by the PTA data presented here, 

although with somewhat different nimierical values. Specifically, the identification of the 

observed 1.5 ps time constant process with stimulated emission from PYP* (see above), along 

with the feet that the excitation and probe laser pulses have a CCT of 4-6 ps, leads to the 

conclusion that the lifetime of PYP* must be s3.0 ps. Thus, the initial photocycle event 

observed here (Le., formation of lo) would occur within the lifetime of PYP* £ind 

consequently, would have the high quantimi yield anticq>ated for photoactive proteins (Meyer 

et aL, 1989; Hoff et aL, 1994). A modified version of the PYP photocycle, >^ch includes 

the new intermediates observed in these experiments, is presented schematicalty in Figure 6.7. 

The PTA data, of course, do not directfy provide information on whether the 

formation of lo involves any structural change in the chromophore or in the protein. 

However, the production of this species probably involves the initial trans-cis isomerization 

of the chromophore (Baca et aL, 1995; Genick et aL, 1997b). The large red shift observed 

for lo and I^o relative to ground state PYP could result from an increase in the negative charge 

on the phenolic oxygen of the chronx>phore which occurs when it moves away from the 

hydrogen-bondii^ interactions with its active site partners Glu46 and Tyr42 (Figure 6.2) as 
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a result of the absorbed photon. The 220-ps transformation from lo to I^o can be ascribed to 

a change in the chromo(^re/protein interaction which alters the absorptivity (although not 

the apparent wavelength maximum) of the chromophore spectrum. It is possible that the 

apparent broadening of the 1% spectrum relative to lo may result from protein relaxation in 

the vicinity of the chromophore winch allows other vibrational states of the chromophore to 

become occupied (Henry, et aL, 1986). This occurs on a time scale significantly bnger than 

the initial photochemical step and shorter than the transformation to Ii, and thus could be due 

to protein relaxation ixt>cesses which involve changes in the iQ^drogen bond distances due to 

twisting of the chromophore and reorientation of protein side chain positions. The 3.0 ns 

decay of I*o to Ii involves a substantial^ larger absorption shift to shorter wavelengths. In 

the present context, this could result from further relaxation of the protein/chromophore 

system leading to the estabh'shment of new hydrogen bond interactions (perhaps with Arg52) 

and thus, an additional shifting of the chromophore absorption to shorter wavelengths. 

Finally, as previous^ postulated (Meyer et aL, 1993), decay of Ii to I2 results in a still fiirther 

blue shift as a result of chromophore protonatioiL This view of the processes involved in the 

P YP photocycle is obviously speculative. Confirmation of these points requires additional 

studies, especially utilizir^ time-resolved vibrational spectroscopy. 

Previous studies in 67% glycerol at liquid nitrogen temperature (Hofl^ et aL, 1992; 

Imamoto, et aL, 1996) revealed the presence of a red-shifted intermediate with a wavelength 

mayfmiim at 490 nm. It is possible that this intermediate may correspond to either the lo or 

1^0 ^)ecies observed near room-ten^)erature, although it has been shown that organic solvents 
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(inchiding glyceroO markedly alter the properties of PYP (Meyer, et aL, 1989). The bhie-

sUfted intermediates observed at low temperatures have not been found at room temperature 

and may not be part of the normal ptotocycle. This point deserves further study. 

Even though they have quite different chromophores, the retinal proteins rhodopsin 

and bacterioiixxlopsin undergo similar trans-cis f^toisomerizations and produce red-shifted 

early intermediates, although on a &ster time scale (200-450 &; Nuss et aL. 1985; Schoenlem 

et aL, 1991; Wang et aL, 1994). In the case of bacteriorhodopsin, however, the red shift 

involves charge delocalization between the protonated Schifif base of the retinal chromophore 

and its counter-ion (Marti et aL, 1991), rather than a change in the l^rdrogen bond network 

as is apparently involved in PYP. It is clear, however, that the sequential pattern of light-

induced structural alterations and spectral shifts is similar in both types of photoactive 

proteins. 
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Figure 6.7. Revised photocycle for PYP. 
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CEIAPTER7 

Femtosecond Transient Spectroscopy of PYP 

7.1. ABSTRACT 

Femtosecond time-resolved absorbance measurements were used to probe the 

subpkosecond primary events of the photoactive yellow protein (PYP), a 14 kO soluble 

photoreceptor fix)m E. halophila. Previous picosecond absorption studies from our 

laboratory have revealed the presence of two new earty photochemical intermediates in the 

PYP photocycle, lo, vs^ch appears in ^3 ps, and lo*, which is formed in 220 ps, as well as 

stimulated emission from the PYP excited state. In the present stucfy, kinetk: measurements 

at two excitation wavelengths (395 nm and 460 nm) on either side of the PYP absorption 

maximum (446 nm) were undertaken using 100 & pump and probe pulses. Global analysis 

over a range of probe wavelengths yielded time constants of 1.9 ps for the photochemical 

formation of the lo intermediate via the PYP excited state, and 3.4 ps for the repopulation of 

the ground state from the excited state. In addition to these pathways, 395 nm excitation 

also initiated an alternative route for PYP excitation and photochemistry, presumably 

involvir^ a different excited electronic state of the chromophore. No photochemical 

intermediates formed prior to lo were observed. Based on these data, a quantiun yield of 0.5-

0.6 for lo formation was determined. The structural and mechanistic a^iects of these results 

are discussed. 
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IJ.. INTRODUCTION 

Photoactive yeDow protein (PYP) is a biomoiecular photoreceptor found in the 

cytosol of the halophilic purpte phototrophic bacterium Ectothiorhodospira halophila and 

related bacterial specks (Meyer 1985; Meyer et aL, 1987, 1990). The chromophore 

responsible for perception of light and the resultant yeDow color of this protein is a 

hydroxycinnamic acid molecule covalently tethered via a thiol ester linkage to Cys69 (Baca 

et aL, 1994). The absorbed light energy is transduced ly PYP through a photocycle involving 

several intermediate species with lifetimes ranging from ps to ms (Meyer et aL, 1987; Ujj et 

aL, 1998), presumably to mediate negative phototaxis (Sprenger et aL, 1993). 

Two new early intermediates, lo (time constant (t) for formation (defined as 1/k)^ 3 

ps) and lo* (Tfoniwion = 220 ps), in this photocycle were recently characterized by ps pump-

probe spectroscopy (Ujj et aL, 1998), in addition to the previously known tjs and ms 

intermediates, I, (Xdecay = 140 jis) and I2 (Xdecay = 97 ms), characterized by ns time-resolved 

spectroscopy (Meyer et aL, 1987; Genick et aL, 1997a). In contrast to our observations of 

the formation and decay of the lo species, data recently reported using & spectroscopy 

(BaltuSka et al., 1997) were interpreted in terms of the formation of two kineticaOy resolved 

species with time constants x = 0.7 and x = 3.6 ps, which were incorrectly attributed to the 

formation of the I| intermediate, which is actualfy iHt)duced with a time constant of 3 ns (Ujj 

et aL, 1998). Fluorescence upconversion measurements also have characterized emission 

processes which occur in the 0.6 ps to 3.6 ps time scales (Chosrowjan et aL, 1997). 
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The above noted inconsistency in the assignment of photochemical intermediate 

formation times for lo and I| has stimulated us to extend our previous ps kinetic 

characterization (Ujj et aL, 1998) to the & time scale in order to fiirther clarify the earty stages 

of the PYP photocycle. In order to do this, we have used a transient absorption apparatus 

with ~ 100 & time resolution. These measurements have confirmed the formation of lo and 

lo^ within a few hundred ps after excitation, and have resoh^ed the kinetics of ground state 

bleaching and re-population in the blue spectral region (430-465 nm) as well as stimulated 

emission in the longer wavelength regime (500-550 nm) occurring between -1 and 7 ps. The 

results have resolved the kinetics of formation of the lo transient spec^ (x = 1.9 ps, k = 0.54 

X lO'̂  S'; see below) formed during the decay of the PYP excited state (P*), and the kinetics 

of the repopulation of the ground state firom P* (x = 3.4 ps, k = 0.29 x 10 s "'). No 

additional photochemical intermediates were detected prior to the formatk)n of lo. The data 

also demonstrate that excitation on the bhie side (395 nm) and on the red side (460 nm) of 

the 446 nm absorption band of PYP produce excited states which have somewhat different 

properties prior to the formation of lo. 
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73. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

7J.1. Sample Preparation 

Recombmant PYP with purity index = 0.45 (OD 278/446 nm) was prepared according 

to a previous^ published procedure (Devanathan et aL, 1997). Four ml of a PYP solution 

(1.4 OD/cm) in 20 mM Tris-Cl buffer at pH 7.0 was rotated at 2 rpm in a 2 mm optical 

pathlength sample wheel through the path of the laser pulses, in order to prevent 

accumulation and excitation of the long-lived PYP photointermediates. 

73.2. Femtosecond Transient Aijsorption (FTA) Spectroscopy 

Transient absorption difference ^)ectra were obtained using a pump-probe apparatus. 

Femtosecond pulses were provided by a Ti:S^)phire regenerative amplifier (CPA-KKK), 

Clark-MXR) pumped by a diode-pumped soGd-state laser (NfiHennia, Spectra-Physics). The 

output pulses fi-om the CPA-1000 were at a wavelength of790 nm with a pulse duration of 

100 fe, an energy of 900 per pulse and a repetition rate of 1 kHz. Ten percent of the 

amplified output was focused onto a 1.2 cm rotating quartz plate to generate a white light 

continuum, which was fiirther split into two parts used as probe and reference beam, 

respectively. The rest of the CPA output was used to punq> an optical parametric amplifier 

(IR-OPA, Clark-MXR), that was modified to generate excitation pulses at 460 nm through 

sum-frequency mixing Excitation at 395 nm was obtained fix>m the second harmonic 

generation of the CPA output. The punq> pulse was sent through a translation stage 
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(Compumotor) to vary the time delay between the pump and the probe pulses. The excitation 

energy at the sample was I yJ per pulse at 460 nm, focused to a 0.5 mm spot, or 2.5 |iJ per 

pulse at 395 mn with a larger ^t size (1.5 mm in diameter). The polarization of the punqi 

beam was set at the magic angle with respect to the probe and reference beams. The probe 

and reference beams were focused into a dual-leg optical fiber bundle coupled with a 

spectrograph (SP275, Acton Research). Whole spectra (over a 140 mn rai^e) were recorded 

at each time position using a dual diode array detector (ST121, Princeton Instrument). 

733, Data Analysis 

733.1. Dispersion Correction and SVD Analysis 

At sul>ps and ps times, the wavelength-dependent speed of light in condensed phase 

media results in a variation of signal onset time which s wavefength dependent (absorbance 

changes in the blue region of the spectrum appear to occur before those in the red region). 

Time vs. wavelei^;th data sets, coOected iiang both 395 mn excitation and 460 mn excitation, 

were corrected for this dispersion using a pofynomial correction curve determined fix>m 

muMexponential fits of the initial rise time as a fimction of wavelength, includii^ 

deconvohition of the gaussian instrumental response fimction (Freiberg et aL, 1998). These 

data sets were subjected to SVD (sii^e value decomposition) anafysis. Only the first four 

time/wavelei^[th vector pairs resulting fix>m the fits ^wed a nonrandom time evolution, and 

were used for data fitting and anafysis. All of these manipulations were performed by a 
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iocalty written algoritfam based on the MATLAB linear algebra program (Mathworks). 

133j1. Data Fitting 

Non-linear least squares fits of the SVD-reconstructed time-dependent data between 

-1 ps and 7 ps over the 410-570 nm spectral region, (at the representative excitatk)n 

wavelengths) was performed using an implementatk>n of the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm 

(Press et aL, 1992b), provided as part ofthe Microcal Origin (Version 5.0) software package. 

The function used to fit the data consisted of a single exponential term for the decay, in 

addition to a gaussian cross-correlation fimction representing the pump and the probe laser 

pulses which incorporated the instrumental response function of the entire measurement 

system. (Uij et aL, 1998). The cross-correlation time (CCT) measures the temporal behavior 

of the laser pulses (pulse widths) and the fluctuation of the temporal overlap of the pump and 

probe laser pulses (pulse jitter). The probe wavelei^;ths were selected by means of spectral 

filtering of the femtosecond white light continuum. The CCT was found to be probe 

wavelength dependent, and ranged finm 0.5 ps to 0.9 ps. Femtosecond transient absorption 

(FTA) traces, at eight different wavelengths with 460 nm excitation and seven wavelengths 

with 395 nm excitation, were ana '̂zed using the above described global kinetic fit procedure. 

The gaussian cross-correlation function and the single exponential decay term included in the 

model function was able to satis&ctorily fit the entire FTA traces over the -1 ps to 7 ps delay 

time scale (see bek>w). No remaining systematic residual term was found. This indicates that 
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the excited state dec^ time of PYP can be extracted fix)m the data with the available s^nal-

to-noise. 
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7.4. RESULTS 

7.4.1. Time-resolved Spectra 

Transient absorptk)n spectra between -1 ps and 7 ps over the 410-570 nm spectral 

region were recorded after excitation at either 395 nm or 460 nm. Such femtosecond time-

resolved spectra allow one to characterize the kinetic processes of excited-state absorption, 

ground-state Ueachic^ and recovery, and initkl photoproduct appearance. Typical spectral 

data as a function of time (shown for 460 nm and 395 nm excitation in Figure 7.1) 

demonstrate the presence of ground state bleaching in the 430-465 nm region and stimulated 

emission in the 500-550 nm region. These transient spectra are in good agreement with the 

ground state absorption (Meyer et aL, 1987) and fluoresence emission spectra (Meyer et aL, 

1991) of PYP, as well as with previously published time-resolved spectral data (Ujj et aL, 

1998; Baltu^ et aL, 1997). Note that the stimulated emission observed with 395 nm 

excitation pulses extends s^ni&antfy fiirther to the red than is the case for 460 nm excitation. 

We will return to this below. In addition to these results, we have also obtained data at 

longer times (iq) to 500 ps; not shown) v^ch have confirmed the previous observations (Uji 

et aL, 1998) of the formation of the lo and I^o species. 

The idnetic decay traces (examples shown in Figure 7.2) at all observation 

wavelei^ths (probe wavelet^;ths), and for both exciting wavelei^;ths, show transient excited 

state formation occurring within a few hundred & as a negative differential signal. The 

subsequent absorbance increase in the 430-460 nm region, which measures ground state 
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recoveiy, was incomplete within the measuring time window for both excitations (Figure 7.2), 

implying the formation of at least one other species upon decay of the excited state 

(presumabty a photochemical product, Le. lo). The decay of stimulated emission was 

essentially complete on this time scale. 
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Figure 7.1. Femtosecond time-resolved difiference spectra for excitation 
wavelengths 395 nm (upper panel), and 460 nm (lower panel) in the 427-570 nm 
spectral region; ground state repopulation occurs in the 420-470 nm region, 
and stimulated emission fixxn 470-530 ton. Experimental data points after 
dispersion correction are shown at 0.33, 0.9,1.5, and 2.0 ps times after 
excitation. A minor laser scattering arti&ct appears at ~ 458 nm in the lower panel. 
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Figure I J l .  Kinetic traces obtained at several different ^vavelengths in tlie -I ps to 7 

ps time range. Curves are shifted vertically for clarity. Open circles represent the 

experimental data points for all the curves. Panels A & B correspond to 460 nm 

excitation and panels C & D to 395 nm excitation. The solid lines through the data 

points represent the results of global anafysis applied simultaneously to all the data 

sets using a single e}qx>nential eqiiation for the decay portion of the curve (see text 

for details). 
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Global non-linear least squares fits of the data obtained with 460 nm excitation, 

illustrated in Figure 7.2 A3« for both ground state bleaching wavelengths (410-460 nm) and 

stimulated emissk>n/photocbemical intermediate formation wavelengths (480-520 nm) 

demonstrate that the decay portion of the curves can be fitted well with a single exponential 

function, with a kobs vahie of 0.83 ± 0.05 x lO'̂  s"' (see Table 7.1), at all of these probe 

wavelengths. Using 395 nm excitation, probii^ in the long wavelength region yields a similar 

rate constant (Figure 7.2 C) (kobs = 0.91 ± O.OI x lO'̂  s"'; see Table 7.1), whereas a 

significant^ different rate constant (kotg = 0.50 i 0.07 x 10'̂  s ') was obtained probing in the 

short wavelength region. We will return to this latter point below. 

The simplest kinetic model which can account for the incomplete repopulation of the 

ground state, and for the occurrence of a sti^e wavelength 'mdependeai decay rate constant, 

would involve two competing processes; 1- the repopulation of the ground state from the 

excited state, directly observed at 410-460 imi, and observed indirectly via stimulated 

emission at 480-520 nm (occurring with a rate constant kd); 2- the formation of a single 

photochemical intermediate, lo (occurrmg with a rate constant kp). This is shown in Figure 

7.3 by the pathw^ invohdng P' (the second pathw^, involving P*, will be discussed betow). 

This hypothetical model predicts that generation of the photochemkal species wiH compete 

with repopulation of the ground state, and thus the relative amounts of intermediate (lo) and 

ground state PYP (Pes) inxxiuced fiom P* (Le. the quantum yiekl of photoproduct formatbn) 

will depend on the relative magnitudes of kd** azKl k p** (Figure 7.3). Assuming no additional 
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intermediates other than lo formed within the present 7 ps time window, we would aq)ect to 

obtain decay curves with the sanae observed rate constant at all wavelengths, corresponding 

to kote = kd''+ kp^ consistent with the single exponential decay (k = 0.83 x 10 s ') obtained 

at aU wavelengths for the 460 nm data set. 

Deconvohition of the rate constants kd** and kp" from k obs can be accomplished as 

foflows. From decay data obtained at 447 nm with 460 nm excitation (not shown), one can 

calculate the extent ofpermanent' bleaching of the ground state (53%) after excited state 

decay is complete, and thus the partitioning of the excited state between tl^ repopulation of 

the ground state and the formation of lo can be determined. This directly gives the ratio kp" 

/ kd"*. Since the value of ka" + kp"* (= kote) is afready known, the individual rate constant 

values can be cakulated. This yields kp''= 0.34 x lO'̂  s"' (t = 1.9 ps) and kd"* = 0.29 x lO'̂  s"' 

(t = 3.4 ps) for the 460 nm data set (Table 7.1). 

Similariy, for the 395 nm data set the extent of bleaching of the ground state after 

excited state decay was determined to be 60% at 447 nm (Figure 7.2. D). For this data set, 

the kote value obtained upon analysis of the long wavelength data (470 - 530 nm) was similar 

to that obtained from 460 nm excitation at all observation wavelengths (0.91 ± 0.01 x lO'̂  

s"'; Table 7.1). Thus, the individual rate constant values calculated from kote are kd** = 0.34 

x 10'̂  s * (x = 2.9 ps) and kp''= 0.57 x 10'̂  s ' (t = 1.8 ps), as given in Table 7.1. We consider 

these to be, within experimental error, the same as those obtained with 460 nm excitation. 

However, for the 395 ran excitation data at shorter wavelengths (410 - 460 nm) a 
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significant^ smaller value of kobs (0.5 ± 0.07 x lO'̂  s ') was obtained. For these data, we 

calculate the individual rate constants to be kp* = 0.31 x lO'̂  s*' (t = 3.2 ps) and k" = 0.19 x 

lO'̂  s ' (t = 5.3 ps). As win be discussed betow, these two rate constants correspond to the 

processes defined in Figure 7.3, which proceed from an alternate excited state P*. 

The results of the global analyses of these data are shown by the solid lines through 

the data points in Figure 7.2. Global fits encompassing other wavelengths also gave results 

consistent with these. As observed previously (Uj) et aL, 1998), the lo intermediate can be 

kineticalfy observed at both short and bng observation wavelengths, but is spectrally buried 

within the stimulated emission. It is important to note that the amplitude of the stimulated 

emission band for the 460 nm excitation data is significantly larger relative to that of the 

ground state bleaching s^nal than is the case for the 395 nm excitation data, and that the 

emission extends further to the red with 395 nm excitation. Furthermore, with 460 nm 

excitation, excited state decay is more rapid relative to the decay observed at shorter 

wavelei^[ths for the 395 mn excitation (see values given in Table 7.1). These observations 

suggest that excitation at 395 nm leads to a different excited state population (designated as 

P* in Figure 7.3) than that formed by 460 nm excitation (designated as P' in Figure 7.3), 

resulting in an alternative photochemical pathway with different time constants (Figure 7.3), 

which is only observed kineticaOy by probing at the shorter wavelengths. An alternate 

possibility is the existence of a non-homogenous ground state population of PYP molecules, 

which are excited to different states at the two wavelengths. However, no evidence for such 
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inhomogeneity is obtained from the ground state absorption spectrum of PYP and from 

kinetic data obtained on the slower tone scales. The smaOer rate constants observed with 395 

om excitation for the re-popukdon of the ground state (k** = 0.19 x lO'̂  s') and the formation 

of the photochemical intermediate lo (kp" = 0.31 x lO'̂  s"') are ascribed to slower internal 

coQversk>ns from P * to the P * state and the lo ' state, respectively. The latter species, 

which corresponds to an excited state of lo, is introduced to account for the long wavelength 

component of the stimulated emission, shown in Figure 7.1. The rate constant for the decay 

of the stimulated emission from this state (kd'̂  is approximately the same as the rate constant 

for the stimulated emissnn decay from P* (kd*^, as shown by the paraltel decay of the observed 

components of the stimulated emission in Figure 7.1. Although the scheme shown in Figure 

7.3 can account for the present observatmns, it must be considered iQ'pothetical at this point. 

Temperature dependence measurements and two-excitation pulse experiments studying 

excited states of lo shouki provkie fijrther insights into this mechanistic model Such studies 

are underway. 
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Table 7.1: Kinetic rate constants for 460 and 395 nm excitation obtained by global 
analysis* 

460 am data 

Rate constant Short wavelengths (420-470 nm) Long wavelengths (470-530 nm) 

kota 
(ki + kp) 

0.83 ± 0.05 X 10'-s ' 

(1.2 ps) 

0.83 ± 0.02 X 10'- s ' 

(1.2 ps) 

K 
(repopulation of 

ground state) 

0.29 X 10'̂  s ' (k '̂O 
(3.4 ps) 

0.29 X 10'2 s ' (O 

(3.4 ps) 

kp 
(photochemical 

product formation) 

0.54 X 10'- s ' (kp'O 

(1.9 ps) 

0.54 X 10'- s ' (k '̂O 
(1.9 ps) 

395 nm data 

Rate constant Short wavelengths (420-470 nm) Long wavelengths (470-530 nm) 

k,bs 
(k^+kp) 

0.50 ± 0.07 X 10'-s ' 

(2.0 ps) 

0.91 i 0.01 X 10'-s ' 

(l.Ips) 

kd 
(repopulation of 

ground state) 

0.19 X 10'̂  s ' (k'O 
(5.3 ps) 

0.34 X 10'- s ' (k '̂-k '̂O 

(2.9 ps) 

(photochemical 
product formation) 

0.31 X 10'̂  s ' (kpO 

(3.2 ps) 

0.57 X 10'- s ' (kp'O 

(1.8ps) 

'Note: 460 nm data, kp/k^ = 0.53; 395 nm data, kp/kj = 0.60. Numbers in 
parentheses correspond to time constant values. 
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Figure 7.3. Kinetic model for excited state formation and decay and photochemical product formation from ground 
state (dark adapted) PYP (Pos). 460 nm excitation produces excited state P*, and 395 nm excitation produces P*. 
Formation of the initial photochemical intermediate lo occurs along pathway b from P*, and from P' after relaxation 
(k'') to P*, with a rate constant kp''. lo is also produced with a rate constant kp" from P' via lo* (an excited state of lo) 

which is formed along pathway a. Stimulated emission decay occurs with rate constants k^" and kj'' from the two 
excited states P* and lo. Thin dashed lines indicate radiationless processes, whereas thick dashed lines correspond 
to decay processes that can occur radiatively and which result in stimulated emission. 
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7^. DISCUSSION 

As shown above, transient absorption changes probed on the subpicosecond time 

scale have kineticaify revealed the rate constant for the formation of the recentty reported 

picosecond intermediate lo (Ujii et aL, 1998). At the time resolution of the measurements, 

no additional earfy intermediates preceding lo were apparent Excitation at both the 395 and 

460 nm wavelengths yield similar rise kinetics (probably limited by the pulse width of the 

laser) to form vertu:aQy excited Franck-Condon states. This would suggest excitation from 

a non-heterogenous population in the ground state potential energy sur&ce (designated Pgs 

in F^ure 7.3). However, as noted above, the wavepacket in the excited state which is created 

by the absorption depends on the excitation wavelength. As the wavepacket moves away 

from the Franck-Condon region, the excited state absorption and the stimulated emission 

decrease with time either because of photochemical intermediate formation or re-formation 

of the ground state. These processes are competitive. The time scale of decay of the excited 

state depends on the nature of the excited state that is formed (Le. it is excitation wavelength 

dependent as shown in Table 7.1). From the rate constant values given in Table 7.1, it is 

possible to calcukite values of 0.53 and 0.6 for the quantum yields of photoproduct formation 

by excitation at 460 nm and 395 nm, respectively. These are in good agreement with the 

previous^ determined value of 0.67 obtained from photobleaching measurements (Meyer et 

aL, 1989) and with previous ps e?q>erinients (Ujj et aL, 1998). 
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The difference in the nature of the excited states formed at the two excitation 

wavelengths located on the long and short wavelei^;th sides of the PYP absorption band 

reflects a complex behavior durir^ the excitation pulse and can probably be attributed to 

differences in the vibrational and conformationai properties of the excited state potential 

sur&ces, as well as to the dynamic properties of the excited state resultii^ from the spreading 

or movement of the wavepacket on the potential energy sur&ce as it leaves the Franck-

Condon region. This may reflect a chai:^e in the coupling between the various torsional or 

vibrational modes of the chromophore within the excited state population generated by 395 

nm excitatioiL Anafysis of the oscillatory patterns observed with these two excitation 

wavelengths at different observation wavelengths, which would reveal the ultra&st reaction 

dynamics within the potential sur&ces of the ground-state or excited-states of PYP, may 

provide fiirther information on these processes. 
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7.6. CONCLUSIONS 

Using 6 timfr-resotved absorptioii spectroscopy we have been able to evaluate the rate 

constants for re-population of the ground state and formation of the first photochemical 

intermediate fix>m the excited state of PYP. In additioa, we have shovm that there are no 

addfrinnal intermediates formed within the time resohition of the present experiment. 

Photoisomerizations are known to be rapid processes, which occur as a result of the 

absorption of a high energy photon (Schoenlein et aL, 1991). In PYP, structural changes on 

the & time scale are probabfy restrkted to the chromophore itself within the closely packed 

hydroi^t^ binding pocket, and consequent changes in the protein environmeot are therma% 

driven and slower. The first event observed in the PYP photocycle has been ascribed to the 

breaking of the hydrogen bond between the carbonyl oxygen of the covalent thiol ester and 

the backbone amide hydrogen of Cys69, along with a partial twist of this tUoester bond, by 

a 0.85 A resolutk>n crystaOographic determination of the structure of an intermediate trapped 

at -100® C (Genick et aL, 1998). This photogenerated structure clearly shows a 166" rotation 

of the thioester carbonjd bond relative to the phenolic ring, whereas the olefinic double bond 

has been minimally converted from the trcms to the cis conformation. The distorted transition 

state-like geometry of this intermediate has been postulated to cause subsequent larger, more 

sk>wty occurring, movements associated with the complete isomerization about the C=C bond 

attached to the phenolic rii^. It is possible that the lo intermediate observed in this and the 

previous study (Ujj et aL, 1998) corresponds to this thioester carbonyl rotated ^)ecies, with 
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the distorted geometry of the chromopbore also depending on the specific intramotecular 

vibrational energy redistribution resulting from the position of the wavetength of excitation 

with respect to the PYP absorption band. The thioester bond twist would then correspond 

to the initial minfmal movement in the photochemical pathway driven by the absorption of 

light energy, thereby forming a transient, but kineticaOy observable species. The revised 

photocycle of PYP is presented in Figure 7.4. We presume that the twist of the thiol ester 

bond ^cilitates the completion of the trans-cis isomerization of the chromophore, and as a 

consequence of this the protein environment around the chromophore undergoes 

conformational changes whereby the chromophore Ineaks its H-bonds to Tyr42 and Glu46, 

and with Arg52 moves out into the solvent to pick up a proton (Ii -• I2), forming the fiiDy 

bleached, blue-shifted intermediate (Meyer et aL, 1993; Genick et aL, 1997b; Genick et aL, 

1998; Ujj et aL, 1998). 

Although the chromophore and protein structures are quite different, the kinetic 

behavior of the photocycles of PYP and the rhodopsin &mily, Le. &st photoisomerization and 

the formation of spectroscopicalfy distinct intermediates, is similar. The mechanistic models 

proposed for these photoactive proteins are also similan namefy, the formation of early (red-

shifted) intermediates involving vibrational and/or twisting movements restricted to the 

chromophore, on the fe and sub-ps time scales (Nuss et aL, 1985; Schoenlein et aL, 1991; 

Lewis & Kliger 1992; Wang et aL, 1994). The photon energy is briefly stored in these 

distorted structures, resulting in the generation of additional slower intermediates, thereby 

completing transduction of the biological signal. 
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140 ms 

1.9 ps 

220 ps 
200 MS 

3 ns 

F^ure 7A Revised PYP Photocycle 
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CHAPTERS 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

8.1. SUMMARY OF ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

The objective of this research project was to study the structure-fimction relationships 

of the novel, sotuUe, bhie-Bght photosensor PYP, from £. halophila, A^iuch has emerged as 

a paradigm in the field of biological photoreceptors. PYP has yielded a unique combination 

of biochemkal, spectroscopic and crystallographic data, inctudii^ ultra&st time-resolved 

spectroscopy and time-resolved crystallography, that has provided new insights into 

understanding how a biological li^ht sensor can translate the absorption of a photon into a 

sequence of structural changes to generate a signal. 

Investigations of the parameters that control the light cycle and the intricate interplay 

between the chromophore and side-chains of residues in the active site were undertaken by 

constructing site-specific mutations of several of these residues, and engineering the active 

site to accomodate structural^ modified chromophoies. An efScient recombinant expression 

system and unique methods for attaching the chromophore was achieved for PYP (Genick et 

aL, 1997a; Devanathan et aL, 1997). Glu46, a residue that is buried in the hydrophobic 

pocket and which stabilizes the ank>nic chromophore in the ground state H-bonding, was 

altered to an isosteric residue Gin. This amino acid substitution, over the pH range of 5-10 

(sigmoidal pH dependence with a pK = 8.0) yielded a dramatk 700-fi)ld increase in the rate 
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of dark recovery (I2 -•?), with a maximum k = 280 s' compared to k = 6.3 s"' (a beil-sbaped 

pH dependence with pK's = 6.4 and 9.4) for wild-type PYP. This presumably indicates that 

the active site pl^ a roie in controlling the rate of chromophore reisomerization and 

deprotonation. 

Arg52, whkh is positioned as a gateway protecting the active site fix>m the solvent, 

was thought to provide charge stabilization to the anionic form of the chromophore by 

electrostatic interactions. However, the mutatk>n of Arg52 to Ala did not result in large 

chaises in PYP spectral properties, although changes in l^t cycle kinetics occurred 

including rapid loss of color and slower recovery. The effect of pH on photocycie kinetics 

for this mutant was similar to wild-type. 

The results of these mutagenesis experiments established that the color of PYP could 

be tuned according to changes in the H-bondii^ nature between active site residues and the 

anionic chromophore, and that photocycie kinetics can be controlled by protein-mediated 

interactions. 

Incorporation of a chemkaOy modified chromophore (3,4-dihydroiQr cinnamk: acid; 

DH) into the active site pocket resulted in changes in the optical parameters (a red-shift in 

absorption spectrum by 12 nm), as well as in photocycie kinetics. The rate of fonnation of 

the photobleached intermediate (I2) increased by an order of m^nitude compared to wild-

type PYP, consistent with the observation that stabilization of a bulky chromophore within 

the active site pocket is rediiced. This stabilrzatk)n effect was also observed in the dramatic 
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40-fold decrease in the rate of recovery, indrcating that the chromophore preferred to be in 

the more exposed bleached form than in the ground state configuration. We attribute these 

efifects to the increased volume and also the increased polarity of the modified chromoi^re. 

Additional evidence of color tuning by the hydrogen bonding network was obtained by 

construction of a combination of mutants with variant chromophores (Glu46Gln-DH and 

Arg52Ala-DH), resulting in red-shifts of 18-24 nm in the PYP absorption spectrum. 

Further evidence of the interplay between Ghj46 and the chromophore in the active 

site was observed upon mutation of this residue to Asp and Ah. These substitutions resulted 

in a surprising pH driven color transition, in which the pK of the protonation of the 

chromophore was increased fiom ~2.7 to —8.6 the mutations. Interesting^, both the acidic 

and basic forms of both mutants exhibit photoactivity. The dark recovery kinetics (I2 ^P) 

varied a{^)reciabty between these forms in both mutants. This phenomenon couki be attributed 

to the greater stabilization of the neutral form of the chromophore within the hydrophobic 

pocket. The time constant for recovery for the basic form (deprotonated chromophore) of 

the Glu46Asp mutant has a greatly increased half-time of330 s, since it would be difiScult for 

two negative charges (deprotonated chromophore and deprotonated Asp46) to both be 

accomodated in the active site. In contrast, the dark recovery is rapid for the acidic form of 

both the mutants probably because the protonated chromophore is better stabilized. In 

addition, the recovery kinetics of the basic form of the Glu46Ala mutant is 200 times fester 

than its Asp46 counterpart due to elimination of a charged side-chain. 
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Understanding the mechanism of reisomerization is one of the critical issues to be 

decohered in the PYP photocycle. An unexpected yet major development in the search for 

a possible interpretation of this mechanism was obtained upon substitution of the MetlOO 

reskiue Ala. MetlOO is part of a critical loop that sits near the entrance to the active site 

about 3.3 A from the Arg52 side chain. This strategic location of MetlOO probably allows 

it to act in concert with Arg52 during the latter stages of the photocycle. The Metl OOAla 

mutation resulted in dramatically slowing down the recovery step from the photobleached 

intermediate (I2) to ground state (half-life 5.5 min; 3 orders of magnitude slower in 

comparison to wild-type PYP). However, absorption of a second laser pulse hastened the 

recovery process by 6 orders of magnitude (photon-mediated reisomerization). The 

interpretation of these results is as follows. The S-atom of the MetlOO side-chain, based on 

the structural model of the I2 intermediate (Genick et aL, 1997), is in van der Waals contact 

with the pi orbital of the benzene rii^ of the chromophore. This could increase the electron 

density on the S-atom, which would &cilitate charge donation to the c/s isomer to expedite 

the isomerization to the trans form. The data clearfy indicate that Metl00 is a critical residue 

in the protein-mediated rate-determining step of chromophore reisomerization. 

In siq>port of this hypothetical mechanism of the reisomerization process, Glu46Asp 

and Glu46A]a mutants, which have slower recovery rates similar to the MetlOOAla mutant, 

were subjected to a second photon and their recovery remained unaffected, presumably 

because these mutants still retain the critical MetlOO residue and thus chromophore 
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reisomerization has abeady occurred in the I2 form. Further experiments are necessary to 

understand this mechanism in more detail (see below). 

Ps and & pump-probe spectroscopy has helped in elucidating the earty photochemical 

and photophysical processes for the PYP photoreceptor. Picosecond time-resoh^ed 

spectroscopy revealed for the first time the presence of two new red-shifted intermediates 

formed with time constants of ^ 3 ps (lo) and 220 ps (lo^) which decays to I| in 3 ns. 

Improving the time resolution to 100 fe, allowed further characterization of the earliest 

intermediate. The time constant for the formation of lo was dteremined to be 1.9 ps. No 

additional kinetic intemKdiates were detected prior to lo at this time resolution. Thus the 

main intermediates in PYP photocycle are now defined. Structural interpretations are sk)wly 

begmning to emerge at these &st time scales as tnne-resolved crystallographic models 

supplement the solutk>n time-resolved spectroscopic measurements. This places PYP at the 

forefix>nt in the field of photoreceptors in terms of high resolution kinetic and structural 

understandii^, although more work is clearly needed for a complete understanding of the 

physical basis of the photochemistry of this photoreceptor. 

8.2. FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

8.2.1. Design of Mutants and Variants 

Rational design of mutants and variants in the study of determinants causing color 

shifting should be part of the strategy to fiirther understand the structure-flmction relations 
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in PYP. Insights obtained from the preliminaiy studies of such mutants and variants, 

inchiding effects on protein color and photocycle kinetics, suggest additional e?q)eiimeuts. 

Mutations such as Glu46Ser, Ghi46Asn, Arg52Lys, Arg52Gbi, and double mutations such 

as Tyr42Glu-Ghi46Gbi, would help to probe the exact roles of these residues in modukting 

the spectral and kinetic properties of PYP. A Cys69 mutation to Ser would change the 

electronic properties of the chromophore from a thiol ester linkage to a carboxyiic ester 

linkage, thereby probity the role of sulfur orbitals in PYP properties. 

Incorporation of a chromophore with a more extended double bond system [for 

example: 5-(p-hydroxypbenyI)-2,4-pentadienoic acid] would require additioaal space within 

the active site to accomodate the increase in the chain lei^^h. This could be accomplished 

by use of the Glu46Asp or Glu46Ser mutants, which would also retain the H-bonding 

network. Increases in the length of coigugated double bonds are known to cause significant 

red-shifts in the absorption spectrum (e.g. retinal chromophores). Would this be true for 

PYP also? Incorporation of a histidine ring (urocanic acid) in place of the phenol ring would 

also be an interestii^ variant of PYP. Such an array of mutant and variant PYP's would 

provide new and interesting data on changes in spectral and light cycle dynamics. 

8.2.2. Labeled chromophores-NMR and FTIR spectroscopy 

NMR structural information to probe the rate-liniiting step in the photocycle kinetics, 

Le. the recovery process involving chromophore reisomerization, could be obtained with the 
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use of '̂ C-labeled probes. Each of the C atoms of the conjugated double bond, and the 

carbonyl C of the chromo^riiore, can be systematically labeled using probes. Such labeled 

chromophores, when reconstituted with mutants that undergo sbw recovery kinetics such as 

MetlOOAla and Glu46Asp, could be used in trying to understand the mechanism of 

reisomerization. Insights into the structural differences between the photobleached 

intermediate (I2) and the dark adapted (ground) state could thereby be obtained. Such 

collaborative studies are under way with Dr. Mario Rivera at Oklahoma State University. 

Time-resolved FTIR spectroscopic measurements using chromophore labeled with 

'̂ O in the carbonyl o^Q^gen woukl give information on the pattern of isomercation processes 

and the extent of structural perturbatk)n (movement) during early events in the photocycle. 

Such e^qieriments are current^ in progress with our collaborators at The Scripps Research 

Institute. 

8^3. Uttrafast Time-resoived Laser Absorptioa Spectroscopy 

Dynamical processes involved in energy transduction can be elucidated usii^ ps-& 

pump-probe spectroscopy. Time-resolved absorption e}q)eriments can be finther extended 

to the mutants and variants to conq>are the photochemical processes with those of wild-type 

PYP. Two-photon laser spectroscopy can be used to probe for photoieveisibility in vark>us 

photocycle intermediates using PYP mutants and variants. This would enhance the 

possibilities for the use of PYP and its analogs as photochromic materials in optical memory 
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devices. PYP would be more advantageous in this context than bacteriorhodopsin due to its 

stability, solubility and the ease with wdiich it can be structiirally engineered. 

As shown above, when FY? was probed at two dififerent excitation wavelengths on 

the long and short wavelei^th sides of the FY? absorption band (460 nm and 395 nm; 

Chapter 7) a difference in the nature of the excited states was found that was reflected in the 

values of the time constants obtained. This indicates a complex behavk>r during the 

excitation pulse, which can be attributed to differences in the vibrational and confomiationai 

properties of the excited state potential energy sur&ces. The dynamic properties of the 

different excited state levels (Sn) reached by the molecules resuhs from the spreading or 

movement of the wavepacket on the potential energy sur&ce as it leaves the Franck-Condon 

region. This reflect differences in the coupling between the various torsional or vibrational 

modes of the chromophore within the excited state population, depending on the wavelengths 

at \^ch PYP molecules are excited. Carefiil studies of the properties of the ground state and 

excited state potential sur&ces usii^ a series of excitation wavelengths and a range of 

teirqieratures will be required to understand the complex early time behavior. Such studies 

are in progress with our collaborator Dr. Neal Woodbury at Arizona State University.. 

8.2.4. Vibrational spectroscopy 

Information on the vibrational changes that are associated with chromophore-protein 

interactions can be obtained using ps coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy. 
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Conformational changes in wild-type PYP and modified PYP's during the light cycle could 

be observed in this way that would provide additional structural information. Steady-state 

resonance Raman spectroscopy with multiple photoactive species (e.g. the basic and acidic 

forms in Glu46Asp and Glu46Ala) would help probe the preferred configuration of the 

chromophore in the ground state for such proteins. Such experiments are in progress in Dr. 

George Atkinson's laboratory and in Dr. Klaus Gerwert's laboratory (Germai^). 

8^.5. PYP-Phytochrome 

The role of PYP in the novel PYP-phytochrome hybrid from the bacterium R. 

centemm needs to be studied in depth to understand it at the molecular and evolutionary 

level The domains of this hybrid protein have been expressed separately in Dr. Carl Bauer's 

laboratory and can be used to study the photocycle behavior of the isolated PYP domain with 

respect to the PYP from E. halophila. This would also help answer questions whether the 

PYP domain interacts directfy^ with the phytochrome domain in order to inhibit the kinase 

activity upon bhie light activation. 

8.2.6. PYP-Biok>gical Role 

Since PYP is implicated in negative phototaxis as its biological function, finding its 

binding partner during its signaling state is crucial. Chemotactic proteins are responsible for 

the switching of the flagellar motors in E. colL The effect on PYP photocycle kinetics can 
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be tested to probe for mteractioa of PYP with such chemotactic proteios (e.g. CheA/CheY). 

If such interactioiis occur, one can look for similar proteins in E. halophila. 
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